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“THE SINGER”

MAINE.

THOMASTON,

PRESS

This old, well known and favorite house has during
he past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
nd supplied with new furniture, in style equal to
any Hotel of the day; is now opened fbr permanent
and transient boarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being such, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resorj for visitors from cities during the summer season.
The larder will be kept fully
supplied with the best

IMPROVED

SEWING

1871

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to and fVom the cars.
Carleton*8 well-known Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
All old acquaintance aud friends at the Lykde
officiated as Clerk
House, where the
from its opening, are invited not to forget his present
residence. He will be at home and happy to i_eet
them all.
WILLIAM K. BICKFORD,

KINSMAN,7

GAS

FIXTURES !

Proprietor.

Charles H. Gloyd, Clerk.
Thomaston, June 1st, 1872.

jel3dtf

PROVINCE

HOUSE,

ON

EUROPEAN PLAN,

EXCEEDING

sep20dlm

United States

day._

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

E. CRAM & CO., Proprietor.
house, which has been
THIS popular
months past for repairs, is
to the
It has been

We invite all those that
Sewing Machine to call at

closed for

traveling public.

ed and painted throughout, and
made for the comfort of Gui sts.

C.

d2mo

W. STOCKM AN, M.

MRS. M. A.

in

sepl7-

D.,

St., Portland.

21 Brown

sepl6-lm*

finish.

Machine!* Mold on Monthly Instalments.
SyMsudiine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done te order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire
satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

Apply

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
-OF-

American

on

sepll2w*
Foreign Patents, HOUSE

and

209 Congrem St., Portland, Me.
Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfnlly and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
jy2dtf

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
179 Commercial St., Portland.
le agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We hare also for sale at lowest market price,
Wllkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitteton
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the trailportatkm of coals from
port of shipments any i»oint desired.
tfapr27

L.

K E IL E

FRESCO

Jjltt

Clark

srect, containing
BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

13

IN

Co.,

WarTcn & Gregg.

Successors to

days

ten

will be

JJfD

MERCHANTS !

COMMISSION
Is Walnut St,

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

_jail 23-1,__
J. H. HOOFER,

7 Wilniot street;
upper
ANbest
rents in the city for the price. Call
L.

one of
on

TAYLOR,

the

Estate Agent.

ameled
nre

Chairs,

kinds oi repairing
boxed and matted.

IN

CliOUDJWAN,

148 EXCHANGE ST.
jan22tf
_.
EDGAR 8.

at

Caw !

D.JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER
N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
de20 tf
Cross Streets.
#

WM.

M.

Book, Card

MARKS”

& Job

Printer,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

631

large and commodious

Every Description of

work promptly and
executed, and at'the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

J. II

L A TI SOM,

card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the stin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
mM IMollo-l.ood work at INode rate PricPleaite.

~hUNT

may 20

<& JEWETT\

Italian & American Marble,
once 313 CONCKEgB STREET,

stores

SHALL

hand

cut
that will not tail to be
ers.

the Fsstory

^Portland,

14

at 229

Congress st._
EDWARD NIXON.
aulStf

JET GOODS.

159 Commercial St.

Furniture in the house on the corner of Oak
and Prospect streets, can be had for f 300, as the
present proprietor wishes to engage in other business.
A dozen persons now boarding at the house.
Rent

THE

reasonable. Apply
Sept 21-dlw

RESULTS^

ENtSF£fro.ra ****** drains. inDon’t patch up
I»ut
good cement
Whi?i<ll’lank
while you are n‘^i8anc<ii
about it.
»ep2j-eodlw

on

the

premises.

NOTICE !
and

the

Cape

at their owa risk.
C. A. TILTON,
THOS. B. HASKELL,
Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.
Elizabeth, Sep. 19th, 1872.
sep20-dlmo
do

APPLE

EVERY

by
Highlands.

Goods!

DESCRIPTION,

For sale

the New England
Laboratory, Boston
Send for our Catalogue
and
List
Committee, of Cities T.wns,
and the Pubbc
lie furnished with a full line of articles tor eamnaiim
Address B. T. WELLS, 3 Hawley
use.
Street,
ton.
»2m

ClSbs,

Priie

Mass._au29T,Tt

SAGE

CO.,

—AT THE—

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store, may be found the celebrated
Reading
Apple Parers. Also the Excelsior hand Cider Mills,
at wholesale and retail prices.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
_sepl4-6wis

Tea!

The Woman’s Tea Co.
RIDEOUT SISTERS, Sole agents for Portland.
Office at 301$ Congress Street.
CALL -AJSTD TRY A PACKAGE
___sepiy-T T <fe S 3m

Furnace

and

Establishment For Sale.
Situated in the new City of Holyoke, Mass. Good
Store “with lease if desired,” clean stock, with a
good run of business. HI health the only reason for

selling. Apply

to

D. B

Maas.

SECOND

ROBERT

Bo."

CHEESE^

and

the undersigned, have this dav formed a copartnership under the style or J. W. STOCKWELL & COMPANY, for the purpose of manufacturing, under Patents of 187t, 1871 & 1872, Machinery to run by hand, horse or steam power, to make
Drain and Sewer Pipe and artificial Stone Pavement
and Building Blocks.
State and County Rights for sale, or licensed to
JOHN W. STOCK WELL.
Me.

DESIRABLE HOUSE FOR SALE,
French
stories, double house with bav windows,
feet
roof, suitable for tenements or boarders; 2800
continnally
term*
land. Price $8000,
easy, proi^rtv
on the increase: grand chance for a good home.
TAYLOR * CO., 3 State St., Boston, Mass. se25-3t

To Owners of Machine Shops.
PRACTICAL mechanic thoroughly skilled in
all branches of the Machine
business, would
fixe ™
interest in some machine shop having
a good run of
work, for particulars addtess, with
particulars of shop Ac., Mechanical Engineer, Portand Daily Press.
sep21-2w*

Fop

Sale.

3

mew

Cross street.

)j$0ee

A. CHASE,

can

be found

all that

ment and

wo

an

they wilipiere

inspection, and will

find the

largest

assort-

the

Undergarments!
Eor Boys!
Undergarments!

For Children and Misses.

Merino Undergarments!
Eor Ladies,
In. all qualities and sizes, at

DAVIS &.

We have opened

a

small

lot of Hamburg*, at the

Cents Per Yard.

bargains,
BARGAINS/

made and
manner.

ALWAYS AT

100 Prs. Kid Gloves at Fifty «s.
Sept 21-dl w____

FRANKLIN coal,

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND.

*

attended to.

5-eodtf

|

irs.

The good^ Schooner
ROXANNA BURLEY,

hand

John’s Wyoming and other Lehigh, and
White Ash Coals,

All of the purest quality, and which we sell aa low
a* can be
bought in any place in this city. Also
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, AND EDGINGS.

copart-

EVANS & GREENE,

|VICKERY Sc LEIGHTON.
C. A. VICKERY,

No. 183 Commercial Street,

C. A. LEIGHTON.
sep5d3w

For Sale.
Yacht, well built, sloop rigged;
tons O. M. Arranged both tor pleas-

new

Sails well. Price reasonable.
of PETER E. VOSE, Dennysville, Me.,
or
CYRUS NOWELL, Portland.
is4 *
Dennysville, Sept. 4, 1872.

Prescriptions

bacco, Ac., &c.

B.—Mr. H. W. Merrill having associated himbusiness with Mr. T. A. Turner, will be pleased to see his old friends and customefB at the above
address, and feels warranted in assuring them that
after over 20 years practical experience as an Apothecary in some of the best stores in this country, that
he can guarantee them satisfaction in the comi>ounding and dispensing of medicines.
sp26*2w

NO.

Ilead

of Smith’s Wharf,

___juyl7eod3m
First class Country Store for Sale.
a
flourishing town in Mass., stock consists ol
_____

1

profit.

liiqnire

I

WORKsl

17 PLUNI STREET.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyeis: fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail of giving satisfaction.
Ladies’ dres«es colored and finished in a
superior
style. Gent’s garments cleansed and colored without
being ripj»ed,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and frame!; blankets scoured
and the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER A CO.,

NOTICE
All

who desire a

Stylish and Perfect Fitting Boot,
Made to

fit the FOOT, though it be

DIFFICULT
can

obtain the same, and at

TO

FIT,

short notice by coming to

JELLERSON'S,

101 Middle

Street,

1N

tiroeeries, Dry Goods &c., small clean and well
selected, good run ot regular customers and desiraoiey located; chance seldom met with. Moderate

capital required,
»ep253t
TAYLOR & CO., 3* state street, Boston

The cranberry crop is said to be very poor
this year; but to make up for this, as the
elections approach, the bri-bery season is un-

The death of one John Pattison by

and leaving their meaaure.
The best work is done
here. Those who have work done here can TESTIFY
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the management of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New England.
Aiao one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retail, constantly on hand. All styles, sizes and widths, for
Ladies and Gents. Call and eqamine for yourselves.
**
Portland Sept. 11th, 1872.
sepl2-eodtf

Lager Beer Saloon for Snlv.
a leading thoroughfare nicely flttsd up and doing a successful business; can be bought at a bargain if applied for at once; moderate capital required. TAYLOR & CO., 3 State St., Boston. sep25-3t

ON

lodging house for
Sale at a bargain, now full of boarders aud lodgers; house is very desirably located; this is oue of the

Boarding

and

best chances of the kind ever offered.
TAYLOR A CO., 3 State St., Boston.

sep25-3t

MUTUAL BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,
BY M. Y. B. STIMSON.
Is a pass book designed for the use of all elasses of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for
As an economical measure it has no eoual in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its
will
save 20 per cent in the cost of
living.
Price $1.2® per dozen. Sent
in packages
post-paid
of any number, to any part of the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies by mail post-paid for 10 cents.
H. A. AicKfcNNBY A CO., Publisher*,
129 Middle St., Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

adoption

C IT Y

OF

PORT Ij A MET.

CITY CLERK’S OFFICE,
Sept. 18th, 1872.
the petition ofC. N. Delano & Co., for per-

mission to erect
UPON
their

and

Engine in
Street, between

use a Steam
on Fore

contemplated building

Cross and Centre Street.
Notice is hereby given that on Monday the 7th, of
October next at 7$ o’clock P. M., a hearing will be
had of all parties interested in said petition at the

A ldermens Room iulCity Building.
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

«epl9-dtd

a

pisiol

shot is done up in the Chicago “Times” in
these head lines: “Dead as a Door Nail—

Kindly

to Bullets—The Perforated ThiePs Soul Goes
Out for

an

Airing.”

The Times has

a

large

local circulation.
One of the Mesdames

been paying

a

visit to

Brigham Young
Chicago, and they

has
say

competitive attention shown her by
divorce lawyers who were anxious to get the
business of the family was something quite
overwhelming.
They’ve just been celebrating the independence of Mexico in that delightful country, and the people seemed to enjoy it as
heartily as if they knew what it was a,*
about.
A Bloomington, Ind., jeweller advertises
himself by furnishing an item in which it is
stated that a burglar entered his shop with intent to steal but retreated screaming “fire!”
terrified by the glare of a diamond the size of
a

teacup.
The poor hydropathists have been treated

to

a very cold shower bath.
A British savant
has discovered that cold water is not a cure

rheumatism,

for whales have

it, who

live

in the cold water all the time.

A jury was brought into court jn order that
of their number might be instructed upon
the following point of law: “If I believe that
the evidence was one way, and the other
eleven believe different, does that justify any
other juryman in knocking me down with a
chair?” The judge answered in general

one

terms.

A young chap in a southern city has the
latest method of Applying ointment to his
wounded heart. He recently took a young

lady to the Opera House, and while accompanying her home asked the privilege of escorting her to church the next Sunday. He
called according to agreement, but being intoxicated, was invited to go about his business; but he got even with her. He called
on Monday, and demanded the refunding of
the seventy-five cents paid for her ticket to
the Opera House. This was handed over,
and now all those things which might have
been, will not be any more.
proprietor of barrel organs, who sells or
“grinders,” states
that organs containing lively airs do not pay
as well as formerly.
This he attributes to the
fact that sickly sentiment is greatly on the
increase, in consequence of which he has
sent a large order to Europe for a consignment of “barrels packed with tunes of the
walentine stripe.”
A

»uc

tuusuui

uowi

lor

reconciliation

re-

minds one of the child who went bawling
up stairs and down, “MaUma! Susan wont
pacify me!” If the southern chivalry wish
to be in concord with the nation, “who’s a
henderin’ of ’em ?” asks our friend from the

country.”
The “Liberals” have ceased to cipher victories in the past elections, but not to sigh for
them in- those to come.
Louisville husbauds are well trained. One
recently submitted to a cowliidinc
from his wife at his place of business, and
when she had finished, meekly picked up the
baby and walked home with her.

of them

At the California State prison they have
a grand ball.
“Ball and chain” is not so
bad when it mea-is “ladies’ chain.”

had

Mr. H. of the Burlington and Missouri
land office were among the pas sengers of the
Metis.

He is a nervous

floating

in the

man,

and while

water

imagined what his
friends would do to acquaint his wife with his
fate. Saved at last, he rushed to the telegraph office and sent this messaged “Dear
P., I am saved. Break it gently to my wifel”
Chicago has discovered an addition to its
list of attractions in a cemetery which possesses the property of
petrifying bodies interred
therein. A baby lately exhumed there was
so perfectly “marblified”
(Chicago vernacular)

that its relatives wanted to take it home

mantel ornament;and it is now suggested that a company be formed to bury people
in artistic attitude and thus establish a statue
as a

goeds,

SUCH AS

Copartnership.

ure

on

Franklin
the subscrib-

Honey Brook Lcliigh,

feet
toss; carries 175 tons coal;
draft; well found; fast sailer; well adapted to coasting business. For terms apply to
j. Nic Person,
sep!7dtf133 Commercial St.

about 19
Aand

Also

of Lylkiua Valley
just received and for sale by

STANDARD COALS

84

Portland, Sept 2d, 1872.

attention to the completion of his
Prescription Department, and has put in a full line
of Pure Drugs, Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Preparations, ana assures the Physicians and customers
who favor him with
tc compound, that
they will be compounded with accuracy, ai.». from
pure
medicines.
His
stock
Drugs aud
oj
Patent
Medicines,
Medicines,
Penumery,
Toilet and Fancy Articles consistiug of Brushes,
Combs, Soaps, &c., Ac., is large and varied. Ala
Soda and other Mineral Waiers, ehoice Segars, Tospecial

THE

FRANKLIN COAL!

pARGO
Vy Coal

Low \

a

voted

launch and

BA VIS & CO’S.

a^Teats to let.

of

&

will be pleased to receive a call from them. He will
keep on hand a full assortment of every article usually kept in a first class drug store. He has de-

C. F.

Twenty-Five

Posters, Transparencies, &c.

day formed

Apothecary!

Respectfully informs his friends, customers and
public generally, that he has removed to his new.
capacious and cheerful store at the above address, and

COS,

low price of

Advertising!

name

and

gep26____Proprietors.

Hamburg Edgings!

A princess from Hanover, of great wealth
belonging to oue of the families of the old
feudal nobility, is soon to sail from Bremen
on her way to join the Oneida (N. Y.) society. She is a writer of some local fame, and
declares her intention of refusing to grant inviews to American reporters.
and

lets them on hire to the

the

«

Signs, Flags and

Awning Borders

have this

TURNER,

SEBAGO DYE

Merino

& Co.4

lilettered in the best
23jp*Wagon, Box and Boat:

undersigned
THE
nership under the Arm

A.

F

N.

Street,

Canvas

■

J. AmBBOSE mEKRILL, No. 139 middie Street.
J. W. Sc H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
Sc Union Sts.

self in

PRICES.

Merino

TENTS ANDFEACS.

Sale

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

congress
Wasmngington Streets.

quality.

invite

LOWEST

Awnings, Verandahs,

For

G. L. HOOPER A: CO., Successors to
Littlefleid Ac Wilson, Cor. York Sc Maple Streets.

s. w. cor.

Yacht & Boat Sails,

FINE

spring Exareas Wagon, frame body; weighs
735 lbs: but little used. One
ONE
light open box
At Ns. 7

Wagon.

assure

manufacturer of

A

Ohr*

in every

__sep7-eod3w
F. A. LEAVITT,

by mail promptly

F. LIRRY, 17 1-2 Union Street, up

qualities and numbers.

On these goods

Thread and Malta Laces.

Mass.

AugnBt 1, 1872.an2dtf

extensive

CORSETS

have received Dress and sack fringes, Silks and Satins in all shades, Scarfs, Diess buttons and Ornaments, with a variety oi goods to be sold at the lowest prices.

WE

royalty.

our

stock

Street.

stairs.

DARLING, No.
10 Clapp’s Block.

165 Middle

Sept

Silver and Plated Ware.

Stair Bnihler.

FRENCH

TT&S

M. & A. P.

JylStf

Northampton,

store and to arrive, direct from FACTORIES.
For sale by
SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
92 Commercial St. (Thomas Block.)
sepl4-2w

CO.,

MIDDLE ST.

6d6m eod

All orders

Repaired.

ARNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.

R.

Ribbed”) for seventy-five cents,
best in the market.

Co., Ag’ts,

Phillips

46 & 48

Co-Partnership Notice.

on a

1829.]

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

49 1-2

Portland,

Choice Sane Cheese

W. F.

18 Portland Street

_PORTLAND

work

IN

Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be atrictly
pure, and guarantee
that Tor fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
SSfln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack
age of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

FARRAR.

R. DAVIS Ac Co., No. 301 1-2 ConStreet.

Congress

JACQUELINE
CORSET.

we

Covers, Canvass

HAND !

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Schools.

new

him have it to give to his wife. Miller took
the gift to her, and now he has killed Smith
for making his wife presents.

for

found elsewhere.

PALMER’S PATENT

Dry and Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, &C., AC.

WITH

AND

bo

the

In

Pure White Lead !

GROCERY & PROVISION STORE,

CARRIAGES^

manner.

lin Sts.

Glove-Fitting Corset, Druggist
all

BOSTON

IN THE VICINITY OF BOSTON, A

NEW

can

Novelty is possible even in so common-place
thing as murder. Mr. Smith of Oregou
took several chances in a raffle for a lady’s
ivatch, but having thrown all but one and beng unlucky, he asked Mr. Miller to throw
hat for him. This throw won the watch,
Yut as Miller had won it for him, Smith let
i

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

World-Renowned Patent

MANUFACTURERS OP

good will of trade, including Stock, Fixtures and Team, doing a business of $45,000 a
Rent
year.
To any per$400, with lease 31 years.
soa meaning
business, the above otters a splendid
chance. For particulars apply to 861 Washington
street, Boston, Mass.
jySdtf

__^

CO., No. SO middle Street.
LAMSON, 152 Middle St., cor. Cross.

Jobbing promptly

THOMSON’S

OBce 99, 94 Sc 9G Oliver Street,
BOSTON.

VlNU.

_septll 2w«_Holyoke,
FOR SALE!

“our

Among

selling
The Hampshire

J. H. Chadwick &

Plumbing

48 Market 8t.

now

BOSTON LEAD

an

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

OUR BEST GERMAN CORSETS

~

Mandarin

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
imALL Sc KNIOHT,No. 134 Exchange
Street.

Ware

CORSETS.

mined in Virginia.
W. E. DENNISON,

PARERS,

FREDERICK A. STOCKWELL,

VERY

Manager

undoubtedly

Free St., Portlaml.

St.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

—

iu the Saint Paul
japers and when a man is in jail awaiting trill they say he is boarding with the sheriff.

that the

m. PEARSON. N*. 33 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silrer and Plated

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

o

170 Commercial St.,
Head Merrill's Wharf.
Amg 2t-*odtf

CIDER MILLS.

No. 16

AND

OF

3

&

AND

_

[INCORPOBATED

Successor to Farrar & Adams,

WORKS

Campaign

Than

Lewis, John Famum and Windward, at lower prices than the in-

AND

so

FIRE

Most thriving Vil-

KALER, MERRILL

VAUGHANS

after

same

REMITTANCE

and

tf

For particulars apply to

20th,
ONBRIDGE will beSeptember
up for repairs; persons passing

in

BROWN’S

CO.,

Fbr Sale.

Corner Music Hall entrance
Send fop.Price List.
sep!3d4w
BOSTON.

BRONCHIAL O
oKOK COUGHS, CO^DS^ ^
Sept 5-d6mo§

Commissioners.

The Furniture of a Boardinghouse

Waterman
& Co.,
15 Winter
Street,

a

of tbc

lages in Maine.

“J AA BRLS Choice New Extra Mess Beef, just
AvFVf received from Chicago, for sale by

Wholesale and Retail.

n lue
v
*»e

one

Stove,

a

Aug. 1872.
MKAD<{I'ABTEBN FOB

FATAL

In

GOODS,

Masons and Builders.
BEDLON, 933 1-3 Congress

gress

Fancy Goods,

ac-

the purest and best
Coal lor Steam or Blacksmith’s

Imported by

EXTRA MESS BEEF

Sept 20-3w*

—

am

use

R. DURAN Sc CO., 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

GEO.

Furnishing

•‘Them watermelons,” indignantly retorted
Indianapolis grocer, in response to the
ioubts of a timid customer, “is as harmless
md healthy as if they was cholera medicine
tself.”

J.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

in this market.

SMALL STOCK OF-

sep9dtf_No

FARLEY,

&

Ladies’

offeridg the “Hampshire”
Cumberland Coal Ex Schooners

is

Watch Company.

8 tree t.

-IS-

sine of package and val

ferior Cumberland is

SALE.

FANCY

for the

NEW

satisfactory to all marble workaug22

or

FOR

Co.,

GREATER ATTRACTIONS

annum.

Robert A. Bird:

I

for Howard

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and
Carpet-Bags.

N. E.

it were.

Mr. Patterson’s Liver does not Take
Street.

Plnmbers.
MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Ereyy description of Water Fixtures ar-

OFFER

Interest and Dividends attended to.

AND

and determine whether the prayer of the petitioners
shall be grauted; and it is ordered that notice of the
above application be given by publication of the
same with this our order thereon in two of the daily
newspapers printed in Portland, at least seven days
before the time of the hearing.

corner of Greenloaf and Everett Streets,
sueh a one half the business at cost.

sell
Call at

sepl2

MILLINERY

Portland, Sept. 20th, 1872.
Upon the foregoing application we appoint Monday
instant, at three o’clock in the afternoon at
the westerly end of the Portland Bridge as the time
and place when we will hear the parties interested

naif of a Business for Sale.
WANT a good man to help me at my Soap Facand

I tory,
will

.Pure Ice supplied for all purposes, and in any
quantity, from CARGO to a daily FAlTlIJLli

st.

the 30th

good assortment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive order* to
to .lie all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
on

-ANDNO. 33 EXCHANGE STREET.

A

a

FLETCHER

That DAVIS &

(Marked

CSE.

on

Harbor

i,

Ice House, Market Street.

tween the Portland Bridge and the land of the Portland Gas Company, and extend said wharf into tide
water sixty-five feet, beyond the sea wall to the line
which is made by the extension of the outer line of
said Gas Company’s wharf, to Portland Bridge.
THE MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
COMPANY,
By Josiah H. Drummond, their Atty.
Portland, Sept. 18th, 1872.

Yard 43 PRVBI.R 8TREET.
keep

CL a i

LOWELL, 301 Congress

JAMES

nation.

STREET,

SHERRV, No. 9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Agents

legree of interest; but when, one after anther, they were excused because they enterained opinions, she seemed to gather from
he circumstance a knowledge of how lit.Ie
ympathy there was in the cold, hard faces
bout her. For a while she listened, but
oon sank back in her chair,
evidently disleartened and* depressed. Once she smiled
rhen listening to the questioning of an idiot,
rho was on the stand under examination as
o his qualifications to sit on a jury; but it
ra» a
sickly mournful smile, and passed

in

J- E.

ABNER

as

usually flourishing.

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

UE RECEIVED at rates varying
to the

order.

A. S. DAVIS Sc

LETTERS

reshening up,

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

ranged and set np in the best

DEPOSITS of ANY ARTICLES of VAL-

cording

Furniture and Upholstering.

J. H.

Shirt Bosom,

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stocks, Bon**,

44,

Up-

DAVID W. DEANE, No. Sff Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols <>ringand Repairing

greet and

IN GREAT

inside the Vaults at

from $15 to $60 per

Street.

UOTHROP,DE VENN Sc CO,, 61 Exknnge

WRITTEN

PORTLAND, ME.

tl

C. H.

low and

Exchange

L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering done to order.

Photographers.

SPECIAL NOTICE

undersigned
permission to construct
wharf
THE
their lot situated in said Portland be-

over

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

LET IT BE

Exchange Street.

COLLECTION

w.

BLOCK,

To the Honorable Commissioners
Harbor of Portlaud.

W holes*le Dealers in

east.

new

Deposit Vaults,

SAFES TO RENT

jnll

let, containing? rooms. Sebago
particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

sep21-dlw

man-

city.

scptl4-dlm

to

carefully

PORTLANO, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All tbeuew styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Meda'Hou,
tlie Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and tbe retoucoed

to

the

EXCHANGE

Let,

aus23

Break the

not

No. 97

Our facilities for

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,

STORE

No 152 middle Street.

Aiui

Furniture

JACOB McLELLAN,
S. T. CORSER,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

e*.

pleasure
in

LET.

To

Docs

Safe

Congress St.

To Let.
No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.
MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle st.
je3-?f

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

the

see

Wanted.

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia te Portland and other

PORTLAND

before purchasing, and we will
in showing one of the finest Stocks of

soft

hard and

RESIDENCE, « BRADFORD STREET.
*»nd

take

d.

desire

paid to collecting.

jan24-ly

GEOltGE

aul9dtf

PROCTER,
93 Exchange
Jc5dtf_

TENEMENT
water. For

points

1

call

a

J. C.

ST.

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
attention

immediate vicini-

THOMPSON

THE

JLAj

sept 73w

Our rents are
unsurpassed.
first class workmen.

Please give us

BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney
py Particular

Rea

applied for immediately will be let low.
Inquire of MRS. H. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same bloek,
Or,

A

G.

ufacturing

are
our men are all

If

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

J.

oi those

TO

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

JERRIS,

No. 47-49 Middle St.
One

19 1-9 Market Sqr. (up Stain.)
good variety of cages always ready made.
SdT'Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian, Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jun26eod6m

any firm in New England.

TO J-ET.
Store and Basement
more

Vessels

—

No. 46 and over 42 and

sep21-2w*

nTBRUNS,

m.

BURNHAM,

W.

as

Rooms to Let,

To Let.
Douglass St., 8 rooms,

Enquire of G.

Arc.

done. Furnioc25-,69T T&Stl

sep35*3t

or

on

__

and other valuables received.

HOUSE
water, garden, rent $9 per month.

*

neatly

WM. H.

without board, in the
of the City Building.
at Press Office.

Apply

Nos. 31 & 33 Free Street,
MANUFACTURER OF

to

Furnished

WITH
ty

Wanted.

load V, umber at Portland, BauMaehiaa. Calais, Montreal, and
Soulhorn Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou,Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Sound ports,
and St. John, N. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston.
27 South St., New York.
jy29-u3mo

A NEW STYLE OF SUSPENDER

SELL AS LOW

pleasant two story house corner of Cumberland aud Paris Streets:
10 rooms, gas and

Apply

AND

Parties purchasing Furniture need nfit go out
the State, as we can and will

Commercial st.

176

HOUSE

plenty

ORDER

eral Streets.

HOOPER 3c EATON, Old Post Oflcc,

T»

ALSO

That

Let.

To

UPHOL 8TE RER
Pabloe Suits, Lounges, Spbiho Beds,
I
Mattkxsbib,
flcDouuugli Patent Bed Lounge*, En-

TO

WHITNEY, No. 50 Ex*
Upholstering of all kinds

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Vessels

ifL

A.

CO., Arcade, No.

Furniture and Honse Furnishing Hoods.
BENJ. ADAMS, eor. Exchange and Fed-

__*u28tf

of

WARRANTED,

mA

Philadelphia.

i£. L. Gregg,

MADE

—

rent of ten rooms with Sebago water.
Also a small stable.'
No. 82 Franklin Street.

THEof water.

$1500 or $2000 capital, to go into well established business in this city. Correspondand full investigation solicited.
Address, L. E. S., Portland, Post Office.

Without Button Holes.

for rent. Apply to
Wm. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
sepl9-lw*

BROKERS,

SHIP

MANUFACTORY.

WAI.TER COREY 4c
18 Free Street.

to

WITH

THE

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

WANTED,

No.

House to be Let.

H. L. GREGG A

BUSINESS !
A PARTNER

91 MIDDLE STREET.

All Kinds of Furniture

56 Winter st.. contaiphouse,
THE
ing fourteen rooms,Gas and Sebago; will
midate two families. If not sold in

jan31

ONE

PANTALOONS,

Rent.

PHILADELPHIA.

■

Wanted.
good Tin-Plate and Sheet-Iron1 Worker at
NUTTER BROS. & CO„
sep2dtf_29 Market Square.
Wanted Immediately,
GIRL to work on fine Custom Coats,
good wages and employment the
•
year round.

Goods

Dye-House.
flni.hed.
dyed
FOSTER’S Bye Home, 34 Colon Street.*
and

done to order.

Middle st., up stall's.

91

H. Hay’..

H.

SYWONBS, India St. Velvet Cloak,

change St.

Address CHARLES E. WHITEHEAD.
South Berwick, Me.
_sep!6-d3w

or

S.—Call in at FERNALD’S, and

P.

style

A

Gregg.)

sep2-dtf

orer

Robert Collyer of Chicago thinks that Nebicliadnezzar was turned out to grass in mer:y and not as a curse for his sins.
He had,
iccordinging to Collyer, become so engrossed
ffith the city life of Babylon that he needed

way

as

factory

to

supply

art

galleries throughout the

quickly

as

it came.”

A Good Dog Story.
[From the New Orleans Picayune.]

They put things mildly

and Builders.

PR. W. R. JOHNSON,

GEORGE

at
FIRST-CLASS CootA.Makers,
S. FERNALD’S,

mar26thdtf

CONVENIENT tenement of six rooms, on Oxford near Pearl Street. Information gvien on
the premises, 85 OXFORD STREET.
sepl9-lw*
or

WANTED^

FERNALDS

(up stairs)

MAINE, AND THB

LARGEST

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
('44 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

AND--

■

Stand

To Let.

For Sale

Such parties as can furnish them will please
ddress P, O, Box 1432 Portland, Me. sept2-d&wtt

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Furniture

SAWYER A CO., Bleacher., No. 131
Middle Street.

F.

A FAIR PRICE WILL BE PAID.

lishment in Portland

A. S.

MARK WIOGIN,
bn the premises.

1872.

R

PORTLAND

OLDEST

THE

of

Portland, Sept. 4th,

R.

HAS AKKIVKD AT

Let.

house No. 80

WANTED,

ence

MANUFACTURES.

LET!

Bonne! and Hat Bleachery.
S

WHITNEY & WEANS, Pearl Street, oppo.lte Park.

FOR WHICH

St.. Up 8talr».

brick store in the Rackleft Block, corner
Cenrch streets—basement and

Enquire

FROM

Street.

Dentists.
-6’s
6’s
6’s

as can be found in any estab-

Ting Street.

floor, eleganth finished aud adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
septlldtf
To

Line

Book Binders.
Vm. A. QCINCY, Room 11, Printer'.
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.
SMALL 3c SHACKFORD, No. 35 Pinna

Carpenters

elderberries

PORTLAND.

a

Street.

RIPE

16-dtf is

As Fine

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOOU A: BREED, No.9l middle

AN

PAYSON,

WILDER

A large
of Middle and

Aug 8th-dtf

BROKER,
■

17* Middle

Wanted.

NEW TORE AND BOSTON MARKETS

To Let.
No. 50 St. Lawrence, next to corner Congress st. Rent $200.
Dwelling Houses and Stores to rent.
S. L. CARLETON,
Inquire of
je!3tl_ Attorney at Law, 80 Middle St.

SHIP

PLUMMER-4

oc-

ENCOURAGE

rent at No.

..

now

FRED PROCTOR,
205 Middle St.

Exchange Street, A

August

Patterns of Garments

busheler.

experienced bookkeeper and accountant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
or accounts, or to do
;Jwoks
oopying, or other work, in
the evening. Address
®®P26
W. E., Press Office.

6’s
7’s
7’s
Maine Central—Consolidated,
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold 7’s
Northern Pacific R. R., Gold 7-30’s
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes
....
R. R. Gold
7’s

32

smart

and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
COAT
CHESLEY’S, 167 Middle st.
_sp28tf

(Guaranteed)

Sewing Machines

To Let.

CHAS. A. WARREN,
Warren &

ELIAS HOWE

W. C. COBB, No. 13 P.arl Si.
a

Gossip and Gleanings.

_

Bakers.

Wanted.

67 Exchange Ht.

H. M.

Also

»ei>25

BONDS.

165 Middle Street.

sepl0’72

Repairing.

ABVAMK.

everie.
In the opening proceedings she
ook no interest whatever. She sat with her
yes on the floor, and only lifted them when
ler counsel turned to her to make some
renark. Her veil was kept down
closely over
ter face, and her features were almost entirey hidden from the eager curious gaze of the
rowd. Later in the day, when the names of
he jurors were called, she manifested a slight

FRIDAY MORAY AY7, SEPT. 87,1878.

DYER, No. 373 middle St. All
kinds of Machines for sale and to let.
».

*epl42w»

Wanted.

FOB SALE BY

first

MAINE.

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. T. Brooks, 383
Congress Street
R^-All orders promptly attended to.
my28tf

(Formerly

Warburtou,

Agency for Sewing Machines.
H

on same.

Sept. 13th, 1872.

class coat makers.
FIRST
No others need apply.

BY

State of Maine
Portland
Bath
Leeds & Farmington

AND BUTTEIUCK'S

stable

TO

Sept 5-dtfig

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 .pools for 5e.

R.

accom-

PAINTER,

PORTLAND,

Street,
CLARK,

Winter
E.

two storied

R,

Sewing Machines

to

STORE

^

W.

other First Class

and all

TOJLET.

and Solicitors

Attorneys

IMPROVE D~HOWE

JOHN T. HULL, 48 Union St.

»epl7.2weod

SARGENT,

paying charge*

Portland,

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Sole

aplO

w,‘an and

WOOD, Ag’t,

WM. E.

a

331 CONGRESS STREET,

WHITTEN,
Proprietress.

For Sale or Rent.
first class house No. 66 Pine street,
cupied by Judge Walton.

THB

purchasing

about

MILES Southeast of Cape Elizabeth, by Sch.
City Point, one dory. Owner can have the
*“ne by
callingjat C. P. Ingraham’s, 18 Commercial

|

6’s
Portland City
Rockland City.«’*
Bath City.#’«
St. Louis City.«’
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) <>’s
•
7’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
■
•
•
7’s
Cook County, Illinois,
•
•
7’s
Illinois,
Clay County,
7’s
Iowa Central, Gold,

Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

TO LEI.

Physician and Surgeon,

are

27,

1872._■ TERMS $8.00 PEK ANNUM IN
FOUND.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
THEJ?EESS.

Found.

BONDS.

FOB SALE

SEPTEMBER

WANTS, LOST,

Northern Pacific Gold, ... 7.30’s
7’s
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
Exchange on England, Scotland and Ireland.

OTHERS

l»opularitv.

popular house is now ready to receive
boarders, regular and transient.
Prices from SI .00 to $1.25 per day.

now

ALL

52,000!

This

re-opened
enlarged, ic-fltevery improvement

some

HOUSEr

ADAMS

OF

WHEELOCK &

OPPOSITE OLD SOUTH CHURCH, BOSTON.
G. A. COWAN, Proprietor.
This House recently opened.
Everything new
throughout. Rooms by the day or week. 75 and $1.00
per
sept4 4w

Hotel,

THOSE

This report indicates how well the linger Sewing Machine maintains it early and well earned

163 Washington & 11 Province Ct.

EXCHANGE ST.

were

181,260.

the market affords, at all times and seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and happy.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

Traveling agents.

^MACHINE.

Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

The

undersignod

J.

1,260.

STREET.

MAIN

Year in advance.

a

18

MORN TOG,

FRIDAY

MISCELLANEOUS.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

every

THE

YOL. 11.

An English friend of the writer, who reided many years in Texas, traveled, when a
i roung man, in France. He became the purhoser of a poodle dog belonging to a uouommissioned officer of an iutantry regiment
tationed in Paris. The dog was the pet of
he whole command, from its great intellias re;ence and the many amusing as well
Our Ennarkable tricks that it

f

performed.

gay, wild, jolly young
the poodle blow out a lighted
candle every time it was held to his nose.
John Bull like.he determined to own that dog
if he had to box with the whole regiment,
it was with great difficulty that he could
induce the sergeant to agree to part with the
(log, so afraid was he of the anger of the regiment ; and it was only by offering a very
balance on
arge price, half in advance and
lelivery, that the Englishman carried his
[>oint, aud he had to wait some time for the
regiment to leave Paris ere the poodle could
be transferred.
To describe all the strange and wondertul
tricks that this sagacious poodle could perforin—all taught their pet by over one thousand soldieis in their hours of leisure, during
two or three years that he served with them—
would be useless, for they would not be believed.
Many a time during the war the
evening camp fire in Texas has been made
our English
gay and lively by the stories
friend told of his poodle dog. The incidents
were comic and wonderful, and their effect
his inimitable manner ol
was

glishman, then
>f fortune, saw

a

man

heightened by
telling them.
On one occasion, of a hot summer day, our
English friend (whom we will call Illingsby)
went with other Englishmen to play a game
of cricket, just outside of Calais. Su ih ac-

tive exercise, in such hot weather, naturally
made everybody thirsty, and it was not long
in
ere all the party’s drinkables had vanished
the way that drinkables generally disappear
summer
hot
day.
among thirsty men on a
The game was a long one and well contested,
than
thirstier
and by and by everybody got
before. Their disgust on finding that there
no
was nothing at hand to quench thirst, and
be obplace near by vi here quenchables could
tained, was loudly expressed. Everybody declared that it was impossible to go on with
the game without something to drink, yet to
of by
give up the game was not to he thought
yt Britons bold.

Illingsby, who, with his poodle (named
Zouzon), had been a quiet looker-on ot the
as many
game, now stepped forward; and,

of the cricketers had doubted his stories ot
the poodle’s intellectual capacity, he offered
to bet them, one and all, that he could sqjjd
Zouzon back to the city and get something
to drink for them; and that the dog would
not only get the refreshment, but would
bring it back, all by himself, and simply on
‘-Done!” cried
his mere verbal instructions.
in
every cricketer at once, with English faith

betting.
Illingsby called Zouzon. The dog came
“Sit up, sir, when a gentieman speaks to you 1”
Zouzon sat up, looking as grave and dignified
as could be.
“Now, gentlemen,” said lliingsby, “I will whisper his instructions in Zouzon’s ears; and, after he is gone, I will tell
“Agteed!”
you what I directed him to do.
Illingsby stooped down and whispered to
the head,
on
him
and
then
the npodle,
patting
said sharply, “Go!” Off darted the dog, at
a rapid rate, straight for Calais.
“Gentlemen,” said Illingsby, “I ordered
Zouzon to go to my rooms in the hotel; ask
the landlord for the key; go in my bedroom;
he .would find a bottle of burnndy on the
centre table; he is to put it in one of my

boots, which he will find in the corner, and
bring them, hoot and bottle, to me here."
An uproarious burst of derisive laughter
greeted this announcement. “Will you double the bets?” said Illingsby.
“Yes, yes!”

said

they,

one

and all.

The distance to Calais
but Zouzon

presently

kept steadily

was

seen

considerable;
rapidly on, and
After resting

was

aud

more.

no

awhile, the cricketers resumed their game,
determined to finish it as soon as possible,
and then go hack to the
city for an early dinner and plenty of iced thirst-quencbables.
They put not the slightest faith in Illltigsby’s
dog; his burgundy was a myth.
Presently, in the beighth of the game, Illingsby exclaimed "There he comes I” Every
player stopped and looked down the broad,
straight, level avenue leading to the city.
There was a dark spot dimly visible in the
distance. Two to one it’s not the poodle!”
exclaimed one cricketer. “Done!” exclaimed
Illingsby.
Nearer and uearer came the black spot.
It
moved very slow ly. Still on it came, steadily.
“Two to one, if it is the dog, that he didn’t
exclaimed anget what he was sent for!”
other cricketer.
“Done!” said Illingsby, beto
excited.
ginning get
It was soon certain that the black spot was
a black dog, and that the black
dog was Zouzon ; and, being a big, strong feliow, it was
seen that he was holding hii head unusually
high in the air, and that he carried some object in his mouth.
“He has the bootl” exclaimed Illingsby,
snapping his fingers in triumph. “Two to
one there’s nothing in the boot!” shouted an
excited cricketer. “Done!” shouted Blingsby, who would have bet any amount on his
favorite.
Zouzon came slowly but proudiy up to his
master.
Zouzon held a boot in his mouth.
Zouzon felt that he had accomplished a remarkable feat, He evidently foresaw Darwin,
aud exclaimed to himself: “How is this for

-^-?”
The cricketers were dumb. Illingsby took
the boot from Zouzon and held it up.
An
angry frown gathered on his brow.
“Stupid
he
has
the
The
dog!
forgotten
Burgundy.”
cricketers laughed in triumph.
Zo>izon still
crouched at his master’s feet, looked up and
whined reproachfully. Illingsby put his hand
in the boot.
“Oho!” he exclaimed, a smile
lighting up his countenance; here is a bottle, after all.” And he pulled out a bottle of
“The Burwine. The cricketers stared.
gundy, as Fm a living man!” said Illingsby
delighted. “I know it by this mark I put on
the label this morning.” The cricketers examined the bottle, one by one. In astonished
silence. Zouzon tvhined and wagged his tAil.
“Hello!wliat’sthis?” exclaimed Illingsby
with a look of intense surprise, as he pul let!
out a package wrapped in paper. “My silver
cup and a corkscrew. I left them on the table, but forgot to tell Zouzon to pus them in
the boot, and he has done it of his own accord.”

The cricketers cheered wildly; Zouzon
jump-

about delighted; Illiugsby opened the bottle
and drank to the poodle’s heall h. So did the
cricketers.
Zouzon is dead long
ago.
Illingsby is
somewhere in Omaha or
Nebraska, or thereabouts. Let Darwin ponder over this true

narrative._

IHIgCELLAlVEOlia NOTICES.

world.

P. T. Barnum, Esq., writes: I am
fully convinced that the Avehill Chemical is the

A young man in Lawrence, a
supporter of
Greeley, is in a bad way. He has been court-

best Paint made; having had it
applied by
the side of various brands of
Lead,and in every
case it has held the color the
aud has

ing

an

exceedingly pretty girl for

some

time;

aud she didn’t care half as much about him

he does for her. He
popped the question
to her the other
night, and smiling sweetly on
him she said: “Well, I can’t say that I love
you,, but since you’re so persistent, I will
marry you after Greeley is elected President.”
“Not till then,” he asked agonizingly. “Not
till then,” she replied. The apothecaries have
been notified not to sell that young man any
Paris green, and the police officers have been
instructed to keep a strict watch upon the river and canal.
as

Laura Fair is again undergoing the photographs of the reporters, She is known as
the “woman in black,” aud has evidently
made, up her mind to the sad, mournful and
“As she came in,”
interesting business.
says one description of her, “the crowd made
a passage way,
through which she walked
with a firm step. She was dressed as usual,
in deep black—black silk dress, black hat aud
veil and black gloves. Everything was black
except her face, which was as white as
Parian marble.
Her golden curls trailed
down through the sombre folds of her veil,
and seemed like rays of sunlight streaming
through a blackened cloud. She seated herself at the lawyer’s table, and resting her
head on her hand, seemed lost in sad, sad

worn

in

the

pursuit of

use

best,

longest.
a

I would advise
every one
handsome and durable Paint to

the Averill Chemical.

Agency 83 Commercial St.
Of the several remedies generally prescribed
for the eradication of kidney, bladder and

glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, retention
or incontinence
of urine, youthful indiscretions, female irregularities, and maladies of the
urino genital organs,none come up to the standard of Smolander’s lliucnp, which regulates
the system and leaves it in a healthy
condition
_

wp23-eodlw

Blessings brighten as they take
their
flight—The chief of blessings is
good health
without which nothing is worth the
having- it
is always appreciated at its true
value after it
is lost, but, too often, not before.
Live proper
ly, and correct ailments before
they become
For diseases of the
liver, kidneys,
skin stolhach ami all

seated
feeble
egar

arising from impure

Dr. Walker’s California
£lood,
Bitters
and
are a sura

It has never
yet failed in

au30-4w

a

or

V.n

speedy remedy]
single instance

Adamsons Balsam cures Asthma,
Coughs
Loids, Lung Complaints. Prise 35 aud To cts
turlo-T T S & wly.
•
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“Grant and hi*

highc.l credit.”—Horace

decree the very

Greeley._

bcnlrn,
will b^.’’-Horace Greeley.

«Gener*tiTGrant"ueyerhn.
and he

nerer

S'I4*,I4I,*S».40 of the
.luce the

been

Public Debt hu

inauguration of

Gen.

been paid
Grnut.
__

interest attaches the

selfish

purely

“A

lewd* ruffianly, criminal, and dangerous
Horace
to the Democratic party.

classes

Greeley.

_

“Every

gilism

gambling

or

live

who chooses to

one

by pu-

harlotry,

or

with

nearly everykeeper of a tippling-housc is
politically a Democrat.”—Horace Greeley.
“

The people ol the United States know
General Grant—have known all about
him since Donelson nud Vicksburg; they
not
do uot know his slanderers, und do
care to know tln*n»»M-fl()we Greeley.

hope

“I

time

the

■oldier who fought
will occupy a*
heart, of the

the

when

will come
with I.ee und Johu.on
a
po.itiou in the

proud

American people, a. the
and Uher■oldier who fought under Grant
in 1871.
man.’’—Horace Greeley, at Vicksburg
brain, the heart, the soul of the present Democratic party is the rebel element
at the South, with its Northvru allies and
The

It is rebel

sympathisers.

the

at

core

to-

day ...It would come into power with the
hate, the chagrin, the wrath, the mortification of ten bitt r years to impel and
guide its steps_Whatever chastisement

spared

he

to

as.”—[Horace Greeley.
NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

FOR PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT.

now

it has come to

than their more fastidious eastern si ters
could relish and rush upon Honest Uncle
Horace with much effhsion, impressing their

amiazingly effective

VICE-PRESIDENT,

Times says about it:
There is a chapter in Pickwick w hich describes the public appearance before his constituents of a candidate for Parliament. With
to court popularity, his
a view' to enable him
committee prepared a dozen “washed men”
tor him to shake hands with, and a dozen babies whom he was to kiss, and concerning
whose ages he was to make anxious inquiry.
Mr. Greeley’s managers have evidently pursued a somewhat similar course since he started on his western trip, only in this case it
his constituents
was the candidate and not
whom it was necessary to prepare for the
for
interview
him. Young
arranged
toncliing
ladies have been provided, whose duty it has
been to shake hands with the candidate, and
subsequently to kiss him, as though moved to
osculation by a sudden admiration for the

ELECTORS:

At Large—SAMUEL E. SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfleld.
District—JAMES H. McMULLAN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third District—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fourth District—MORDECAI MITCHELL.
Fifth District—WILLIAM McGIL VER T.
irst

More Exhibitions of Amnesty.
Perhaps the history of the United States
may show that other candidates for the Presidency besides Horace Greeley have relied for

chiefly on the facility with which
they could adapt their principles to the requirements of the different classes whose support they desired to obtain, but we doubt it.
Mr. Greeley in the course of his present Wessuccess

to make two

tour has taken occasion

tern

fresh recantations of long-cherished opinions,
in compliance with what he conceives to be a
popular demand. What reader of the Tribune
for the last few years has not heard him
again and again asseverating that if he were

authority he would write over the door of
Treasury “Specie Payments are Resumed1” and would thereupon^ begin to pay
oat gold for every greenback presented. ?
This is the heroic method by which he has a
in

the

thousand times declared he would reach that

,

which most

admit it is

goal
people
to attain, while holding

celibacy publicly.

A Yankee Girl an Actress in Italy.—
The name of Miss Anna B. Starbird of Portland, (Signora Stellini) has several times been
mentioned as that of a rising young actress and

appearance. When one. reflects
upon the trouble w’liich Mr. Greeley’s committee men must have had in dressing, brushing, and washing him with a view to making
him a possible subject for feminine caresses,
it is evident that they are fully earning the
post-offices which Mr. Greeley has doubtless
promised them.

Sage’s saintly

Letter from New York.
New

York, Sept. 25, 1872.

There has not been

a

conversion to Liberal

Republicanism for so long a period that Curtin’s letter announcing that he should go
against Ilartrantt—albeit he is profoundly sileut in his Presidential preferences—fills the
Greeley organs with raptures. Mr. Greeley's
organ especially takes no pains to conceal its
transports. It calls Curtin the “great war
anu

otnerwise

oespauers

assemble at

desirable

Cameron
or

or

Forney

half true

delegates

dogma.
•‘great war

depravity

an

pear

indisputa-

Governor” will set out Cameron

majesty will ap“A plague on both

it is

a

shame

these domestic broils should affect the forRepublican party or dim the lustre of the victory to which Grant is leading
its hosts for the great battle of Nov. 5th. The
past record of Forney does not impress one
with undoubting faith in the purity of his
motives or the absolute perfection of his moral
nature. It is pretty generally conceded—I
doubt if he would deny it now—that he
counted James Buchanan into the Presidency
in 1856 when the vote of Pennsylvania was
tunes ol the

cast tor

Fremont,

or

at least that he

John Russell, Cyrus Sturdivaut, H. H. Burgess,
A. J. Chase, D. Gookin, Henry Baker, W. J.
Merrill and A. S. Fuller.
Sagadahoc Agricultural and Horticultural Society.—The eighteenth annual Fair
and exhibition of this Society will be held in

Topsham on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, October 8th, 9th and 10th. In the event
of a storm on either day a postponement will
be made to the first pleasant weather. In addition to the display of the products and their
qualities, of the farmer, gardener, artisan and
artist, on the last day of the Fair, through the
courtesy of Maj. Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain,

manipu-

lated the ballots at the October election of
1856 in that State, so that they wcre'made to
show a Democratic majority. As for Curtin
very honest and straight forward Pennsylvanians

speak

of him with

a

disrespect

and dis-

Coinmander-iu-Chief of the Militia of the
State and President of Bowdoin College, there
will be a parade of the “Bowdoin Cadets,” under command of Major J. P. Sanger, of the
U. S. A and Professor of Military Science and
Tactics in this institution. The Cadets comprise a battalion of four companies, and will
give an exhibition drill as infantry and afterwards as artillery, with a fielii battery of four

paragement going to verify the proverb that

prophet is not without honor save in his
country.” At any rate the word of Benculties
in
the way of
safely
jamin H. Brewster is worth more than a
it
and s»r- dozen affidavits from either Curtin or
are
ing
tremendous,
Forney
mountable only by the highest degree of or
both, and he declare of his own knowledge
The
friends
prudence, caution and wisdom.
that Hartranft is an honest upright man and
of the Democratic candidate have been aware
that all the allegations made against him are
that the business men of the country look
groundless or deceptive.
with contempt, which has been changed to
Here in New York, where we have seen
alarm since Mr. Greeley’s nomination, on his
and are seeing now, the reputations of enerratic notions of finance. Accordingly Hontirely blameless citizens made the sport of
est Horace was in no wise disinclined to
malignant editors,'and specific and minute
make satisfactory explanations^ and found a
charges of wrong-doing made in which there
fit
occasion to
recant
in
a
speech is no foundation whatever, all are slow to
before
a
commercial
Cin- believe
body in
any thing said by one politician
cinnati the other day.
But unfortunately
against another while an election is pending.
he thought it necessary to keep up a show of
The fact that the Union League Club of
holding in some small degree to his original Philadelphia supports Hartranft is pretty
opinions in order to save his surrender from good evidences! that he is not unworthy
being too shameful in its completeness and the confidence of*good citizens. The members of that eminently respectable and patriobvious insincerity, and it is said that his
hearers were as much alarmed at his adher- otic organization would not be likely to. ento the

ence

the

notion

treasury

the

that

diffi'reach-

that all the money in

except

small

a

work-

king balance should be paid out as if he had
manfully upheld the most absurd of his financial crotchets.

During his present trip he has attempted
in like unsatisfactory manner to modify so as
to make less odious his notorious theory that
it is best to let States really desiring to secede go in peace. His essay in this direction
only led him into new quagmires, for he is on

fully touching this matter
more
tact
than
requires
he
to
his
possesses
explain
away
previous utterances without manifest absurdity. The result was that he had to explain in
one place what he said in another, and,
after all, to leave on the minds of his hearers
the impression that he would bow as submissively as ever to an unmistakable popular
expression in favor of seceding from the
record

so

it

that

umuu oil tilt-

pari

01

lue

people

01

ally

ouiie.

So Honest Horace’s record up to date is
about as follows: He has attempted to ighis secession and financial

nore

has made

contract to let

a

theories; he
alone his darling

protection for the present; he has
prohibition; he has turned right

renounced
about on

the Ku-Klux and federal election laws, of
which he was the foremost advocate; he regards as patriots and statesmen the drunkaids, theives, shoulder hitters and pimps who,
according to his former views, make up the
Democratic party. It is doubtfui if there is
another man in the country who can show
so

great

a

“relative loss” since the first of last

May.
We notice that some of our Maine contem-

poraries Eye making merry

over

the

amusing
parading

blunder of the New York World in
the attaches of the Ellsworth custom house
as a part of Grant’s noble corps of “Beef EatNo wonder, for the joke is one of the
best of the season. The gentleman whom the
World holds up to scorn fordrawing money out
ers.”

of the
vice

Treasury
therefor, has done

without

rendering

any

ser-

for Horace Greeley than almost any other man in the State,
going so far as to publish a paper in his interest ! Again the World is extremely facetious
more

discovery of the name of Moses Hale
among Mr. Sawyer’s subordinates, jumping
at the conclusion that the Congressman from
the fifth district had made provision for one
of his relations at the public
expense by giving him a sinecure office. But this deputy of
Mr. Greeley’s beef-eater is no relation whatever to the Congressman, and so that
point
over

the

fails.

The wonders of this strange year will
cease! Here is Marcellus Emery in a
melting mood. He is pathetic. He appeals
never

to our

compassion. Referring to his contest
Hersey, he says: “It was a contest
between a poor old goose quill, on the one
hand, and money and political power and
patronage unlimited on the other.” Mark
the force ot the
adjective “poor.” Marcellus
is a born rhetorician, but his
powers have not
commonly been exerted in this direction.

with Mr.

After the 5th of November the Democracy will be heard explaining their defeat by
attributing it,to their candidate’s obstinate per-

sistency in making speeches. But after saying that Horace Greeley was their candidate
all other explanations will be as superfluous
u,

the Irishman’s ten reasons for the non-appearance of his brother after premising that

as

be

was

dead.

Potatoes

are

rotting badly

part of the State.

in the central

The continued wet weath-

greatly aggravates the difficulty, and the
crop will be in many places a complete failure.
But with a good
crop of hay, grain and
corn
secured, the farmars can bear the loss of
their potatoes with
comparative resignation.
er

Charles P. Lirby,
Esq., D. Yerrill, Esq.,

and

M.

M.

Butler, Esq., are mentioned as
City Solicltorship soon to
by the elevation of Mr.
the Bench of the Superior Court.

candidates for the
be made vacant

Symonds

to

«

“a

own

twelve pounder guns. At the conclusion of the
drill a review will be held by his Excellency
Governor Perham and Staff. Gen. Chamberlain and several other distinguished gentlemen
have been invited to attend.
A merry party of ladies and gentlemen had a
narrow escape from a terrible death among the
Thousand islands of the St. Lawrence recently
but, as it turned out, they were Nsaved by the
presence of mind and heroism of one of the
ladies. The way of it was this: They were out
in a yacht at a late hour in the evening, when
the clouded sky rendered it almost impossible
to distinguish objects on the water at a short
distance. They were sailing about thoughtlessly, and enjoying themselves as such parties
ars in the habit of doing, when suddenly a dark
object loomed up before them, which was evidently a large steamer. A collision seemed
inevitable, unless the steamer could be signaled to change her course, as it was impossible for the sailing craft to da so. The party
a few
were in a terrible dilemma, as, except
matches, there seemed to be no means at command to produce a light. The young ladies,
except one, screamed with terror, and a fearful
catastrophe seemed on the point of consummation. A slight rustling, however, was observed
in the direction of the silent young lady. No
one could see what she was doing, but she handed a roll of paper to one of the gentlemen. In.
a moment it was ablaze, the
steamer's course
was changed, and the party were saved.
When
they recovered from their fright there was naturally much speculation as to where that im-'
porta lit roll of paper came from, and it finally
leaked out that the fair one had heroically sacrificed her bustle to secure the safety of her
companions. The incident has given rise to a
good deaLof gooa natured gossip, and abundantly proves that even a lady’s bustle is not
without its uses when occasion requires.

candidate who was so excetionable
as Hartranft is declared to be by Forney,
Curtin & Co.
Then there is McClure representing pretty
much all there is of Liberal Republicanism
in the State, anathematizing the corruptions
of Hartranft. I suspect if there is a thorough
humbug in the world it is this fellow McClure.
He has set up in business as a spotless, white robed angel of political purity. I
never shall forget that, just after Gen. Grant
had formed his original cabinet, McClure
called upon him to remonstrate upon the
materials of which he had composed it.
He
abused Gen. Grant roundly for attempting
to get along without politicians in his councils, and saidjthe experiment would fail, that
the politicians must and would control the
Executive, and much more of the same sort.
Finding himself snubbed for the utterance
to these wholly gratuitous and by no means
reformatory warnings, McClure left the
presence and has been a one-term-any-tliingto-bcat-Grant Liberal Republican ever since.
He constitutes the party in Ptnnsylvania and
will throw its unanimous ballot for Greeley
dorse
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a
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n„

ihi x-ost-umce

uecmeu

in

packages under the rules governing printed matter, but must conform to
those prescribed for dealers in other articles of
merchandise.
Packages of merchandise are subject to postage at the rate of two ceutsfor each two ounces
or fraction
thereof, limited to 12 ounces in
weight to one address. They must be wrapped
so as to permit examination, and be unaceomby any manuscript other than an ad-

Sanied
rcss.

The shape of such packages is not important,
and there is no objection to the use of wood or
pasteboard rollers for engravings or chromos.”
The department also decides under the new
code section 152, that the unpaid postage on all
matter on which
prepay met t is required, should
be doubled and collected on delivery.

There are 1ROO Communists yet held in confinement by the French government. One-half
are to be released,
Steamships Abyssnia and Egypt have arrived
at

Queenstown.

Count Von Amim has arrived at Toronto.
Forrister is reported to have said that he will
discover the real Nathan murderer if released.
Base ball at Philadelphia, Mutuals 14, Athletics 13.
The Spanish budget proposes to meet the excess of expenditures over receipts by withholding the subsidies of the clergy.

STATE

A Michigan

man

of 60 lately celebrated his
dead of heart disease a

wedding and dropped

few minutes after the ceremony. Heart disis usually most dangerous before the cere-

ease

mony.
Will. C. Moreau has sued the Indianapolis
Sentinel for $20,000 worth of character devoured
by that voracious sheet.
The Grand Duke Alexis has reached
Hong

Kong

but has not become acquainted with any
>f the- “bong tong” of Celestial society.
The police of Little Rock, Ark., have not
been paid for five months.
They will soon
have to turn burglars for a living.
The ambient line of the deep blue Danube is
tortured by the music accompanying American
iteamboat excursions.
Queen Victoria must be very wicked. She
bas four chaplains now, and is
being importuned to add another to the list.
The mau who married a young woman bemuse she sang divinely has learned too late
that he can not live on airs.

Twenty-five per

cent of the hides shipped
:rom Texas are stolen—a sad revelation for the
nany good people who tread the leather made
:rom them.
M. D. Conway says that Liviugstoue’s#ictters
bitter pill to English orthodoxy, and they
vould gladly believe them forgeries, if possible.
Dr. Livingstone was seut out as a missionary,

ire a

md that he should even for a moment, think of
‘rounded limbs,” instead of lost souls, or think
nore of the ruins wrought by
the slave kidlappers than that wrought hy Satan, fills them
vith despondency and surprise.

Journal.

1

J. Ross Browne has contracted to pay $300,"
100 for 20,000 acres of California salt marsh.

Irish potatoes
1 o

be worth

are

so

cheap

in Kansas

as

not

digging.

Blanton Duncan is a blonde, has a Roman
lose, is six feet high, is noble looking, and
wears more gracefully than Greeley does.
The first colored cadet at the Naval Acad
my, James H. Conyers of Soqjh Carolina, en_
( ered the Naval Academy at Aunapolis on
(

Vednesday.
The Christian
t
;

1

Intelligencer

discuBses the

ex-

ravagance of public funerals as a “demoraliztig nuisance.” Jit asks: “What can justify
be custom which now unhappily prevails of

inking

the funerals of

private

and

even

oh-

persons occasions of idle display and
a tudied pomp?”
A suit has been begun by the Erie railway
1 or the recovery of the Grand
Opera House
f rom Jay Gould and Mrs. Fisk.
The confession of Kronhsim, son-in-law of
ohnson the defaulter in the sub treasury,
8 hows that
he used in stock speculation over
8 Mire

EDGARTOWN—Ar24th,

York for

NEWS.

26th, ship Cromwell, Rohlsen, Bombay;
President, Barbour, Bangor; California, Kaler,
doboro; Mary Jane, Merrill, Bath.

passed

Buoy same day.

Bell

KNOX COUNTY.

Thomas

Thorn, pardoned by the Governor and
Council, was released from|prison on WednesWarden
Rice brought him to Rockland
day.

being the case, they almost
invariably culminate,by neglect, in chronic dyspepsia,
with its concomitants of gnawing in the stomach,
dizziness, perverted vision, headache, and sleeplessness. It is trne that all these disagreeables may be
obviated by a course of the Bitters; but how much
wiser to anticipate their arrival with one or two doses
of that sure preventive of indigestion andstrengthener of the alimentary organs.

The Democrat says Issac A. Walker, of Stow,
has sold the Walker horse, that trotted so well
the Fair at South Paris last fall, to a Boston
gentleman for a good round price. She can
make 2,30. She trotted a quarter of a mile in
thirty-six seconds on a muddy track.
Died in Buckfield, Sept. 12tli, Mrs. Sarah
Parris, widow of the late Capt. Josiah Parris,
aged 84 years. Mrs, Parris was the last surviving Revolutionary pensioner in Oxford county.

C. McLAUGHLIN & CO.,
84 Commercial street,
Agents fo r Portland.

sp27snlw*

only medicines

Are the

that will

Pulmonary

cure

consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of the very
that caused the cough.
organs
Liver complaint and dysjiepsia are the causes of
two-thirdfi*of the cases of consumption. Many are
now
with dull pain in the side, thebowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate from a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and Inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the
inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach,
digests easily,
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by
Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanovor street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,

complaining

Freedom.
and Mr.
James C. Mayo found one entangled in his net
a few days since.
Fannie Daniels, at work in the shoe factory
at Belfast, had two of the fingers of her right
hand so terribly jammed last week that the
bones were crushed.
MARRIED.
In this city, Sept. 25, by Rev. \V. E. Gibbs, William
H. Fagan, of Portland, ana Miss Nellie S. Beau, of
Berlin Falls, N. H.
In this city, Sept. 25, by Rev. Chas. B. Pitblado,
Berlinton Paul, of Kittery, and Emma L.
of York.
In Freeport, Sept. 18. at the residence of tbc bride’s
father, by Rev. J. J. Bullfinch, William L. Lowell,
Esq., of Halifax, N.S., and Mis* Fannie A., daughter
of Hon. S. A. Holbrook, of F.
In South Freeiwrt, Sept. 23, by Rev. J. J. Bullfinch,
Clias. Maitter and Miss Melissa Tetford, ail of Free-

Junklns,

port.

sale by Druggists generally.

M.

BANK

OF

sept3sneodtf

DEPOSIT.

F.

In this city, Sept. 25, Fannie
E.,1 daughter of E. P.
and M. H. Weston, aged|I7 years, lormerly of Skow-

o’clk.

No. 1 Devonshire,

at No. 3 Cotton street.
In this city, Sept. 25, Jacob
Sweetser, aged 73 years
8 monthR.
In Auburn, Sept. 25, Mrs.
Sophia M.Gillis.of Havernill, Mass., aged 43 years.
[Prayer at 3 o’clock at the WeRtern Cemetery.1
In Freeport, Sept. 23, Sarah Eva.
daughter of Dr.
A. Heath, aged 19 years.
In Went Bath, Sept.
23, Wm. R. Campbell, Esq.,
^
aged 73 years.

Boston.

ities, make collcctious through the United States
Europe. As
DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

I>ATE
28

we

Atlantic.New York. .Liverpool-Sept 28
Algeria...
New York. .Liverpool-Sept 28
City of Montreal... .New York.. Liverpool_Sept 28

and

inquiries relating to investments, and give
the prices of a few of the most desirable

invite

below

Bonds:

B.,

C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s.92$
Midland Pacific, 7s.90
Crawfordsviile & Southwestern, 8s.. .97$

1
2
2
3
3
5
5
5
8
9

Miniature Almanac.September 27.
.5.53 I Moon rises.12.45 AM
sets.5.48 | High water. 7.45 PM

Si.,

State

cor.

Four per cent, interest allowed on deposit
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank.
Out-of-town deiiositors will have their rcmitanc.es and
collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission business, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Secur-

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAMERS

Sun
Sun

Logans^ort,

U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allowed full price in exchange.
sep3-3mo-tt&s

Thursday, gept, 30.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth. Colby, Halifax,
F
NS--passengers
®
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike. St John NB via
T,a
Eastport for Boston.
Steamers Eastern City, Tyrrell, and Danl Webster
Webster,
Eldridge, Boston for Quebec.
Barque Stag, (Br) Robinson, Boston.
Sch Leocadia, Deland, New York
SttUivan' B<>»ton, to lead
John,
Soli Black Warrior, Stevens, Boston
Sch Geo Osborn, Bickford. Boston.
Sell Intrepid, Anderson. Boston.
Ciara,-, Gloucester-dry fish to Curtis &

fofst

NB.1”111’(Br>

^Sch

Sch Arrival, Farnbam,

Bootbbay

Pickering, Gray. Ellsworth for
Sch Signal, Spurling, Tremont for BostonSavannah.
Sch Onward, Arcy, Bangor for Guilford
Ct
Sch J G Craig, trom a cruise, 180 bbls
mackerel
Sch Win

CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia. Bragg, New York—Henrv Fox
Sch J H Wainwriglit, Adams, New

York—J^s’ick-

Sl'liunt'&Co. B°Wlby’ (Br) Clark'

The Beat and Cheapest Hair Drumming
,

Promoter of the Growth and Beauty af the

SewAYorkS™iVAr

..SAVANNAH—Ar 21st, brig

E H

Kennedy,

24,h’8Ch Anni0

Baker,
Mer-

Freethy, New York.
M barqUe Jennie C°bb-

A1

Packard,AspiniV11
BALTIMORE—Ar 23d,

brig Clara J Adams Mc<addcn, Windsor, NS: sells Aifdie Ryerson Elke>
Pike do'
doFlorence Mayo. Hall, Richmond.
Ar 24tli, barqiie Caribou, Bibber, Havana

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, sch Hattie
HaPaige
*
ey, Gardmer.
Ar25th, ship John Harvey, Hatch. Passage.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, brig Nimwaukic
Smith,
laugor; schs Rail* Carlton Patten, Port ckledonia,
( ,B
Lilly, Hughes, Charleston; Maggie Bell Hall
i-ali Itiver; Ann Eliza. Clark, Fi-anlfc-t
• lawyer, Providence;
Challenge, Torrey. Qreennnrt
Passed throuhg Hell Gate 24th, sells
Garland I ibi

iy, Port Johnson for Boston: Wm H Mailer (’rnw1 sy. Now York for Boston; W E
Barnes, Gott
ethport for Boston; Iaicon, Kilpatrick, Hobo'keU for
lewburyi»ort; Katie & Lilly, Hutchings. New York
\ >r Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 24th, sch

Fliza-

1 'embrokc.

•

NO

Vulcan,

>

Coggins
ss

Veloirs,

—

DRESS

Cachcmire de Paris,

Wool Serge,

OX

—

Colored

Silks

COMPOUND

For sale by all Druggists.

GUN

so

exactly

hair.

eodly

no29

sn

POWDER

Agency
DU PONT POWDER MILLS.
of ttao

Rifle, Sporting
at

and Blasting,
Wholesale and Retail, ala. Agent for
DITIHAR’S “IHJAI.IN.”
«. L. BAIIiEV.

yllT.Th&s_48
FALL

Exchange

CAMPAIGN

Hi.

•

The

INGS.”
largest and best stock

BOOTS

AND

MARKET

ever

offered at

SQUARE,

Has arrived, and will be sold at the

Lowest Possible

Prices

My assortment embraces full lines of all the Icading ami latest style* of goods adapted to the wants
of all classes. Having all widths and
sizes, can assure as

perfect

CALF

a

litas

BOOTS

can

be found

A

niiywhcre.

SPECIALTY,

I would invite a giersnnal inspection of
my Gents’" Ex
celsior” Calf Boots, both in heavy and
light grades
These hoots are made
for me from the very
best of stock, upon lasts which conform
exactly to
the natural shape of the foot, which renders them
I»erfect fitting, when new, and they retain their shape
until worn out. As stylish and serviceable as highpriced goods, I can sell them at a price within the
each of all.

cxprcsily

Don’t Fail to See the Brat lland-IVIndc
Kip Boot the market Afford*.
A very full and desirable lino of Kip Boots, both
light and heavy, for Gents*, Boys and Youths’ wear.
A

complete

assortment of

RUBBER
As

cheap

as

GOODS!
the

cheapest.

GEO. F. GOLDTHWAIT,
Hoot, Shoe and Rubber Depot,
11 MARKET
Bep21 sneed3w

SQUARE,
PORTLAND.

_

riie G LEN HOUSE will close the present

season on

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st.
scp27-3tis

TURNER

reacber

of Piano Forte Music,

Will receive

a limited number of paplls.
Apply
STOCKBRJDGE’S.
J. Lang, Boston ;H. Kotzschmar,
}. W. Marston, Portland..
sep27-lw*

it

rbfkbenck*— B.

1

Proposals
For Dredging in Duxbury Harbor,
mass.
will be received at this office until
10 o'clock A. M. on
Monday, the 28th day
>f October next, for about 20000 cubic yards of
dredging in the South Channel of Duxbury Harbor.
Persons desiring to make pro}*osals for this work
xre requested to apply to the undersigned, at his office in Morton Block, Congress St., Portland, Me.,
)r at No. 2 Bulfiueh st., Boston, Mass., for
Specifications and further information concerning the same.

PROPOSALS

Lieut. Col. of Eugineors,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
U. S. Engineer’s Office.
I
se27 0t
Portland, Me., Sept. 27,1872. J

HAVANA

Catihmcrc, Drap

d'Aluia,

large lot of Havana Oranges jnat received. Also
few DA.TI.HONS for preserving. For sale by

glish Bombazine

plain

of

adapted

for

Mwers

and

and Blue,

AND PRESSED, READY FOR WEAR.
No Ripping required. Warranted, not to crock.
AT FOMTEK’S DYE HOUSE,
34 Union St.
Jy23eodnew tf

CLOAKINGS

OPENING!

open

filled

and

—

GOODS,

DOMESTIC
selected with great

importations, comprising Black and

Red,

AND

from the

care

New

Tuesday, September 24th,

RRO’S.,

TURNER

designs

and wool Ottoman, Scotch and American

“ONE PRICE ONLY.”
dliwli

eepl4

LADIES’ SUITS !
the newest Fall Styles.
less

Embroidered Suits in

than

new

Also

O’.

elegant patterns.

PORTLAND.

O’.

CLEVELAND, OHIO,.

7’.

ZANESVILLE, OHIO.

S’.

ST, LOUIS,-..

O’.

LOUISVILLE, El,.

7’.

COOK COUNT!.

7’.

We will offer great attractions in this department
all the latest novelties, consisting of FUR TRIM-

MED, EMBROIDERED,BRAIDED and
These

are

FRINGED.

SAMPLE CLOAKS and bought of Man-

givosome DECIDED BARGAINS during
ing week.

the

sp24snlw*

DANVILLE A

CENNES R. R. Gold...

I'm
7’.

FOR SALE

STOCK!

F. Gold

A S.

1041

BY

we

have

ever

OTTOMAN,
WOOLEN

HHAWLS FOR

MIDDLE

STREET.

Misses and Children*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

A Book lor

Every Nlau.

same

Excursions

Portland and

Railroad and

Wednesday

Wednesday,

a

week, commencing

August

Until further notice

A safe and sure remedy for
removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles und
Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft and fresh, and Imparting to it a marble purity.
Price SO cents per bottie.

A Thursday, September ti.Tth A 26th,

REDUCED!

Two Excursions

Schlotterbeck’s Moth & Freckle Lotion!

14tb,

WE SHALL OPEN
18TS.
A

a

Special Passenger

Train

Will leave Rochester for Portland WE DUES
DAYS and NATORDAYN at 4i45 p. n> oi
on arrival of train from Alton
Bay.
This arrungemeutyFill enable passengers leaving
Portland toy the 7:15 a. m. train to make the trip
across the entire length of the beautiful

Prepared l.y
A. G. SCnLOTTERBECK A
CO.,
and
Apothecaries
Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
rnyllsn tf

In

BTJILUJEU,

MT.

Fail not to try it.

FOR FERROTYPES,

:

To Lei
commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—Immediate posessinn given
ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
Or of

-------

n

WM. H.

Portia nd, Aug. 12,

187fvJ

THE

A

STOCK OF

FOR

4

1872.

332

Congress Street.
PORTLAND.
sep24tf

LOOK

20, 1872.

/wgutre

& CO.
Je20

-AT-

Street,

and see a large variety of

New

Cashmere

Vestings

and CLOTns

lor

Coatings and Suitings
which

T o be left.
given i“ about six weeks. Tlie very
desirable three stoi y brick House, No. 72 HrackPIANOS. “WEBER” anil other endtt street, near Spring s 'reet. Horse cars very eonPIANOS.
nent makers,
tieut, wide hall, Sebago water, all the modern imPIANOS. Sold by ED. D. ROBINSON, I provements, very line ceUa r' “table and carriage house
furnished with Gas and 8e *•“*» water.
Jtahoo.i Black, opposite
f'ity;Hall,
Enquire at NO. 70 1 tUACKKTT STREET.
AT REDUCED PRICES
nyI7
gornl P
September 17th, 1872.
aepls-dlwis

rlOSSEssiON

IN

SO Exchange

Season,

kle

BROS.,

EASTMAN

THE

HARRIS, ATYV’OOD
J'

CLOAKS.

LADIES’

hay 1NG BEES THOROUGHLY FITTED

o

WEEKS

FEW
A

Houghton,

Charles

on

fish parkin
msincss;
the west side
>f tlip wharf lately occupied hy E. G. Willard
for
.he storage of salt. Enquire of
PELEG BARKER,
55 State Street.
_sepf-snMW&Ftf

IN

STEAMER

rates,

three story building
the lower end of Cits
tom House Wharf, suitable for
THE
heavy storage
"“mid make
excellent place for the
also the one story building on

TURNER, Superintendent.

Win t alt
partios to any noint desired at reasonable
of

For Rcut.

the busluess will be continued.

3.50

1872_istf_

Excursions

THE

_sept!2sntf

we have
selected from some of the best
Houses In Boston and New York. And we trust the
librral patronage wc have received in this branch ot

on

retur

TINTYPES^

and the Chromo Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davis *
Co
No. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.
au20 d3mo sn

Which

WE SHALL ALSO OPEN

and Centre Harbor, get a good
board the boat, and return same day, arExcursion Tickets
riving in Portland at 7:l5p. m. for
tlie accommodawill be sold good for three days,
to
tion of thus a who mtvy wish
stop over, at the fol,es:
lowing pric
*2.10
Portland t to Alton Bay and return
Portland I to Wolfboro orCentre Harboror

dinner

STREET,,

season for Bowel
Complaints, such as Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colic, &c., is at
hand, we would again give our good advice, act wisely, aud lay in a store of Dr. BickneWs Syrup. Por
the reason, that it is safe and
reliable, at all times,
very pleasant, containing no opiate, and do es not

SUITS,

WASHINGTON.

stopping at Wolfboro

As the

LADIES’

the new and elegant

STEAMER

atf-

Large Assortment of

Lake Winnipesaukee

CUNNINGHAM^

produce Costiveness.
_jun28sn dBm

Cloth for Men & Boys,

Children's Cloakings, &c., &c.

Rochester

FARE

Flannels!

BEAVERS,

Alton Bay.

GOOLD.

taT1"8Promptly

Canton

Wolf boro

to

via

OF PORTLAND” and as » inch, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in 1 ;hc regular course of the

PBEBLE

0

Centre Harbor.

On, and After this date, tb e undersigned will carry
on a STRICTLY
Banking business, at tlie Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK

MASON &

ENGLISH A AMERICAN

AND

mar25-dly

W. N.

LINENS,

& DOMESTICS

day.

made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summerside, P. E, I.
HT’Freieht received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock PT M.
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
sep23-t30 thsn old

Thousands have bean

T

Stock of

Connections

taught by this work the true wav to health ami happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and tbo only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190tli edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound lit beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 BulUnch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
\\. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and hxpbbience.

Portland, June 24th, 1472.
jun23newlt then sn tf

Full

FLANNELS,

On and after MONDAY, Sept.
the Steamer New Took,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
•Steamer New Brunswick, Capt.
rS. H. Pike, will leave Railroad
wharf, loot of State street, every MONDAY aml
THURSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

30th,

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise ou the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, I mpotenoy,
Spermatorrlnca or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is inman.

TABLE

a

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

Tile

hook for every

ARRANGEMENT.

FALL

We havo also

Digby,

and Mt. John.
Windsor and Halifax.

18-sntf

an

the BEST assortment
kept, in

PAISLEY SHAWLS!

Eafttport' Calnin

-OF-

20

show

7’.

Sept 7-eodtf-n

BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

JAMES

can

Bankers anti Brokers.

POWDER,
SHOT,

^

We

SWAN & BARRETT,

which they invite your attention at
1VO OO IVUDDiUE SHEET.
sep!2-sntf

a

IN OUR SHAWL ROOIU

—AND—

Lave received their

deed

SEASON!

VIN-

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

ROLLINS Ac ROND

Sept

O’.

N. AM. R. R., Gold

EUROPEAN &

CniCAGO,

Any person wishing instruction in Algebra, Geometry, the higher Mathematics, or the Natural Sciences will please address
W., “Press Office”, Port-

FALL

OF THE

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R.7-30’«

Instruction.

land, Maine.
HTThe best of references given.

7»o

dated,.

com-

sep24snlw

_

NEW AND CHOICE STYLES

MAINE CENTBAL R. R. Coa.oli-

ufacturers Agents at less than cost of importation.—
Examination of goods solicited, and we guarantee to

to

COMPRISING THE

STATE OF MAINE....

BERLIN CLOAKS.
in

DRESS GOODS!

BONDS.

French

imiKjrters* prices.

and

AUTUMN

Clapp’s Block, op. U. S, Hotel.

13

shawls.

Pattern Saits, at

OPEN

WILL

New York and Boston Markets.

Cashmere and Brochc, Long and square,

wool

EASTMAN BROTH'S

Centres, Paisley,

Elegant stripe Broche, entirely
silk

Garments

Dyed Brown, Black, Blue-Black

prices.

rich and seasonable colorings and designs of the

sep27eodlw

GOODS,

REPELLENTS,

fine

a

variety of Veil Crepes at low

well
be cut

so

They can

CLEANSED,

i

Battecns

and drains.

without breaking ; the sewage does not adhere to
them, and the longer they are laid the harder they
Into

Gentlemen’s

Paisley & Ottoman Shawls,

Crepes,

diagonal,

and

very full line

a

SILKS,

and

Bombazine
Australian

above

as

DRESS

Henriettas,

Canton Cloth, En-

T a mine,

Cloths,

shall open

a

W. W. CARR & CO.
Ne. 3 Exrbangr I9t.

Cood Sense
/COMPREHENDS why cement pine is

RRO’S.,

Parig,Drap

de

Baratheas,

We

©RANGES,

A

become,
BLACK AND MOURNING GOODS
In Black

Taylor,

—

COR. CONGRESS AND ELM STREErS.

tend

SHOES,

For FALL and WINTER wear,

11

of

i

st.

Notice to the Public.

16 & 17

Grain

At $1,25, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50 and up.

OPENED

‘‘LOOK WELL TO TOUR UNDERSTAND-

sp273t

sep27d3t
AT

—

Black Gros

—

Monday and Tuesday, Sept.

*

special bargains in

And

GOODS,

Silks and Shawls-

Satteens,

Banking Business.
*

OTHER

ALLEN, JR.,

No. 11 Exchange?

GEO. THOM,

OP

BANK OF PORTLAND.

Universally acknowledged

st Amlrcws-

dohentic poktm.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 17th,
utiip Republic,
Mc*
Jiivery, Liverpool.
blrqUe0cean *»*»«. Foley,
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 20th, shin Caledonia Weeks
Havre; barque Frank Marion, Dillon. Falmouth
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, sch D B
Everett, Gregory,

OPENING
—

BURNETT’S C0C0AINE,

possesses the peculiar properties which
suit the various conditions of the human

PORT OF PORTLAND.

agfi-eod tf sn

Merinos,

su

Hair in the World.

NEWS.

GOODS,

DRESS

J. B. LUCAS.

Sept. 18, Miss Mary Tarbox, aged

York, .Liverpool.Oct

nice Photograph or Tin*
Typ«> go to A, M. McKonny/s 101 Middle Street.
He warrants them as good as can be made in Port-

CAPS.

BANKERS,

WM.

want a

Cashmeres,

HAWLEY & CO.,

A.

liegan.

"J'™*.Boston.Liverpool.Oct
Manhattan.New

GOODS!

GUNS,

died.

Laurient.New York.. Havre.Oct
Parthia.New York..Liverpool.Oct

rection may be
seen.
The views here are
•aid to be unsurpassed for beauty and variety by any
in the World.
Congress Street Car passes every 15 minutes.
July 4-sn tf

choicest and most fashionable shades for
Autumn and Winter wear, consisting in part of

In all

SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,

Grapes,

To arrive via. New York Boat SATURDAY.

Miss. Jennie

In all the

SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,

200 Boxes Fine

Chemical

NO STRANGER should leave the city without
the Observatory, Munjoy’s Hill. From the
Cupola, 227 feet above the sea, may be seen the entire city, the ocean to the horizon, CASCO BA Y,with
its 365 Islands, the WHITE MOUNTAINS, 80 miles
distant, and with the ]»owerful TELESCOPE mounted in the Cupola, objects 30 miles distant in every di-

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

Typhoid fever is very prevalent in
Seals are plenty in Belfast bay,

Nestorian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct
St

Averill

land.

latest

Messrs J. L. CRAGIN & CO., of Philadelphia, being about to distribute some thousands sf sample
boxes of their celebrated DOBBIN’S ELECTRIC
SOAP, desire to call the attention of the ladies to it,
that they will give it a fair trial by following the
directions accompanying each box.

WALDO COUNTY.

..

of the

Peaches,
Peaehes,

OBSERVATORY.

NEW SHAWLS!

To tlic Ladies of Portland !

Messrs. Chase and Pulsifer, of the Executive
Council, visited Bath on Monday and examined
the lot and monument of the late Gov. King to
see if any improvements or repairs were needed on the same to keep them iu order. They
will make their report at the next meeting of
the Council.

Samaria.Boston. ...‘.Liverpool.Oct
"ava•..New York.. Liveri»ool.Oct
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.Oct
City of Antwerp ..New York.. Liverpool.Oct
MoroCastle.New York..Havana.Oct

NEW

In

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

FOR

ON

If yea

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Mr. Simon Emery, of Bangor, fell from the
side of a scow Wednesday, striking his head
and face upon a large stick of timber. The
side of his head was ibadly jammed, one eye
closed and his escape from a broken neck marvelous.
The Prospect street school house in Bangor
caught fire Wednesday, with but slight damage.
Mr. Ch'arles E. Greene, of Bangor, has been
appointed Professor of Civil Engineering in the
University of Michigan.
Little Harry French, who was so terribly injured by a premature blast at Bangor Tuesday,
died the next day.

FROM

analysis

an

—

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

NAME

FALL

selves. So far from that

at

7G^ft^ar(^,,er>

50 Baskets Extra

If the

OXFOBD COUNTY.

at 3

100 Crates

distinctly

York.

Soar Stomach.
food taken into the stomach is not digested it
decomposes. In the latter case a pungent gas is developed which causes sore eructations, or else the stomach
itself secretes an acid, which rising upward at intervals stings the gullot sharply. These extremely disagreeable sensat ions are attributable to impaired digestion. To get rid of them, or prevent their Recurrence
it is only necessary to tone and regulate the gastric
organs with Hostetter’s Bitters. It will not answer
to postpone the great corrective with the idea that
the unpleasant symptoms will disappear of them-

PEACHES &
^3 RAPES.

Paint shows it to be (unlike lead and most of the
other paints,) free from poison. It will not blacken
or diseoior by the action of the sulphurous gases so
prevalent on eur marshy rivers and coasts.
D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.
sn
se23-codtf

A full line of

sailed for Glasgow.)
Ar at Genoa 8th inst, Monetta, Fossett, tm New
Orleans.
Ar at St Nazaire 11th, Five Brothers, Randall, Irom
New York.
Ar at Cronstadt 8th, Sharpsburg, Rogers, Ini New

SPOKEN.
Aug 18, lat 30 N, Ion 13 W, ship Ella Munroe, from
New York for San Francisco.
Sept 22, lat 40 80, Ion 71 30, ship America, Bartlett,
from Liverpool for Philadelphia.

_

visiting

(and

from which city he will at once go to Now York
to seek his friends.
A new house
just finished and a barn situated on a road Heading from County road to
Patterson’s Mills in Warren, were entirely consumed last Friday
night with all their contents,
the property of Mr. Edward Robinson. House
and furniture insured for $100(1 in Cochran’s office, $500 on barn and contents in Warren Mutual. Fire supposed to have been caused by a
spark from a candle falling among some .shavings in the cellar.
Eddie, son of Win. S. D. Healey, of Thomaston, had one of his hands badly injured by being caught in the corn elevator at the Rockland
Co.’s Mill last Monday.
Capt. Samuel and Alfred Watts have launched
a fine three-masted centre-board schooner, 375
tons, from their yard, called the Hattie Turner,
and to be commanded by Capt. Turner. This
is the first centre-board vessel ever built in
Thomas ton.

Measures taken, and orders received for Fall work,
iteut styles. Work skillfully and promptly executi. Prices liberal.
tyCutting and fitting a speciality. Extra pains
1 iken to accommodate out-of-town Ladies. |
lw
sep27

IK>se«l of the most indestructible materials known to

inst, brig Alfaratta, Small, from

Cld 13th, J L Dimmock, Lincoln, Savannah.
Ent out 12th, Gettysburg,Walker, for New Orleans;
13th, Chas Davenport, Potter, do.
Oft Bell Buoy 13th, Theobold, Adams, from Liverpool for New Orleans.
Passed the Lizard 14th, Fred Tudor, Bradford, fin
Akyab for Falmouth.
Cld at Cardiff' 12th, Transit, Percy, Caldera.
Ar at Queenstown 14th, Sabino, Paine, Maulmain,

\o. 2 ELM STREET, PORTLAND.

Purest

Tnesday & Wednesday, October lst& 2d,

Matanzas 14th inst, brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Portland.
(Latest by European steamers.l
Sid fm Liverpool 13th, Scioto, Mitchell, Mobile, and

▲T
1
*

50 per cent.
4tii. It is

science,

Rooms,

TUESDAY, Oct. 1, ISM,

PORTLAND

Ar at

ihe buildings which compose Hathaway s
shirt factory at Waterville cover about ten
thousand feet of ground, are made of brick and
furnished with gas and steam. This establishment gives employment to one hundred and
twenty-five female hands, and several male.
The pay-roll of the establishment is $50,000 per
year, and the amount of businoss done is neartreble that amount.

[Funeral services this Friday afternoon

COMFY,

White, Europe.

Ar at Panama 8th

HER

#

New York.
Ar at Deal 11th inst, ship William Wilcox, Crocker,
Calcutta, (and saded for London.)
Ar at Nanaimo 9th inst, barque Union, Decker,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres July 28, barque Sarah Hobart,

Boston.

by chemists,

in liquid form and all ready for use.
White, or any desired shade, can be obtained
without subjecting the buyer to the annoyance of
purchasing oil, pigments, coloring matter, dryer, &c.
It is easily spread, flows freely from the brush, clings
firmly to every substance it may be applied upon.
For wood, brick, iron, or for any painting purpose
where durability, beauty, and preservative properties are requisite, it stands unrivalled. Thongh com-

NO. 5 FREE STREET,

FOREION FORTH.
In Elsineur Sonnd 11th inst, ship Wm Cummings,
Miller, New Orleans for Cronstadt.
Ar at Gravesend 11th inst, ship Webster, Whitney,

a

L. R. IIARTLV

over 100,060 owners or
residences throughout the
United States for the last six years, and
pronounced
by them to be the most durable j *alnt known.
2D. For beauty and retention of color it stands far
ahead of any other. Buildings have been painted
with it in part, and partly with the best of other
paints, both in the interior and on the sea coast, and
in no case has it been excelled for beauty or pennanency of color.
3d. It is economical, auil its cost is no more than
the best lead and oil, and being far more durable (it
wearing about twice as long as the best of any other,,
and beautiful, warrants the assertion, that for a period of twenty years it will savo the consumer fully

Booth bay.
Ar 2l8t, sch Mary Louise, Simpson, Perth Amboy.
Ar 24th, sch H H Day, Wakefield, Portland.

couple of abutments at the railroad bridge at
Love joy’s Ferry, about eight miles from Augusta. The abutments are to be 30 feet wide at
tlie bottom, 20 feet at the top, and 12 feet high.
A new bridge will be built on the completion of

Paint

J dressmaking

because
thoroughly festal

has been

ami

OPENING !

WILL OPEN

It

1st.

sep25-snlw

&

TO

WILL OPEX

comdlete'^

E. T. ELDEN

CiOINCi

AveriH Chemical Paint,

Have “homeward” turned their feet ouce more;
The weather uow becomes more cool,
The boys and girls return to school.
Where sweet employment they find
In studies to improve the mind;
The Boys will soon need warmer “Clothes,”
Which they can buy at George Fenno’s,
Coat, pants, vest, hat and shoes
Corner of Beach and Washiugton street.
Boston.

schs
Wal-

SALEM—Ar 23d, brig Zavilla Williams, Veazie,
Port Johnson; schs
Chimo. Winslow, and Tantamount, Saunders, Port
Johnson; Francis Coffin, Bolton, ana Keoka. Look,
Elizabethport; Lebanah, Wad. and Senator Grimes,
Philbrook, do; Fannie
Edith, Ryder, Rondout;
C S Dyer, Dyer, Franklin ; St Lucar, Waterman, fin
Bangor; Saginaw, Ryder, Bath; Solon, Tulinan,
Rockland.
Cld 23d, sch Jas Bliss, Hatch, Belfast.
Ar 24th, sebs Nictoux, Brown, Calais; Broad field,
Britt, do for New York; Snhwa, Kelley, ami Z Stratton, Bray, do for New Haven; Alaska, Clark, Machias for New York; L B Sargent, Sargent, Bucksport for Washington.
Ar 25th, schs Erie, Bakeman, Bangor for New Haven ; Saxon, Hatch, do for New Bedford.
DANVERS—Ar 22d, schs Ada Herbert, Aden, and
Pacific, Ginn, New York.
Ar 23d, schs Ned Sumpter,Pinkham, Alexandria;
Pearl, Thayer, Rockland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 25th, sell Exchange, Duncan,
Bangor for Plymouth.
NEW BUR YPORT—Sid 25th, sch Ganges, Johnson,
Bangor.
GARDINER—Ar 18th, sch O M Marrctt, Reed,

YOU

1 *E W ADVERTISEMENTS.

IE SO USE THE

New

Philadelphia; Robin, Strout.

COUNTY.

In Boston. Sept. 9, by Rev. Mr. Means,
George
Locke and Clara S. Haskell, both of Portland.

Portland.

Edia, Torrey,

Ar

HANCOCK COUNTY.

in

sch D

ARE

Kennebec.

A young son ol James Cook, of Ellsworth,
broke his leg on the 34th inst.
The American says that Augustus W. Peters,
aged about ten years, son of Mr. William
Peters, now absent at sea, was found drowned,
a few
days siuce, within a stone's throw of his
mother's house. He was missed during the evening, and s arch was made; but the body was
not found uutil the next morning.
James Grindle, aged about 75 years, living at
East Bluehill, died suddenly one day last week
while sitting in his chair.
Hon. John B. Redmau, an aged and prominent citizen of Ellswoitb, died on Friday the
20th inst.

Company are'putting

HOMEWARD.

BOSTON—Ar25th, ship D W Chapman. Miller
Havre; schs Marcia S Lewis, Lewis, Alexandria, Va;
Peace, Watts, Machias; Ocean Wave, Lansil, Bangor; Boxer, Sutton, Wiscasset.
Cld 25th, brig Ocean Bede, Dizer, Savannah; schs
Metropolis, Babbage, Bangor; Abbic Bursley, Lovell,

apprehended.

The Maine Central

Gardiner.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Thousands tor weeks wib’ve been^away,
Mid’st pleasant country scenes to stray,
Now that the summ- r time is o’er,

Sid 24th, sell Lizzie. Leighton. Calais.
DIG ETON—Ar 21st, sch Vaudalia, Fullerton, from
Bangor.
VfNEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 24tli, schs J G Drew,
Carter, Jacksonville; Z Kenyon, from Philadelphia
for Saco; Eri, Stewart, do for Rockport,Mass; Annie
L Wilder, French, Vineyard-Haven for Bangor.
Returned, brig Mechanic; sch Louisa Bliss.

ANDROSCOGGIN

KENNEBEC

Bailey,

ana,

The committee appointed by the Harvard
College Overseers to consider and report on
coeducation of the sexes, recommend that no
action be taken on the subject at present.

.Quebec.Liverpool —Sept

News and Other Items.

SnABP Enough.—Returned
Moosehead
Lake tourists tell funny stories. Some people
in that vicinity—they are denominated land
sharks—have a strange fashion for stealing
fish, after they are caught. A party that had
caught a large number of nice trout put them
into a box perforated with holes, and set tha
box into the pond to remain over night,
so that the fish may be fresh and nice to take
horse to their expectant families on the morrow.
During the night, fish, box, everything
These land sharks often steal
were stolen.
the product of a good day’s fishing and sell
some of the fish to the very persons from
whom they had been stolen. A gerftleman
who must have been a railroad conductor, or
a
a graduate from that position, had
cute
method of detecting these thieves. He kept
a punch in his pocket, such as is used by
conductors on passenger trains in punching
tickets. With this he punched the tails of
all trout found dangling at the end of his line
in the sport of fishing. One night a large lot
of fish that he had captured “came up among
the missing.”
He was to leave the next day
for home. In the vicinity of the stage office
a fisherman appeared offering for sale a nice
lot of trout, caught, as he said, the night before. The gentleman instituted an examination to find that each and every fish bore his
mark—the punch through the tail—and on
the strength of this proof he claimed the
whole lot, and had the fisherman arrested for

the place and effect substantially the work of
the late Ku-Klux organization. The information shows that the order under various names
lias already obtained a foothold in Mississippi.
Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina, and
following the example of its predecessor is
strongest and most relentless in the counties
in which the Republicans are the weakest.
In Mississippi several of its members have already been convicted for intimidating and
maltreating voters, the prisoners lately tried
at Holly Springs having been found to belong
to the new order. The officials ef the
government have acquired a full knowledge of the
of
and
the
machinery
objects
organization,
having carried their investigation in some
The f deral aucases to actual membership.
thority in the South, in view of these new
lisclosures, will doubtless be strengthened and
maintained in sufficient presence to preserve
the peace and protect the rights of citizens.—
Bob. Adv.

nas

cannot mail their

Yabmouth.

The New Ku-klux in the South.—The
department of Justice has recently received
extended reports from its officer* in the southexistern States, which clearly prove the
ence of a new political order designed to take

department

regard to transmission of merchandise hy mail:
“That it being the intention of the law to
place all dealers in merchandise upon an equal
footing relative to the transmission of parcels
in the mails, therefore dealers in engravings

..

take the measure of a modern reformer, you
find him just aboutjup to the moral stature of
McClure jyho was first heard of (outside of
his own State) impudently lecturing Gen.
Grant on the duty of recognizing politicians
parcelling out patronage, and acting upon
the small beer doctrine, that “to the victor
belongs the spoils”.
The Committee of Seventy has resumed its
sessions preparatory to taking a hand in the
This
Committee
municipal campaign.
was originally constituted in about
equal
proportion of Democrats and Republicans,
but now there are only abont five or six
GreeUy men in the lot. The remainder of
the Democratic members are either for
O’Conor or directly supporting Grant and
Wilson. This may lead to a reconstruction
of the Committee unless the suggestion which
has been made finds favor, viz: that the
Committee shall ignore national politics altogether. It is a difficult thing to do in a
Presidential year.
What renders it more
embarrassing is the fact that pretty much all
the old Ring allies, the Tammany Democrats
and Tammany Republicans alike are followers
of Greeley, so that the national road to reform leads directly into the Republican camp.

larcency!—Kennebec

•

Convention will be one of the most successful
of the kind ever held in the State. The follow,
ing persons are delegates from the Association
of this city, the most of whom-will attend. F.
A Smith, James M. Palmer, Chas. A. Lord, F.
W. McKenney, W. H. Hobbs, H. B. Smith,

that

accidentally

the abutments.

Convention by the President of the Wintlirop
Y. M. C. A., Mr. C: M. Bailey, the members of
that active organization and the citizens generally, and a warm reception may be expected
from tliem all. The indications are that the

Per contra the “Press” and the

saintly in contrast.
housessay I, for

ana otuers.

It is desirable that all who propose to attend
should notify the Secretary of the Wintlirop
Association as soon as possible.
Much interest is being, manifested in this

in such colors that his satanic

your

Thurs-

and branches.

you will get one which, were it
if you half believed it, would make

the doctrine of total

Wednesday,

Arrangements have been made for free return tickets over the Maine Central Railroad

or

ble

on

Ths usual committees will be in readiness to
attend to the reception aud entertainment of

If you ask
for Curtin

to give up.
Scott for a character

obliged incontinently

Winthrop,

day and Friday of next week. The Convention
will meet for organization at 4 o’clock P, M.
Wednesday. This meetlug will be preceded by
a devotional meeting of one hour.

with inky decorations. Here you will find
exactly how slight a cordial will revive the
drooping spirits ol the Liberal journalist.
Curtin is one of those unfathomable mysteries, a Pennsylvania politician, a kind of conundrum which everybody out of the State is

was

while bathing at Nahant on Tues-

E. C. Millett of West Minot, has this year
raised 393 bushels of onions on a quarter acre
of land, and Moses Young of tl e same place
has in his garden four squashes attached to a
single vine which weigh 2U0 pounds.

Tlie seventh State Convention of ths Young
Mens’ Christian Associations of this State will

nun

Goffnsy, aged 31,

Julia
drowned

day.

triumph.
The journal LTtalia ArtiBtica, of Florence,
says of Miss Starbird; “She is the most fascinating page that could ever be imagined; her
ballet (dancing, songs) was executed with incomparable grace and taste, aud called forth

Maine Y. M. C. A. Convention.

NORWICH—Ar 24th, neb Judge Low, Hallowed.
Bangor.
FALLIUYER—Ar 24th, sclis Cyrus Chamberlain,
Adams, Portland; Flying Arrow, Webster; Julia
Maria, Rich, and Royal Oak, Benson, Calais; Winslow Morse, Oliver, Bath; Walton, Magunc, Pittston;
Adeline Handin, Lewis; Willard, Smith; Eftort,
Rich; Annie Leland, Bennett,and L M Strout, Dean,
Bangor; Sunbeam, Heal, Camden.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 25th, sclis Montezuma, Bulger,
and R Foster, Lewis. Calais; Martha Maria, Thurston, do; H Curtis, Haskell, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 24th, brig Adele McLoon. Robinson, Lingan CB; scb Jane, Haskell, Calais.
Ar 25th, schs Pavilion, Linscott, Calais; Sea Foaim
Philbrook, ami Magnolia, Thompson, Bangor; Adr£

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Bangor.

crime.

in Italy, and a late private letter received by a friend in this city.contains an account
of her performances in Florence and Pescia,
with extracts from Italiau journals, in which
she is spoken of in the highest terms of admiration. La Valdinievole, of Pescia, says that
her appearance at the royal theatre of that
place, as the page in Ballo in Maschero, was a

enthusiastic applause, and the audience demanded a repetition. She is the idol of the public, and cannot do otherwise than triumph in
whatever theatre she is presented. Contractors
theatrical, loss not sight of Signora Stellini,
as she is destined to pursue a glorious career.”
—Hartford Post.

STONINGTON-Ar 25tb, scb Orion, Osborn, from

$150,000 of government money, ami instead of
being accepted as a witness be will be tried for

COUNTY.
Mr. G. G. Waterhouse, the popular landlord
is
ill
at
of the lie Witt,
his farm in Poquite
land.
of
shoes
from
The shipments
Auburn for the
week are 1377 cases against 1437 cases last
week.
Three prisoners escaped from the Auburn jail
Monday night. One of the rascals has been

singer

out

HENRY WILSON.
FOR PRESIDENTIAL

and it was a marked ernotto exhibit it here, even

of his managers
if girls from the prairies had to be imported
for the service. Here is what the New York

ror

uovernor
FOR

ery of the true relations of matrimony to the
priesthood. Some news is brought out. however, by the agitation. The Paris Journal, an
organ of the church, openly boasts that in
Paris alone 20 or 30 priests marry, every year,
Abbe
with the tacit sanction of the church.
Michaud was told by the archbishop “Marry
if you must, but make no noise about it.”
This is a very untenable position to assume
and is made more difficultly the outlawry of
such marriages by the civil authorities. All
rights of marriage, inheritance, dowry, etc.,
are denied by the courts to a priest husband,
his wife and children. It is extremely difficult therefore for a priest to win the hand of
It is said that severa lady of respectability.
al priests are about to renounce their vows of

c.-aste salutes upon his rosy cheeks and ruby
lips, not sparing even, in their ardor, his venerable nose and chin. The tableau must be

may be deserved by our national sins, we
must hope this disgrace and humiliation

will

The Letter op Hyacinthe Loyson, a9
Ife now calls himself, made less stir than was
anticipated in France. The force of it was
broken somewhat by the fact that lie fell in
love and married before he made the discov-

Oscillatory.
kissing! The wesGreeley girls have gone one step farther

And

SKItLlNCr

arc

VKRY PAST.

\VM. H. AYERS,
TAILOR,

assisted by

*epl4-02wis

ALBION PRINCR.

Aquatics.

THE PRESS.
THE

FRIDAY MORNING, SEPt. 27, 1872.

THE PKES*
FesMay be obtained at the Periodical Depots of
senden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Branell a# Co.,
Moses, HenderAndrews, Wentworth, Glendennink,
that run out of
son, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains

the different clubs in this city have kept themselves in training, some of them sleeping in
the boat houses to be ready for their morning
exercise before the business of the day begins.

the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stan wood,

Bath and Bangor have representatives on the
ground. It is a matter of general regret that
the Bowdoin Club were obliged to reconsider
their intention to be present, which owing to
the fact that much attention is being paid at
the college now to military tactics in anticipation of a display at the Sagadahoc County
Fair at Topsham on the 8th—10th of October.

Advertisement* To-Day.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Portland—C. McLaughlin & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Notice to the Public—Glen House.
Peaches and Grapes—Wm. Allen, Jr.
Teacher of Piano Forte Music—Jennie Taylor.
ProjK»al8—Geo. Thom.
Dressmaking Rooms—L. B. Martin.
Havana Oranges—W. W. Carr & Co
Good Sense—Cement Pipe.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Clothing—Oren Hawkes & Co.
To the Ladies of

United Ntates District Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE FOX.

Thursday.—United States vs. Mrs. Cokely. Indictmeut for selling liquor without an internal reve-

Jury disagreed.

nue license.

O'Donnell.
United States vs. H. T. Hirshou. Indictment for
purchasing Government clothing from a soldier. On
Webb.

trial.

Webb.

Reed.

George E. Bird, of Portland, and Warren
go, of Rockland, were admitted to practice.

E. Pcrrl-

Superior Court.
8EPTEUBRR TERM, 1872.
Counsel will take notice that the September Term
Superior Court stands adjourned to Monday,

Of the

September 30th, at 10 o'clock A. M., at which time
criminal docket will be called. In all cases where
parties recognized for their appearance at this term,
such parties will be defaulted unless they appear and
recognize anew. Counsel are requested to have bail,
justify under oath upon blanks furnished, and prethe

sent the

at the

time of recognizing, thereby
delay of oral examinations.
C. P. Mattocks, County Attorney.
Portland, Sept. 26,1872.
same

saving the

usual

iVluuiripal Court.
lJBrORE

JUDGE

MORRIS.

Thursday.—Daniel Brooks, libellant, vs. Liquors
seized at the freight depot of the Portland, Saco &
Portsmouth Railroad, P. J. Toohey, of New Hampshire, claimant. Claim sustained.

Bonney.

Williams.

N. Perry, libellant,

Kben

vs.

Liquors seized

on

At-

lantic wharf, James Garland, of Conway, N. H.,
claimant of two barrels of whiskey. Decision, claimant entitled to no part of said liquors. Appealed.
Seven barrels and two kegs forfeited. No claimant.
J. B. Eaton.
Bonney.
Two cases of libelled liquors forfeited. No claimants.
Brief Jutting*.
The High School boys have donned their new
school cap, which presents a very neat and
tasty appearance.
The Glen House will close Oct. 1st
On the arrival of the Hartford Phalanx home
last evening they were received by the “home
guards” of the corps and handsomely entertained.

The Portland Company is building an iron
light-house for the coast of Louisiana. It will
be mounted on screw piles.
Two little girls, daughters of ex-Mayor Stevens and George W. True, Esq., held a
pretty
little fair in aid of the Maine General Hospital
at Mr. Stevens’ residence on
Spring street,

Wednesday afternoon,

which netted $26.50.
The Walker House is to be used as a temporary depot by the Boston and Maine when the
line gets fairly in working order in December
and a temporary station will be erected just
this side of Fore river where the road connects
with the Maine Central.
The Mechanic Blues will go to Norway on a
visit to the Light Infantry of that town on

Wednesday morning of
the following afternoon.

next week and return

The steamer Falmouth bronght 145 passengers from Halifax yesterday.
Freeman A. Berry, an employee of the Grand
Trunk Railway Co., was presented with $80 by
his fellow-employees on Wednesday, on the occasion of his marriage.
The Resolutes and Bowdoins will play a
match game for a prize of $50 at the fair at
Topsham, Oct. 12th.
Prof. Goodale has left Brunswick to enter
upon his duties as Professor of Botany at Harvard, but will return to Bowdoin in May.
Edward E. Preble aud William Poole of this
in for a share of the prize money for

city come
capturing

the Alabama.

The

former

was en-

sign of the Kearsarge and the latter quarter,
master at the time of the engagement.
A seizure af 300 gallons of liquors was made
at the New York boat Wednesday, and a small
seizure at the Boston boat yesterday.
Mr. D. W. Clark and wife sail from Liverpool

for home Oct. 16th, and Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Barrett about Oct. 30th.
Edward Higgins, who lives in that notorious
place known its Stafford block, was arrested by
the police for beating his wife last evening.
If the old signs retain their virtue we may

pect

ex-

early winter, for the springs and brooks

an

full.
Don’t send out invitations to yachting parties
now.
A man named Noah did so once, and it
brought on a rain storm.

are

George Washington’s weight

is said to have

been 209 pounds.
After the first of October the International
Steamship Company’s steamers will make only
two trips a week to Eastport and St. John, N.
B., leaving here every Monday and Thursday

evening.
Maine Central Railroad Company have
purchased the boats, landings, depot and franchise of the Kennebec & Boston Steamboat Co.,
whose boats run to Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell
and Augusta.
■the

The Portland Cadets.—It will be

seen

by

advertisement in another column, the Cadets
will give a grand exhibition drill and promenade eoncert at City Hall on Monday evening
next.
The si rople announcement of this fact
should be amply sufficient to fill the liali to
overflowing, as the remarkable proficiency of
the now acknowledged champions of the State,
in the manual of arms and the school of the
soldier, has obtained a wide and generous rec-

ognition. This will be the first
tion of the company since they

public

exhibiwon the beautiful emblem of the championship, and the programme includes several new and pleasing features which cannot fail to make this the best
drill yet given by the Cadets. The full Portland Band will furnish music for the drill,
while the “Crack 15” will enliven the saltatory
exercises with their inspiring strains.
That
prince of caterers—Saunders—who, we are glad
to see, has obtained a richly deserved popularity, will provide the choicest refreshments of the
season in the Receptiou room,
and altogether
the occasion promises to be one of the most
brilliant and successful affairs of the season.
A. Pleasant Surprise.—Last evening at
about 8 o’clock, the Rev. Mr. Bicknell, pastor
of India street Universalist church, was called
to his door and was there met
by about fifty of
his parishioners, accompanied by a team, which

conveyed
etc.

an

elegant parlor set, chairs, sofa,

The presentation speech made

by

M. P.
to the oc.

Frank, Esq., was perfectly adapted
casion. In reply, Rev. Mr. Bicknell expressed
his thanks in appropriate and feeling remarks

As soon as Mr. Bicknell concluded he received
notice that a couple were waiting for the marriage ceremony, and Mr. E. S. Shaw and Mrs.
Margaret Hall were joined in wedlock. After

congratulations upon such occasions,
in an adan elegant fruit supper was served
joining room. Taking the evening together it
the usual

made one of the most agreeable ofc those occa
sions where pastor and people unite in social
intercourse, both being benefitted thereby.
The Lingards.—Our readers should not forget that the renowned artists, William Horace

nd Alice Dunning Lingard, supported by a
brilliant comedy company, will appear at Music Hall to-morrow evening, in a new society
comedy entitled “A Life’s Dream.” In addition to the
Mr. Lingard will introduce his

play,
sketches, including his very

life-like portraitures of Gen. Grant and Horace Greeley.—
The company is
composed of excellent talent
and includes Mr.
Edgar Bruce, who made a

latest

favorable impression in the “Veteran,” last

April,

and Mr. C. A.
McManus,the well-known
formerly of the Globe Theatre, Boston. Miss Dickie
Lingard will also appear, and
a very enjoyable
entertainment may be expected.

comedian,

_

Assault. Wm. Urn well made
the police station yesterday that

complaint it

while he and
four of his companions were
passing along
Congress street Wednesday evening he was assaulted without provocation at the head of Center street by a person unknown to him.
He
was made insensible by the blow, and his face
was

badly cut and bruised.

He thinks the bloa

was

given with brass knuckles.

REUATTA OF THE MAINE STATE BOATING
ASSOCIATION.

Considerable interest has been felt among the
boating fraternity of the State in the success of
the annual regatta of the State Association
which has been arranged to take place in Portland harbor this morning.
The members of

CITY AND VICINITY.

New

TUSCEI.I.ANEOl'S NOTICES.

The Programme of the Association provides
for three races—for four oared boats, double
and single sculls. The crew rowing the first
race will be entitled to the possession of the
champion colors and four miniature gold boats,
to be worn as charms.
Three boats will un-

doubtedly start, aud in this case a silver ice
pitcher will be awarded to the second Iroat.
To the wining boat in the double scull race a
pair of solid gold anchors will be given. The
distance for the first aud second races will be
three miles.
The winner of the

single scull

race

will take

the champion cup, now held by Stephens of
Bath; also the new and beautiful emblem—a
model of a scull in silver, with the oars in position. This is an elegant work of art, and is
about five inches in

length. A gold charm and
gold ring to the second and third boats.
These new prizes were got up by Messrs J. A.
Merrill & Co., 139 Middle street, and may be
a

in their window.
Three crews have entered for the four-oared
race—two from the Emerald Club and
one
from the ’Longshoremen.
They are as
follows:—
Emerald First—P. C. Davis, bow; William
Logue, Edward McShane, M. F. Davis, stroke. Cedar
shell. Colors green and white.
Emerald Second—A. H Larkin, bow; E. Brady,
T. J. Welch, T. F. Donahue, stroke. Pine shell.
Colors white.
Longshoremen—James A. Conwell, bow: M. E.
O’Brion, M. O’Brion, T. Twigg, stroke. Cedar shell
P. O’Donnell. Colors flesh colored shirts and white
handkerchiefs.
I or the double scull race, two entries:
Splinter, of Bath; pulled by W. R. Shaw and W.
F. Stevens. Colors red, white and blue. Boat of
Spanish cedar, built by W. F. Stevens, of Bath.
Emorald, of Portland; pulled by P. C. Davis and
William Loguo. Colors green and blue.
For single scull race, seven entries:
“F. A. Ricker,” by William F. Stevens, of Bath.
Colors rod, white and blue.
“Toothpick,” by Dennis Tracey, of Bangor. Colors
seen

Bemember the sale of Furniture in Walker
House takes place to-day.
Bemembeu the sale at auction by J. S. Bailey
& Co., of store No 94 Green Street this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
It is a good store in a good
location aud must increase in value.
Sixty pices all wool serge dress goods, 35 cts
worth 62 cts. Come for them quick.
sep24-lw
Leach, 84 Middle street.

Hats, Caps, Lap
variety.

Bobes and Canes in every

Orin Hawkes & Co. 290 and 292

Cougress

St.
d&w

The Glass Blowers are coming and will be at
Lancaster Hall all of next week with their
Glass Steam Engine, Queen of Beauty.
At
Lancaster Hall.
27-2t
Card.

•

Dress-making room, will be open Tuesday, Sept. 24. We are still fortunate in securing the services of Miss Pomeroy, a lady well
qualified to take charge of the department. We
Our

shall continue to do our work at our former
reasonable prices. Thanking our customers for
their liberal patronage of last season, we shall

try

merit

continuance of the same.
Mrs. Arvidson, rear of M. Peabody’s,
345 Congress St., Portland.

ever

P.

to

a

S.—Apprentice

wanted.

sep24-lw

Save your buildings by painting them before winter conies on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
tf
Fall

Hats just received at Oriu
Hawkes & Co., up town Hat Store 290 and 292
d&w
Congress St.

style Silk

Broadway Silk Hat for Fall, and all the
and nobby styles of soft and stiff Hats,
embracing all the latest New York aud Philadelphia styles, can be found at Maher & Co.’s,
opposite Post Office.
scp20dlw
new

The cheapest and best Paint in the wo Id, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Reorganization of tile 1st Maine and
1st 1). C. Cavalry.

Large and Enthusiastic Gathering.

unknown.

“Shocks,” by W. R. Shaw, of Bath. Colors
“Bones,” by John Frazer, of Portland.

scarlet.

The 1st Maine still at the Front.

Colors

blue and white.
“M. A.

blue.

S.,” by H.

“No Name,” by M.
green and blue.

P.

F.

Ladd,

of

Portland.

Davfs, of Portland.

Colors

Don,” by either William Logue or E*
McShane. Colors unknawn.
A number of new4boats will make their appearance in this race. Ladd of the Ariels will
pull a paper boat built for him by Walters,
Baleh & Co. of Troy; Fraser, of the Alcyous, a
new Spanish cedar built by J. O’Donnell of
this city; W. R. Shaw will pull in a new boat
built by Stephens of Bath; Stephens of Bath
will pull a new Spanish cedar of his own build.
The double scull which Stepheus and Shaw
entered wai also from the same maker. All
these boats are remarkably handsome, and
look as if they were able to make quick time.
Each has sliding seats'.
The course for the three mile races will bo
from Portland bridge a mile and a half and
turn around the stake boat off Victoria wharves
and return. For the two mile race the course
is from Union wharf around the stake boat and
return. The races ;will be governed by the
National rules. At the meeting of the regatta
committee last night F. A. Ricker of Portland
was chosen referee, and the following
judges
nominated: For the Ariels, Chas. C. Bedlow; for
the Alcyons, C. M. Henry; for the ’Longshore
men, Charles McCarthy. The others will be
nominated this morning.
As we write the prospect is not encouraging
for good weather; but if the morning is favorable the steamer Express, with the referee and
some of the judges on board, will leave Custom
House wharf at 9 o’clock and give those ou
board a fine chance to witness the races.
Tickets fifty cents.
At the meeting last night
every detail possible was agreed upon, and the
judges hopes to get the boats off promptly. In
the evening the clubs will have a sup|ier at the
Preble House.
Treatment of Drunkards.—The Deputy
Chief of Police of Boston, a man of large experience in the subject spoken of gives an opinion iu regard to the treatment of persons
convicted of drunkenness that is wor.liy of
consideration. As the case stands now the
culprit is generally fined and the burden of the
crime falls upon the innocent ones who compose his family, and in many instances reduce
themselves to destitution iu order to release
the husband and father from confinement
Therejare hundreds of such cases every week.
It is suggested, therefore, that instead of a fine,
imprisonment for a specified term of days be
substituted, that the prisoner be kept at work
during that time, and that the proceeds of
sueh labor be paid weekly towards the support
of his family. In this way, perhaps the punishment would fall |just and only where it belongs, and families would not be left almost to
starve until the head of the family returns.
Boarding House Theif.—One day last week
a young man about 25 years of age, giving his
name as DeCain, obtained board at Mrs. Colburn’s, No. 241 Congress street. Wednesday
he disappeared, leaving behind him a note
signed George Bucroft, saying that he had been

unexpectedly called away
,i

ij_ai

to

Cleveland

and

..c ui.

rival there. Yesterday it was ascertained that
he had entered the room of one of the boarders
and stolen a coat, vest, shirts, handkerchiefs
and other articles of clothing, together w ith a
small sum of money. Information was given
to the police, but the fellow was out of their
reach.
Trade Sale of Carriages.—The trade sale
of C. P. Kimball’s carriages yesterday drew
together quite a large collection of purchasers,
among whom were gentlemen from Bangor,
Augusta, Bath and- Lewiston and a number of
The catalogue embraced eighty-nine carriages, from an open
Concord wagon to the most elegantly furnished
coupe and cabriolets. Nearly all the lot was
disposed of at prices largely favoring the buy-

large dealers in Boston.

The net amount of the sale was about
The bidding was quite sharp at’times,
the dealers buying close and manifesting coners.

$15,000.

siderable

competition.

Portland Fraternity. —This most useful
charity re-opens its evening school for the ensuing year on Tuesday, October 1st. The following is the weekly programme of recitations,
being nearly that of last year:—
Monday—Reading and Grammar.
Tuesday—Book-keeping and Geography.
Wednesday—Latin, French and Drawing.

Thursday—Arithmetic.

Friday—Penmanship.

All wishing to pursue any of these studies
can obtain cards of admission from the Janitor
at the Fraternity

rooms.

Portland Band.—The Portland Baud has
received its full compliment of twentythree musicians and the instruments are arranged as follows: E. b. clarionet, Mr. Mullaly;
B. b. clarionets, Shaw and Dodd; E. b. cornets,
Cole and Davis; B. b. cornets, Chandler, Tyler,
Fitzgerald and Adams; E. b. altos, Grimmer,
Gammon, Richardson and Graves; B. b. tenor,
Pennell and Mitchell: B. b. baritone, Webb;
bass, trombone, Thomas; basses, Wheeler and
Wiswell; small drum, Leavitt; cymbals, Ellis;
bass drum, Hall.
Mr. Cole is Leader and
Secretary, and Mr. Grimmer, Conductor, with
Band is prepared to
Treasurer.
The
Willey,
furnish either brass or string music.—Advertiser..
now

in

Accident.—Wednesday morning a workman

of the ship yards at East Peering was
at work on a vessel when a
large chisel fell
from above and struck him on the
right thigh,
one

severing

[From

artery and inflicting severe
A surgeon was
procured as quickly
as possible, who took up the
artery and dressed
the wounds, but the patient had suffered the
loss of a great deal of blood.
an

wounds.

Diamond Excitement in Arizonn
Over—War to be Tinde on the Indians—
Political.
San Francisco, Sejit. 24.—A dispatch from
Camp McDowell, Arizona, dated the Slth inst.,
says that the diamond excitement has subsided.
It is believed that a strong force of cavalry
will be sent into Southern Arizona to prosecute a
vigorous war against thetoIndians.
McCormick for DeleThere is no opposition
to Congress from Arizona.
Thr

gate

Hale of the Pioneer.
Pbovieencr, Sept. 24.—The schooner Resowar veslute, otherwise known as the Cuban
sel Pioneer, was sold to-day by the United
States Marshal under the order of the District
Court. Ricketson & Co., of Baltimore, bought
hsr. The price was #4800.

our

Special Reporter.]

Augusta, Sept. 26, 1872.
call issued Aug. 19th, 1872, the

Colors

“O’Connor

NEW

1 Pursuant to a
members of the 1st Maine and 1st D. C. Cavalry met at Augusta to-day for the purpose of
forming an organization to renew and keep
alive old associations formed in tho field and
carap.*The morning opened cloudy and threatening, and about 7 o’clock the rain commenced
to fall in torrents, out notwithstanding this
the members of these two gallant regiments
and wemied their way to the different railroad stations
en route to Augusta.
At the appointed hour (2 o’clock P. M.)
Granite Hall showed that a marked interest
was taken by the battle-scared veterans, some
200 being present from different parts of the
were not to

be

discouraged by trifles,

State.

The meeting was called to order by
Major Paul Chadbourne, of Saco, .who briefly
reviewed the objects of the gathering.
On motion of Cap*. Brown a committee of
from each company was appointed to nom"
inate a list of officers for permanent organization. The committee reported as follows:
President—Gen. J. P. Cilley. of Rockland.
Vice President—Capt. W. F. Boyd, of Pittsfield.

one

Treasurer—Major Paul Chadbourne, of Saco.
Historian—Adjutant E. P. Tobey, of Providence,

B. I.

Recording Secretary—Sergt. L. B. Hill, of Augnsta.
Corresponding Secretary—Sergt. Major A. C. Dam,

Portland.
The announcement was received with unbounded applause.
Gen. Cilley, upon assuming the chair, addressed the meeting in his own
earnest and patriotic style, being frequentlyinterrupted with applause.
Voted, That a committee of three be apof

pointed by the chair on Constitution and Byelaws. iThe committee consisted of Capts.
Myrick, Brown and Andrews. Their report
was unanimously
adopted by the meeting.
Voted, that the organization assume and

adopt

the

name

of “1st Maine

Cavalry Associa-

tion:”
The organization perfected and the officers
duly [installed the meeting adjourned until
evening at 7J o’clock to meet at Granite Hall.
After adjournment the members formed under
the leadership of Gen. Cilley and proceeded to
the State House to review the old battle flags
of the regiment and recount scenes and
incidents of the field.
EVENING EXERCISES.

Pyompt

7 1-2 o’clock Granite Hall was well
filled with members of the organization and
citizens of Augusta, Geu. J. P. Cilley in the
chair. C^jit. J. D. Myrick was duly introduced
at

orator of the evening.
Capt. Myrick was
received with hearty applause, and made a most
telling and interesting speech, reviewing the
history of the regiment in the field, giving a
as

exciting

and brilliant sketch of many engagements in which the regiment participated,
foremost among which, were Winchester, Cedar Mountain, Antietam, Fredericksburg, Aldic, Middlebury, Upperville, Gettysburg, Coal
Harbor, Kearns Station, Boydton, Plank Koad,
&c., &c.
After paying a just and worthy tribute to the
fallen comrades,
Capt. Myrick referred to
the consolidation of the 1st D. C.
Cavalry on
the 26th of September, 18615, with the 1st Maine.

most

At the conclusion of his speech the
meeting adto Meoniau Hall to partake of a collation prepared by the ladies of Augusta, which

journed

was gotten up in a
style which would reflect
credit on most experienced caterers, the tables
being laden with all the luxuries of the season
and elaborately decorated with flowers and

bouquets,

and the occasion enlivened by excellent music from the Augusta Band.
After a short prayer hy Rev. Mr. Penny, am-

ple justice was done to^the viands, which being disposed of, letters were read from several
officers and members of the regiment
expressing regret for their non-atteudauce, followed by
and responses, and interesting camp and
field sketches. The affair was an
unparalleled
success long to lie remembered
by all.
The following letter from Gen. Chamberlain
toasts

was

read at the table and elicited

great ap-

plause :

Brunswick, Sept. 26,1872.
Captain:—I had hoped to be with

My dear
you to-niglit but the surgeons have me again.
I knew the first Maine well,all your splendid
work from Aldie to Appomattox. More than
once have I heard Sheridan
say, “no better
cavalry ever drew sabre!”
You may well review your record, and it will
do others good to look at it. Happy the soldier who can share your glory, and the citizen
who can justly be proud of it. My heart would
beat high to greet you to-night; I believe I
could think of something to say, as it is, take
this:
The First Maine Cuvalru—Maine made
you first,
and you made her:

Your friend and comrade,
Joshua L. Chamberlain.
Captain John D. SI trick, Angusta.
The meeting broke up about 11 o’clock with
three rousing cheers to the ladies for their
bounteous collation. The next reunion will
take place at Bangor on the date of consolidation of the two regiments about the 26th of

September next.
Androscoggin County Show.
Lewiston, Sept. 26.—At the Androscoggin
County Show at Mechanic Falls this afternoon
the sweepstakes purse was won
by King Wil-

liam. Time, 2.421-2—2.42—2.45.
His antagonists were Phil Sheridan and Billy Bumpus.—
The track was in very bad order.

Rich mineral Discoveries.
Denver, Sept. 25.—A wonderful discovery
was made recently, six miles west of Caribou,
of an enormous silver ledge or system of ledges,
so locked and woven
together as to be practiIt measures 63 feet in width
cally one ledge.
and can be clearly traced over five miles, carrying ore the entire distance that assays $75 to
$1000 per ton. The surrounding formation is
ore carries
Galena,
primary granite and the&c.
A large number
black and gray sulphure,
of men are already at work upon it. Great
activity exists eyery where in the mines and reports come from all quarters of larger yields
than ever.

I.nubfic Asylum Burned—Uvea I,nst.
Cleveland, Sept. 25.—The Northern Ohio
Luuatic Asylum at Newbug, was almost completely destroyed bv fire Weduosday. There
were 600 inmates, all of whom are said to be
safe. Miss Walker, seamstress of the
builuing,
was roasted alive iu
sight of friends, who could
render her no relief on account of the heat.
Several employes were badly burned, and it is
feared that three or four persons perished in
the debris.
A board has been appointed to investigate
the burning of the steamer Nevada at New
London.

YORK.

A DISASTROUS HURRICANE.
Many YcnucU Driven Ashore nnd (Several
l.ivcN Lost.

Yobk, Sept. 26.—Letters from Marstate that during a severe storm there
the 9th instaut, three ships, five droghers,
two English barks, three schooners, one sloop
and two steamers fouudered, and with cargoes
are a total loss.
kTwo men and one woman
were drowned.
At. St. Kitts on the 10th the brig Eoseway of
New York (cargo of flour), and the brig Salamander were wrecked. The barks Jane Richardson and Rosebud were both dismasted. A
schooner was carried to sea and lost. A sloop
driven on the beach, and an unknown bark
foundered to the windward of the island.
The hurricane at Barbadoes greatly iiijured
the crops and drove ashore the brigs J. Boyer
of New Brunswick, George and Grace Kelly o?
Halifax and two sloops. No lives lost.
The I.osm of the Bienville—Official Investigation into the Disaster.
New

tinique,
on

The investigation info the loss of the. steam-

ship (Bienville by

steamer

rather the camp followers, commissaries and
who were ready to see how much could
be made out of the
body and bones of the South
after secession has been killed.
Well, fellow-citizens, you testify with me
that this great movement must and will go forward; you agree with me that if great peril
should overtake our country, and no nation
ever knows how soon or from what
quarter
peril may be encountered, that we should he
glad totiave on our side, sustaining onr conntry and our flag, the men who fought against
us so
desperately in that last struggle. We
should be glad to have them; we should trust
I
•them, venture to say, as among the best Union
men, after their sad experience, the men who
could not be tempted again to desert the fla» of
the country; they realize that it is a different
thing fighting under that flag than against it
I know there are thousands
among them who,
in tlie midst of that great struggle, when
they
eame to look up to the flag of the Union felt
sad to think they were not
fighting with that
flag over their heads rather than flaunting it
angrily before them. They were dragged into
the thing which I always
thought was not
sanctioned by the deliberate judgment of the
•southern people. It was a conspiracy of fraud
and violeuce. If at any time before blood was
shed they had had a fair chance to vote for or
against the Union, you would have hud a great
majority of them iu favor of the Union. But
I am not here to discuss issues.
I am here to
say words with regard to the spirit of the people whom I have lately visited. I have been
travelling over your State and the States of
Uluo and ludiana, and 1 do
testify that if any
majority shall be got in either of these States
against the libera) ticket in the election at hand
U will have to he
bought and very dearly paid

sutlers,

Inspectors Boole,

Merslion and Hill commenced to-dav.
Assistant Engineer Best testified on the
day of the fire, the 15th of August, to being
ordered by Capt. Murray to turn on steam as
the ship was on fire and afterwards to stop the
engine and start the donkey pump. After the
latter was run five minutes it stopped, the connecting air and steam piston rods having
broken. The smoke was coming through the
bulkheads so dense as to smother them and the
damage could not be repaired, and the men
were
then sent forward to man the other
pumps. The fires were shut down and it w as
found there was no fire around the boilers, th#
smoke still coming through the bulkheads and
very dense under the forward end of the enI then assisted in launching the boats
gines.
under Capt. Murray’s orders.
The pipe* for
conducting the team on the Bienville were two
inch pipes and to quickly extinguish fires between decks on a ship the pipes should be of
four or six inch size. The hand pumps worked
well; was told by the quartermaster that the
fires came from the hatch under the steerage,
fifteen feet forward of the boiler; the hatch was
fastened down; had a false alarm of fire thertf
Tuesday previous to exercise the men and
dondey; the engine worked finally; the Bienville had as much security against fire as any
vessel he ever saw and more space around her
boilers. Witness thought the fire originated in
forward between decks.
J. H. McCurdy testified to building the
boilers and putting them into the Bienville
early last August; made all the connections;
put sheet iron arouud the bulkheads; njade
the floors in the fire room and protections
against fire. The boilers were better as to
safety against fire than any others he ever
saw', with larger spaces between them and the
bulkheads.
Adjourned till to-morrow morning, when the
chief engineer of the Bienville will bo examined.
The Kins Notified of their Trial*.
Attorney-General Barlow has to-day addressed informal written notices to William M.
Tweed, Mayor Hall the brothers Sweeney,
Thomas C. Fields, Henry Nugent, Ingersoil,
Hugh Smith. Win. Cooke and Nathaniel Sands,
informing them that their trials would begin in
October.
Coroner* Verdict—New Judge—Forrester’*
Case—The Oregon Senatorship Appointment—Fire ia Rroohlya.
The coroners jury in case of Joseph Burnett,
who was killed in a quarrel with his brother-inlaw, Timothy Landers, rendered a verdict today against Timothy Landers and Garsett
Landers, and both are held, the latter as an
accessary.
Enoch L. Fanclier was to-day sworn in as
Judge'of the Supreme Court in the place of
Barnard.
Forrester, who sued out a writ of habeas
corpus which was to have been argued to-morrow has directed his counsel to withdraw the
writ in the belief that it would have been
dismissed.
Forrester consents to return to
prison at Joliet, Ulinois.
A Washington special says that a despatch
lias been received from Oregon representatives, that Mitchell will probably be defeated by
tlie new combination and that some new mail
wiU be elected to the United States Senate.
Gen. M, T. Mahon has been appointed by
Comptroller Green as receiver of taxes.
An explosion occurred in the Wallabout oil
works, Brooklyn, this noon, caused, it is believed by a leak in the pipe. The whole works
were speedily enveloped in flames, and at a late
hour ill the afternoon were still burning, a
large quantity of oil being on fire. Henry Van
Staden, the engineer, and O’Kelly, a laborer,
were seriously injured and narrowly escaped,
being roasted alive. The loss- is estimated at
12,000, which is in part covered by insurance.
The missing cases of silks from the government warehouse are fivo in number and are
supposed to have been obtained by outside pnrties through some subterfuge. They were not
very valuable, aggregating not over $7000 in
currency. No culpability is attached to the
govern mentemployes.
Machinist’* and Klneksmith’s Convention.

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 20—In the machinists
and blacksmith’s convention to-day the consideration of the apprenticeship question was postponed till the next convention in order to obtain a more thorough organization.
A resolution that the members of the organization be required to make a discontinuance of
the running of two machines by any one man
unless by express permission of the anion and
at the rate of not less than time and a half
wasjreferred to the local unions for action.
A resolution providing that the union be apportioned into thirty districts, each district to
be represented by one delegate elected by a
convention of the several local unions in such
district, and such appointment to be made
within six months previous to the meeting of
the international union to the President; that
the mileage of such delegates ami a compensation of live dollars per day each shall he paid
them,and that the meetings of the international union shall be held bieuuially was adopted

unanimously.

Arre*t of n Murderer,
Arthur Koop, a sporting man of New York,
was arrested at Schutzen
Park, Jersey city,
this morning, charged with having fatally shot
Hermann Stemnerson of New York, at a
pigeon shooting match the 17th inst.
Barge Foundered—I,ire* I.oal.
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 21!.—The old barge
Iron City, with a cargo of oil from Cleveland
for this city, foundered and sunk last night
near Sturgeon Bay.
It is supposed that Capt.
Richard C. Gunning of Buffalo, one woman
and four men were drowned.
The cargo and
vessel were valued at $30,000. Insured.

Horace Still Swinging Round.

Now what is the spirit of those people? I
have looked in their eyes; I have seen so
many
thousands of them at I'ittsburg, coming there
m a
rainy night, just after tlie great soldiers’
convention had declared against us. I was
astonished to find 411,000 people in the
streets,
prepared to render me and my companions a
most enthusiastic welcome.
At Cincinnati the numbers that turned out
were as great as that.
I need not speak of
Louisville where it is all on one side. But at
Indianapolis, the centre of Indiana, in my deliberate judgment there were 40,000 men who
were
participating in our organization and our
display there, and rejoicing in their confidence
that no possibility could defeat the Liberal candidate in the election at hand. I don't believe
there is money enough in the treasury or recently taken out of the treasury to buy the
State of Indiana. I don’t believe they could
conlonize
enough or repeat enough to
prevent that State from electing Gov. Hendricks.
I was not disaupointed in* Ohio
to
her
much
or
more
stronger
decided
than
I
bad
believed
her.
I have seen at least
of
her
voters
in
100,000
my journey. I tell you their enthusiasm and
unammty are such that I believe they cannot
be beaten. If the election were bad to-morrow
I know how it would result.
They tell us we
may carry Indinana and Pennsylvania, but cannot carry Ohio.
I tell you it is not so. We
bare a very large Liberal
Republican vote
there, besides the German vote, which is nearly solid for us, and of which there are many
thousands, and at least 15,000 who have always voted the Republican ticket, are now
among the most enthusiastic supporters of the
Liberal ticket.
__
«■■ **
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know what the heart of Pennsylvania is.
She
lias always desired to have honest, faithful,
frugal, trustworthy rulers, though she lias not
always succeeded. She has meant to have
them, and I am confident she will get them.
Without taking more of your time 1 simply
come to give you a
cheering word. Let me
assure you that all
things are right, and that
but
the
nothing
power of money can deprive us
of the victory.
On the 8tli of October they
must pay voters to get there. Now, 1 believe,
fellow-citizens, there are no 100,000 to sell their
votes among the 300,000 that support the Liberal ticket If there are, 1 entreat them to make
them pay well. If you are mean enough to
sell yourselves, have at least the pride to ask a
decent price (laughter).
They rely on their
money. They have no other reliance, and you
can defeat them if you will.
I believe you
will.
I believe the wires will flash into New York
on the 8th of October the
result -of your election. You will cast no cloud upon the face of
the Liberals of our great city, but that they
shail rejoice with you in their confident trust
that the 8th of October has settled the fight on
this election and that November will only reecho and reverberate your triumph. Friends I
will say no more.

Complaines

Fool of

and makes

a

Himself.

Sukbdry, Ca., Sept. 2G.—Mr. Greeley spoke
Williamsport, Pa., to-day. He conimenced
by calling attention to the administration, of
the Cabinet ministers and office holders, runat

ning and roaring from one eud of the country
to the other to persuade the people to
keep
them in office, and said: 1 thing that is something to which the people ought not to lie reconciled. Then of course, “like master like
man,”
the hole body of office holders, fifty to seventy
thousand men,
influential
men,
generally able,
are devoting their time and talents to reelecting their superiors to office and thereby keeping themselves in place. I venture to say that
since the 1st day of May last the federal office
holders have done more work and devoted
more attention to
keeping their places than
they have to doing their duty. All of them
are enormously taxed and their energies employed to sustain this machine of power, and
their running and racing over the country, giving up to party service and to the Presidents reelection the time and energies that belong to
the people, for which the people have paid, and
of which the people out to have the
advantage.
Now, take my excellent friend Gen. Harriman, who is here to make a speech to-night for
Grant and Wilson. He is a good talker.
As
I understand the case, Gen. Harriman is a
naval officer of the port of Boston; a responsible person with a good character which he
doubtless earns, but here he is earning it speaking in Maine. I have found him also in Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and so on. How under
heaven can he earn the money we are paying
in that
position as naval officer at Boston
while he is speaking all over the country. He
is a good, capab’e man, makes good speeches
but I soy he ought to make his speeches on his
speeches on his own hook as I do. He ought
not to be paid for
making theih out of the
federal treasury.
Now there is another point to which the people arc not likely to be reconciled and that is
the enormous use of money in this election.
Of all the elections ever held from Geo. Washington down to this time there has not been so
much
money spent as has been in this election
of Grant. They have the Treasury department
to the backs.
This vast army of office holders,
their Credit Mobilier men, with their large dividends, dividends five times as large as the capital invested. I tell you that right down in
honest old Vermont, where the people never
heard of money being paid before, their money
was poured out like water to induce Democrats
to vote for the Grant ticket or stoy away from
the polls. So in Maine. A hundred dollars
was paid in Maine for votes.
Now gentlemen
if they elect their ticket this fall it will be because they have one hundred dollars to our one.
Mr. Greeley continued at some length, touching upon the most important topics of the political canvass and filially returned to the train
amid great cheering.
Mr. Greeley made the following speech at
Sanbnry:

“Fellow citizens, you will not expect me at
this hour to say many words to
you, but I understood you would be glad to hear from me so
I have come across the river on purpose to say
those few words. First, I esteem it a great
privilege to be able to stand here on the same
platform with two of the most eminent Generals in our great straggles—two of the Generals
of the union armies in the great struggle for
peace and reconciliation with which we are
identified. I ask you to witness that the soldiers of our great struggles are among the most
generous of enemies, and the readiest to give
generous and magnanimous terms to those they
If the matter had lieen left to the
overcome.
soldiers of the two armies to settle, I believe
this country would have been pacified and reunited years ago. 1 say that those soldiers—
the men who height each other in that great
struggle, learned, if they did not already know
it, to respect each other. I believe the soldier
of the union army, when they had finished
their war, went home with no bitteress in their
hearts toward the great mass of those who
struggled against them, and with resjiect for
their gallantry, their soldiership and their courI think that was true of the great body
age.
of men who made up the union armry. It was

TELEGRAMS.

tionalSYssembly.

at

Steamship Tyrian, from Leghorn,
New York.' The Herman has

has arrived
arrived at

operation.
buried in a land slide
■at Bangor Tuesday morning, died a little past
Patrick

Duffy,

who

was

midnight yesterday morning.
The schooner Sea Star, from Newcastle, N.
B., for Boston, with lumber, put back to Cape

Canso with five and a half feet of water in her
hold. The vessel is adjudged unseaworthy.
A despatch from
Copenhagen states that the
Danish authorities prohibit the importation of
English cattle on account of the rinderpest in

England.
At

a

secret

conference of the various reform

organizations in New York, it

was

agreed to

sink all political differences and unite on a
single reform ticket for municipal officers. W.
F. Havemeyer will probably be candidate for

Mayor.

The rate of discount at the Bank of
advanced a half cent yesterday, and is
and a half per cent.

England
now

four

Stanley writes a letter to the Herald, declaring as false the stories relative to him by Noe.
A Frankfort, Ky., despatch states that the
ftiembers of a vigilance committee notified the
contractor building the portion of the Ohio &
Cumberland Railroad in Washington county to

work. The contractor refuses and has
armed his men. who work with loaded guns
by their sides. The cause of the trouble is alleged to be the locating of the road against the
wishes of the people. The militia will
probably be ordered out to protect the laborers.
J. Milton Turner (colored), minister resident
at Moravia, Liberia, has commenced a suit
against the proprietors of the Arlington House,
Washington, having been refused admission as
a boarder.
The President has appointed S. D. Williamson of Va.,
Secretary to sign laud patents in
place of Jas. Parish, deceased.
The store and contents
belonging to Stephen
L. Greeley of Gilmanton, N. H., were de-"
stroyed by fire yesterday morning.
Loss,
$5000. No insurance. Incendiarism suspected.
The President and family returns to Washcease

ington to-day.

The Internal Revenue
receipts yesterday were
$351,801. The total for less than 3 months of
fiscal year is $34,050,575 or at the rate of $140,000,000 for the entire year.
The Athletics defeated the Baltimores at base
ball, at Baltimore yesterday, 11 to 6.
Theodore Tilton railed against the administration at Portsmouth, N. H., last eveni ng.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
roreifin Export*.
ST. ANDREWS NB. Sch E Bowlby—10 bbls flour.
Foreign Import*.
HALIFAX NS.
Steamer Falmouth—5 casks 4
crates lamb skins, 1 eask calf skins, 4 batrs wool to
Hart & Co, 10 empty' casks to H Peterson, 9 pkgs
mdse to Eastern Express, 62 bags wool, 1 cask and 20
skins to C H Fling, 20 hhds bones, 53 empty casks to
John Porteous.

Receipt* by Railroad*
Steamer Frahconia

Cleveland, Sept. 26.—In the steamboatmen’s convention yesterday resolutions were
adopted to prurlde for the adoption of measures to prevent collisions between steamers and
sailing vessels. The national committee presented a lengthy report recommending the formation of a permanent National Board of steam
vessel owners and managers, and such a board
was duly organized.
At the evenirtg session
resolutions of thanks were adopted to members
of Congress for their efforts in behalf of a revision of *the steamboat laws. The convention
adjourned to meet at Philadelphia the 3d Wednesday of September, 1873.

York, Sept. 26—Morning.—Gold at 114.—
at 6 per cent. Sterling Exchange 107 @ 109.
steady. State Stocks quiet.
New York. Sept. 26—Evening.—Money hard during the forenoon and advanced from 7 per cent, to
1-16 per day, but before the close there was a reac-

Hcuvy

Ntonn.

Louisville, Ky., Sept 25.—A heavy
swept over this city last night, causing

storm

great

dam mage to the tobacco factory of R. Dunlap, which was partially destroyed. Loss $3000.
Methodist church on Portland Avenue
was demolished.
A stable on Bank street was
lifted from over the horses in their stalls, and
carried some distance, leading the horses unhurt. A number of houses were unroofed at
West Point, Ky.

The

Display

of French

Republican*.
Manchester, Sept. *J6.—The French Republicans of Manchester under the auspices of the
Grant and Wilson Guard, who appeared with
torches and uniforms, raised the tricolored
flag of France this evening with the names of
Grant and Wilson inscribed thereon. The flag
is a very large one and cost about $100. The
procession was preceded by a band of music.
Arson.
[ Charges
Mobile, Ala., Sept. 26.—Admiral Semmes
the city- attorney, presented to-day in the
Mayor’s Court on the charge of arson, three distinct cases: one against Samuel S. Paiso and
two against Frank E. Spencer, founded on the
affidavit of the Chief of Police, Barlow.

FOREIGN
Various Tlniu-rs.

Berlin, Sept. 26.—The Rieschswazeigh publishes an official notice that the payment of the
Nortli German Federal loan will begin January
1st, 1873.
The Prussian Cross Gazette
states
that
Rosenberg will succeed Balau as German
to
ambassador
Belgium.
Emperor William gives bis consent to the
further proceedings against the Bishop
of
Emeland.
From Month America.
Lisbon, Sept. 26.—A steamship from Rio (le
Janeiro the 8th has arrived.
The Brazilian Minister of Agriculture
is
dead. Senor Barrets appoints his succesaor.
The elections for members of
Congress
throughout the country result in favor of the
government candidates.
Negotiations between Gen. Mitre the Argentine Envoy and the Brazilian government are
still going oil A settlement of the dispute depends on the construction of ilie boundary
between the Confederation and Paraguay.
Dublin, Sept. 26.—At a recent meeting of the
Roman Catholic Bishops in Maynooth although
Archbishop Cullen opposed the principle of
“Home rule” the majority of the Bishops voted
in its favor.
London, Sept. 26.—Miss Emily Faithful
•ailed from Liverpool for New York to-day in the
steamship Oceanic. She visited an American
church in the former city last night.
Rt. Hon. Robert Lowe visited Glasgow to-day
aud received from the municipality the freedom
of the city. Iu his speech returning thanks for
the honor, Mr. Lowe alluded to the result of
the Geneva arbitration.
He expressed the
opiniun that the Americans had come out of
the struggle very much irritated, but England’s
object was not to gain a legal triumph. She
acted therefore not as a litegantbut as a friend.
Tlie money, he declared, should be paid without

a

murmur

or

delay.

26.—Elections have been ordered for the 10th of October tin Algiers, Calvados and other districts to fill the vacancies in
the National Assembly.

Paris, Sept.

Havre, Sept. 26.—A fire broke out in
steamship Helvetia from London the 21st

the
for

New York while lying iu this port It was
and only a few planks
burned.
Madrid, Sopt. 26.—Rivero to-day was elected Presideut of the Cortes by a vote of 176 to 30.
The Vice President and secietaries of the last
Cortes were re-elected. The minister of finance
will present the annual budget to-morrow.
Brussels, Sept 26.—King Leopold is suffering from a sprain which confines him to the
palabe.

quickly extinguished

.TIETEOROI.OGICAL.
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR TnE PAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Sept. 26. (8.00 P. M.))

Probabilities—For New England on Friday,
southerly to westerly winds and partly cloudy
weather; for the Middle States, winds veering
to westerly witli clear weather, except over the
northern portion of New York; from the Ohio
valley to Lake Erie and the upper lakes westerly to north-westerly winds and generally clear
weather; the winds over the lower lakes veer
to fresh and probably brisk, westerly and
north-westerly. The areas of diminished pressure over Nortli Eastern Texas will probably
move east over the lower Mississippi valley accompanied by cloudy weather and probably
rain, and probably northeast over the lower
Ohio Valley; for the South Atlantic and Gulf
States, cloudy weather and rainy areas with
southerly winds over the latter.

tion to 3 per cent, with the latest business about 5
per cent, oc stock collaterals. Sterling Exchange dull
and loug weak at 107$ @107}: short firm at 1081 @
109. Gold dull and steady all day at 113$ @ 114; loans
were made between 1 per cent, and 1-32 per cent.
Clearances were $70,000,000. The Treasury disbursed
$36,000. The Treasury sold $1,000,000 worth of Gold
at 114 5-100 @ 114 7-100. Governments were lower in
the morning but closed a fracti »n firmer. State bonds
dnll and steady. The Stock market was generally
dull in the morning. The corner apparently relaxed
for the purpose of encouraging more short sales. The
whole market closed steady.
The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1154
United States 5-20’s 1862.114f
United States 5-20’s 1864.114|
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.1144
United States 5-20’s t865, new.
113|
United States 5-20’s 1867.113$
United States 5-20’s 1868.113$
United States 5’s, new.1101
United States 10-40’s., coupon.
.108
Currency 6’s.
.112$
...

The following were the oj»ening quotations or
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 684
Pacific Mail.
72$
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_93
Erie.

43

Erie preferred....... .’. 70
Harlem.
j iqa
Michigan Central.115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern..!
87$

Central.- .129

Chicago & North Western.
71}
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 85$
Chicago & Rock Island.1104

Pittgburg «& Fort

Wayne. 92

The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 99}
Union Pacific do.,,..
37}
Union Pacific stock. 381
Union Pacific land grants.80
Union Pacific income bonds. 79$
The following are the quotations of Southern secur-

ities:

Tennessee C’s, new.
72
Virginia C’s, new. 48
Missouri 6’s. 92$
North
Carolina 6’s, new.. 20
Carolina 6’s, new. 23}

South

Domestic

Tables,"uiTWSrt’ffiE
ami

ON

House and Laud in Deering.
two story house and lot in
Deering, next
to the Mission Chapel, north end of
Deering
Bridge; lias 17 rooms, closets aud a good cellar under
the whole house; arranged for two
families, water in
first and secoud story, and a good well in the yard.
Lot 43x100, on the lino of the horse cars, aud within
ten minutes’ walk of the new
Building; has full
view of Portland; terms easy. If not previously disposed of at private sale, will be sold at auction on
Sept. 28th, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
For further particulars inquire on the premises or of
the Auctioneers.
sepl6to28

On

ANEW

City

Saturday,

By I.§; BAILKY&CO., A ur tinners.
Valuable House and Lot.
Washington Street atanctionon THURSDAY,
Oetob t 3d, at 3 o’clock P. M., on the premises,
we shall offer at public auction, the two and a bait
story wooden house No. 57, with a two story L, a
large stable and out-house ou Washington near
Madison street, aud known as tile J. Swett
property.
The lot is about 100 teet on Washington and 150 feet
on Madison st.
It is a good property for investment.
sep24td
J- 8. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

ON

_

Assignee's Sale

of Parts of Vessels

be sold at public auction on Wednesday,
the second day of October, at 10o’clock A. M.
at the office of J. S.
Co., No. 22 Exchange
street, Portland, Me., the following parts of vessels,
viz.:
1-16 Ship Sylvan as Blanchard, 1172 tons, built 1854,
rates Al$ for three years from September, 1871.
1-32 Snip Star, 1093 tong, built 1861; rates 1 three
years from 1871.
1-16 Bark Priscilla, 776 tons, built 1856; rates IJ.
1-16 Bark Sarah E. Frazer, 000 tons, built 1870;

WILL

Bailey

(not surveyed).

1-32 Brig Agenora, 451 tons, built 1866; rates A1
five years from 1871.
1-32 Schooner Abide, 295 tons, built 1860.
1-32 Sclioouer Ruth II. Baker, 317, built 1863.
1-8 Schixtner James Gar cel on, 64 tons, built 1858.
1-16 Schooner Willie Martin. 152 tons, built 1866.
1-16 Schooner Casco Lodge, 138 tons, built 1867.
Per

order,

B. FREEMAN, Assignee,
Of Capt. JOSEPH W. LAWRENCE
septlPtd

Regatta.
The Steamer Express will leave Custom House
Wharf at 9o’clock, on the morning of Che 27th inst,
to carry passengers wbo may wish to witness the
Aim ual regatta of the Maine Boating Association.
The Portland Band and the judges of the race will lie
on board.
Tickets 50 cents. For sale at the boat.

sep26td

Chicago, Sept. 26.—Cattle—receipts 2400, largely
for which there is an active demand, as a
large packing firm commenced to buv to-day, paying
2 37$ @ 3 25; oiher grades dull; medium natives 5 00
@550; Stockers 3 50 @4 25; shipments 1000 head.—
Hogs—receipts 8000 head; market less active and
lower; fair to good 4 70 @ 4 85; choice to extra 4 90
@510; a good many remained unsold at close of the
market; shipments 6000 head. Shoep—receipts 1000
head; market fairly active for good at 4 00 @ 5 00.
Toledo, Sept. 26.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat in fair demand and firmer; No 1 White Michigan 1 61; Amlier Michigan cash and Sept 1 47$; Oct
1 46$@ 1 46|; Nov 1 47; Not Red 158@i<i0;No2
Red Winter cash and Sept and Oct 1 45 (or 1 45$; Nov
146. Corn quiet and unchanged; high Mixed cash
and Sopt 44 $c; Oct 44c and buyer do 46c; low do 43Jc.
Oats dull and a shade lower; No lot 35c; No 2 at
30c.

Freights firm: to Buffalo 7$®8c; to Oswego and

Kingston 14$ @ 15c.

SPECIAL FOR TWO EVENINGS.

Saturday & Monday, Sept. 28,
Annual api>earance of the world renowned

Wm. Horace

Well located for a large Boarding House or
second-class Hotel.
Contains twentythree rooms, all in nice order.
Gas and
isatg|■
U'*"1 Mabundance of water.
Located within two
miinit-cs’ walk of the Grand Trunk Demit, the Boston and New York Steamers, and the Halifax and St.
John line of Steamer*.
Tills fs a good opportunity for a man who understands keeping boarders. Terms favorable.
F. O. BAILEY A COM Auciioiiccrr.

■eptSltd

Sale ot Personal
to

mkln Dncajlnnon

ONfer the very desirable realdonce of

real estate is rapidly increasing In value in this locatien.
Parries wishing to examine can do so on any pleasant day Irom 2 to 5 p. in.
Terms liberal and made known at sale.
F. O. BULKY * CO., Auctioneer*

sep'25td

ture.

__

Commission

New Orleans, Sept. 26.-Cotton
; Middling uplands 18$c.

active and high-

NO

92}

92}

},

and is

now

4} per cent.

A'
w.'T^0UT‘
^'.Tlrr11'30
at 95}.
1862, opened

a
5-20
s,

M—United States

A. M.—Cotton
quiet and steady; Middling uplands 9} @ 9}d; opened
do Orleans 9}d; sales estimated at
12,000 bales.
London, Sept. 26—1.30 P. M.—The upward movement in tbe rate of discount of the Bank of
England
causes an advance in American
securities; U. S.
5-20 s, 1865, old, 93}; do 1867,
91}; Eerie, 39}.
Liv*rpool, Sept. 26—1.30 P. M.—Cotton firmer;
Middling uplands 9}d; do Orleans 9}d, sales 15‘00O
bales, including 4000 bales for speculation and export.
Breadstuff’s quiet but firm. Lard 40s 0(1. Tallow 44**
3d.

London, Sept. 20—5.00 P. M.—The bullion in tbe
decreased £424,000 during
• tbe

Bank of Eugland lias
past week.

London, Sept. 26—5.00
changed.

P.

M.—Consols closed

seats $100. On sale at Hawes & Cragin’s Mutdc
Store, Monday, September 23d, at 10 a. m.
N. B. In cousequance ol special numbered tickets
being used, no mistakes can occur.
sep23d6t

Agricultural Exhibition !
Annual Cattle Show and Fair, of the Cumberland County Agricultual Society, Will be held
THE
at

American securities—U. S. 5-20’s 1867, 92. Tallow

n»PAR1S’ Sept. 26—5.00 P.

SOMETHING NEW.
A.

NICE

FOR FIFTY CENTS!
ALSO
VERY U A YDMO.VII*: IfEW PATTER*.*

O

GDIPS !

AN ELEGANT LINE OF

•

Real French Malta Laces !
A

FULL ASSORTMENT OF

Ladies’, Misses’-aud

Children’s

Bridgton,

Tuesday and Wrdacaday, October,
lot nuil -Ad, 1873.
ArangemcnU have been made with the P. Jt O. R,
and
Lake
Steamboat Compnidea by which
R.,
Sebago
passengers will be carried at half fare ami contributions to tho Fair free—said contributions
being at

the owners risk. As a xery generous list of premiums
have been offered, by the executive Committee of the
society for all departments of the exhibition, let the
farmers and all others interested in agricultural matters see to it that the grounds and hull be tilled with
the productions of Cumberland County.
Contributors are entitled to free admission.
Tickets to the Hall..$ 25
Annual Membership.
1 DO

MERINO
UNDERWEAR.
We Guarantee these Goods
OF THE

SAMUEL DINGLEY, Sec’y!
Sebago Lake, Sept. 23d, 1872.
sep24-ddfewtoc3

BEST

QUALITY

AND AT

P.

c.

LOWEST

“FALL IN!”
THE

good times

their noted

CITY

Full

B -A.

HALL.

Portland

BY

—

Military

FOLLOWED

Band T

BY TIIB

Double Time X Single Rank Drill,
By the “picked 32’*.
Drill by the Color Guard.
IVIanual

of Arms, Firing, Bayonet by
comumnd, Silent Manual and Bayonet

Drill.

MANUEL TO MUSIC
By the “32”.
MUSIC FOR THE DANCE BY

“THE

_Hep27l8\VT&S
J. B. BROWN &

at

BAND CONCERT
—

CO.,

Juat Above the Preble llo

MONDAY EVENING NEXT
give one of

PRICES!

»97 CONGRESS

ON

Will

TILE

NELSON &

CADETS

CRACK

15,”

Of the PORTLAND BAND ORCHESTRA.
Doors oi'eti at 71; Band Concert at T}; Drill at 81
Clothing checked free. Refreshments in tho Ante-

room.

Saunder the well known'eaterer will furnish refreshments.
Tickets 50c; Reserved seats 75c; For sale on and
after Wednesday, at Hawes &
Cragin’s.
sp24td

ST.,
ae.

SONS,

IT K E K S,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

THIS HOUSE is established for tlie transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to cheek at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent. j»er annum allowed on all Dally Balances. Accounts rendered and inerest credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES >F DEPOSIT issue 1 bearing interest as by agreemo and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts. Cou|>ons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and erther Investment
Securities and in Gobi and Silver Cain.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotian
and Ireland. Sight Pafts on Paris, Berlin and other
European cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gobi and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of corresi*ou1

dents.

Agent* for the ante of the
Bonds of the Portland & Ogdensbnrg R R

_jn3_s

maw

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPA’Y
CONSOLIDATED LOAN.

PROF. BRACKETT
OF

BOWDOIN COLLEGE
commence

his

course

of

LECTURES
ON

HEAT, LIGHT

&

ELECTRICITY

AT

MUSIC HALL!
Friday Evening,

October 4th.

Expressly Authorized by the Legislature.
The Maine Central Railroad Company now offers
for sale a limited amount of its Seven Per Vent. Consolidated Bonds. Said Bonds have forty years to run
a.td are, by express authority of the Legislature of
secured by a joint aitil several mortgage on
Maine,_
the Railroads, franchises and all the property, real
aud personal, of tho tbliowing united Railroads, to
wit:—
The llainr Central, Portland A Kruncbee, Nsnrnrl A Krnneber, Androscoggin A I.ceils A Farming.
Ion
Knilgpnds.
The security is ample. No better or safer investmeat for trust funds can be made.
They are of tlie denominations of $100,’ $500, 81000
and 35000, registered aud coupon, Willi interest payable semi-annually in Boston.

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.
FOB SALE BY

J. B BROWN Sc MON*, Portland
MWAN A

And Continue with
ONE LECTCRE

BARRETT,

Portland

II. M
A WEEK

Course is completed.

These entertainments are projected by'a Committee of citizens who are desirous of affording the public an opportunity to attend a course in wliieli .the
interesting subjects treated of are handled by a
thorough scholar, who has acquired a brilliant reputation as a lecturer and who, without in the least
sacrificing scientific accuracy, will adapt his explanations to the understanding of a popular audience.
These lectures have been in preparation
many
months, and no exertions have l»een spared to make
them attractive and complete. They will l»e illustrated by a large number of
exi»eriments, many of them
of the most striking character.
The neeessary expenses of the course arc
very
great and the committee trusts that t his effort to disseminate exact scientific knowledge among the peo:
pie will meet with an appreciative reception.
Course Tickets #2.U0. For sale at the usual places.
Subscribers will be supplied by the Committee.
Evening 'rickets 50 cents. For sale at the door.
Doors open at 7; Lecture at 8.
Committee.—P. H. Brown; F, H. Gcrrish; L.
Hal*..
Cha{ man J C. F. Libby; G. W. Holmes; C.
_

aepSStd

un-

46s 6d.
95c.

Surchasers

PAVMON, Portland
BKKWMTER, MW EFT A- CO.,

_.Juii26-sn-3m

Boston.

MW AS

The Avcrill Chemical Paint
at

8teaJyj U. S. 5-20 1865 old 93};
doAoi,ri^nB.ecurltle8
1867, 92; do 10-40’s, 87}; <io new 5*8,
Erie 394.
1 lie rate of discount of tbe Bank of 89};
England advanced

Auctioneer

Staple

SKETCHES !

European Market*.

^P*' 36-U-30 A. M.-Consols opened
money and account.

and

NEW! and in addition,

Till the

for

Merchant

316 Csngress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of
and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to Anil
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
ascription of goods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11. 1868.

Comedy

3-act

new

& GREELEY.
monthly Evening, September 30, Entire
Change of Bill
Admission 75 cents; Gallery 50 cents; Reserved

Will

er

F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
n. k.

GRANT

SIX

dlings 17 @ 17$c.
Savannah, Sept.' 26— Cotton firm and active;
Middling uplands 17| @ 17$c.
^Mobile, Sept. 26.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

shall

sell all the furnitnre In house No. 274 Danforth
street, consisting of Parlor Suit, Marble-top Table,
Whatnots. Chamber Sets and other Chandler Fund*
ture, Feather Beds, Hair Mattrasaes, Bedding. Curtains, Carpets, Mirrors, Extension Tables. Chairs,
Crockery and Glass Ware Parlor Coal. Air Tight and
Cook Stoves, together with the entire Kitchen Furni-

entire Company, followed by the

corn.

Receipts—4,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour, 19,000 hush wheat.
Charleston, Sept. 26.-Cotton strong; low Mid-

Furniture at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Oct. 3d, at 10 a. m., we

WINDSOR TIE!

Scarlett Page.W. H. Lingard.
Lady Mabel..Alice Dunning (Lingard.)

ALL

shall oflate P.

in two

A LIFE’S DREAM !
and tho

the

Barnes, No. 63 New High st.
Said residence is of wood with slate
roof; contains
13 rooms finished with modern
improvements, Sebago Water, heated with furnace, and is In every j»artlcular arranged for convenience and comfort.
The lot is 50 feet front by 100 feet back.
The situation of this property is
unsurpassed, and

Comedian

suiterb new Company of 15 artists
brilliant entertainments.

Lingard

1IZ_L.

am

Street at Auction.
Wednesday, Oct. 2nd, at 3 u. in., we

Lingard

presented Mr. Lingard’s

a

public sale, unless tlie same are otherwise disced of,
at the oltie uf Messrs Symonds & Libby, No. 91 Middle street, on Friday, Sept 27th next, at 12 o'clock M,
all the personal property remaining undisposed of
belonging to the estate of Thomas Houston, namely
several notes secured or otherwise by mortgage, (as
the cases are) running against various individuals.
Also two small buildings In Cape Elizabeth; lot of
lumber, tools, etc., in harn.
Terms cash. Full particulars at the sale.
JOHN J. W. REEVES, Executor.
Portland, Sept. 20, 1872
eodtd

Saturday Evening, September 38th,
Will be

license

from the Hon Judge of
PURSUANT
Probate for Cumberland County, 1 shall sell a*

(LINGARD,)
And their

Properly, Ki|(lil»

an<l Credits.

AMCE IM VYIAG

Shipments—3000 bbls flour, 53,000 bush wheat, 17,000 lush corn, 13,000 hush oats.
Detroit, Sent. 26.—Wheat steady at 1 81 for No 1
White, 1 65 for White aud 1 49 for Amber Michigan.—
Com steady at 48c. Oats in good demand at 34c;
i$ew 36c.

30.

M.

No. 49 Fore Street.

a

—

Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 18,000 hush wheat, 3,000

bush

HALL.

AT AUCTION.
MONDAY, Sept. at. at 3 o’cloek P.
House

ON

ENTERTAINMENTS.

scarce.

Texans,

an'l

seplfltd_F.^O.

~AUitiOWe«

New York. Sept. 26—Evening—Cotton quiet and

Receipts—6,000 bhls flour, 77,000 busli wheat, 170,000 bush corn, 62,000 bush oats, 5,000 bush rve. 73.000 bush barley.
Shipments—2000 bblB flour, 47,000bush wheat, 221,000 liush corn, 39,000 bush oats, 7000 bush
rye, 49,000
bush barley.

M.,

AUCTIONEERS

Market*.

easy; sales 1514 bales; Middling uplands 18}c. Flour
dull and heavy; sales 8000 bbls; State 6 15 @8 00;
Round hoop Ohio 7 35 @ 10 00; Western 6 15 (@ 9 75 :
Southern at 7 70 @ 12 55. Wheat opened firmer anil
closed quiet; sales 96,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 56 @
1 61; No 2 do 1 49 @ 1 55; Winter Red Western 1 62
@ 1 73; White Michigan 1 73 (@ 2 024. Corn quiet and
steady; sales 156,000 bush; steamer Mixed Western 64
@ 65c; sail do 65$ @ 65$c. Oats lc lower and in moderate demand; sales 56,000 bush; new White 43 (@
45;
new Western 39 @ 43$c
Beef (lull and unchanged.
Pork unchanged; new mess 14 05 (@ 14 10. Lard firmer
and quiet at 8$ @ 9$c. Butter quiet; State 24 (@ 28c.
Whiskey dull at 92$c. Rice quiet at 8$ @ 9$c. Sugar
in moderate request; Muscovado 8$ @ 9$c; refining 84
@ 9$c. Coffee quiet; Rio 14$ @ 17}c Gold. Molasses
dull and unchanged. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine steady at 63c; Rosin steady at 4 40 for strained.
Petroleum firm; ermle llle- r..(inn,!
rr.,U/.,n o
dull at 8} @ 9$c. Linseed Oil 82.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Cotton per sail B-16
@5Jd; Grain per steam ll$@ lljd; do sail 10 (a, lo$<).
Chicago. Sept. 26.—Flour quiet and unchanged;
desirable shipping grades scarce; Spring extra 0 50 @
7 00. Wheat in fair demand,higher and closed
quiet;
No 1 Spring 1 25® 1 27; No 2 do 1 181 bid on tho
spot, 1 18$ Sept and 1 15$ @ 1 15$ Oct; No 3 Spring
dull and lower at t Ug@ 1 06$; rejected 95 ® 98e.—
Corn doll and lower; No 2 Mixed 34@34$c for
regular and on the spot and 34}c for fresh and Oct;
rejected 33o; No 2 high Mixed canal 35c. Oats dull and unchanged ; No 2 at 234c; regular at 24c; fresh rejected
20$c. ltye dull and lower; No 2 at 55 @ 56c. Barloy
firm; Ns 2 Fall 68 @ 69c. Provisions quiet and unPork—mess 14 25 @ 14 50 cash.
changed.
LardWinter 8$ @ 9c. Hams 9c for a lot of green fi om the
block. Whiskey steady at 89c.
Freights—Corn to Buffalo higher at 15c and vessels

A.

2?.Flurnitu**:"fthe
mrnt',U,V on,?n*
i»»h*w*,p?!iSI
cloth*xr2ST

^rr',rs; Chamber
Painted
Sets, liadsteads, Sinks, Chairs'
bine Feather Beds, flair Mattriuer.
loo pr 6ni
Wool Blankets, Qnills. Comforters,
—AND—
Sheets, Pillow
Slip*, Upholstere i aml Tucker Spring*, Toilet Sets.
Curtain*, Carnets all through the house, all the office
furniture and fixture*,two Billiard Table' with their
*
NO. 44 EXCHANGE STREET.
apparatus, B. W. Extension Tables, Dining Room
* Chairs, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated Ware,
Next below Merchants’ Exohange.
Cutlerv, Table Linen, large Cook Stove, together
with the entire Kilchen Furniture.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO, W. PARKER.
The furniture in this house is In excellent order
References—Messrs. H. J. Libliy * Co., and Hon
and of good quality.
Charles P. Kimbul Portland, Me.; Messrs. Leonard
BA 1LEY <fe Co.. Austrs.
& Co., and Lee & Shepherd, Boston.
aplltf
AfoticT.
AnsigiiH‘\
Hy JT. H. BAILEY A CO
ra
Saturday, Sept. 28th, at .3 o’clock, P. M., we
»liall sell the house and lot
formerly owned and
Store and Lot on Cireen Street at
occupied by N. M. Woodman Esq., on Green street
Said house is a substantial brick built
ling finished,
Auction.
with all the modern improvements, water and Gas
se^
Public Auction, on the premises,
throughout, bath room, walls are freMoed, heated
Friday, Sept. 27th, at 3 o’clock p. m., store with furnace, &C. Lot Is about 35 A 10* feet.
anti lot No. 84 Green St., next below Cumberland
For particulars see advertisements of Sept. 4, 11
House. Said store is 28x45—two
GEO. F. EMERY,
storv, built in 1867* or 18th, or call on
in good repair aud
desirable
is
C. P. MATTOCKS,
location.
There
very
also on the lot a stable 20x24, and shed 20x45.
of Woodman & Littlejohn, aad of N. M.
The
Assignee*
lot is 45x00. Terms
in
and
made
known
at
sale.
easy
Woodman,
Bankruptcy.
septl4td.
F. O. BAILEY ilc TO., Anctioucrrs.
sep2!td
Ry J. ». BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*'
Brick Boarding’ House for Kale,

Commission Merchants,

MUSIC

Eiat.

Poruiml
bU'all

Walker

J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Sept. 26.1
Eastern Railroad.109} @ 109$ @ 100$

Illinois

tlon.

How,
The
about 60 rooma ; ami
Wn
the fire, anil consints In part of
Suits, one in Green Rep and one in Hair
ide and B W. top Centre
IkiUliges in B. W.
Hair Cloth, B w and

__

BsHton Stock

Money

Convention of Steamboat Him.

Vhe Entire Furniture and Fixtures
of the Walker House
at Auo

O^M ^'TwI^Y1- if7!.*1 ,uno’cll,ck

AUCTION SALES.

and Steamboat*.

New York -200 bbls
flour, 50 do brimstone, 100 bales jute, 100 do wool, 30
hhds tobacco, 32 do sugar, 10 drums c. soda, 312 half
chests tea, 128 boxes sugar, 100 do soap, 119 do window glass, 25 do cheese, 150 do raisins, 20 do tobacco,
30 do starch, 2 piano fortes, 7 bales elk skins, 21 bags
coffee, 10 do rice, 95 do shot, 101 bales rags and pa{>er,
10 pieces casting, 7 casks skins, 273 crates fruit, 90
rolls leather, 60 cases canned goods, 90 keg- soda, 9
pieces marble, 5 bales moss, 40 kegs lead, 10 bdls chair
frames, 300 pkgs sundries.

SALES.

^AUCTION

Liverpool. Sept. 26— Evening.—Common Rosin
61s Gd, Spirit* Turpentine 45 & 45s 5d.
Havana, Sept. 26.—Sugar firmer.

from

Stocks

Killed on tlic Track.
Boston, Sept. 26.«—John Schumidt, while
walking on the track of the Fitchburg Railroad
near Charlestown this afternoon was run over
and instantly killed.
The entire passenger
train passed over him, completely cutting him
in two. He leaves a wife and five children in
Halifax, N. S. He was 45 years or age.
Destructive Fire.
Fire broke out this evening in a large five
stone
story
building, 145, 147 and 149 Congress
street. The entire building was occupied by
Jtio. Mclnnis & Co., wool dealers, whose loss
will probably amount to $50,000, and loss on
on the building $10,000
which is partially insured. fnsurauce on stock not ascertained.

!

„.

Rev. Hr. Cartwright died on Wednesday at
the age of 87 years.
In the joint session of the Oregon Legislature
a ballot was taken for Senator, which resulted
as follows:—Mitchell 32, Slater 11, Corliett 11,
Prim 8, Whitaker 4, Nesmith 4 and Gates 1.
The Republicans voted mostly for Mitchell.
The conventions of the farmers and milk
producers both adjourned on Wednesday without reaching any conclusion in respect to co-

New

MASSACHUSETTS.

Liverpool. Sept. 26—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
Quiet ; sales or Middling uplands 9*d; <lo Orleans <q
@ »fl. Refined Petroleum 17* @ 17*d.

Southampton.

New York .Stock and Money Market.

of

He Groans and

MINOR

Gainbetta, in a speech at Albertville Wednesday night, demanded a dissolution of the Na-

M.—Rentes closed at 53f

__

For Snl«> Cheap.
inch Molasses Shooks
3000 PRIME quality 32
and heads.

Portland, Sold 2,1872.

A.

,

HOBSON.
eod3w su

WILL PROVE ITSELF.
1st—Far more beautiful then any other,
id—More durable then any other.
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead ard Oil.
4th—To he all ready for use.
5th—To

require nofthinning|or

drier.

6th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
7th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.
ran or chalk.
8th—It wiU not
9th—It is positively water and fire proof.
10th—Covers old work

as

well

as

new.

11th—Superior for covering brick.
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used
upon the finest villas and buildings both public and
private, in
this country, north, south, east, and
west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all CJSCS has
proved its
wear to be
fully twice as long, without chalking or
other
acting,'as any
i>aiiit.
D. Ift. YEOMANS,
(leneral Eastern Agent,
M3 Commerriiil Ml., Porilninl.
8ei>t21eodsntt

EDUCATIONAL.

POETRY.

FRENCH-LANGUAGeT

A New “Excelsior.”
The night had sunk on Chappaqua,
The wind wai keen, the air was raw,
Ah forth the farmer went in peace,
With this device on his valise;
“I’m going West!’’

Jules Ch. L.
OF

Apply

at 2

Morazain,

PARIS,

$20,000
We

Appleton Block, Portland.

Education and Employment,
COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, conducted
signal ability and success for thirty-two (32)
years past under the same management and attended
by seventeen thousand (17,000) students, continues
from its long experience and extensive mercantile
connections to possess great advantages, the confidence oi the community, and has thereby peculiar

with

on

beautifully located,

and in every reCan be examined any dav from 9
till 12 a. m., and 2 till 5 p. m.
Portland, Sept. 13.
GEO. M. HARDING.
14 tf

spect first class.

suitable employment for Its
graduates (male and female) many of whom are now
extensive
of
bead
at the
establishments, while thousands hold rest sensible positions in this and other
cities.
The Thirty-second annual Catalogue and
Circular containing full information, with styles of
Handwriting taught, and list of Mr.Comer’s works

“Beware of those who’ve read your books!
You’ll know them by their vacant looks,”
This was a “sorehead’s” parting cry;
A silvery voice
“You lie!”

replied:
“I’m

going West!”

A sleepy “cop” that morning found
The old man seated on the ground,
Still clinging to his cari>et-bag,

__sept

finely located three story Brick House No. 72
Park Street, with modern
improvements, Bath
room, Sebago water, Gas, Furnace &c., with the

THE

Penmanship, Hook-keeping, Navigation,

Lot

dkr

Major T. B. Brooks, having lately concluded a series of practical tests with a view

to determine the actual value of the magnetic
needle as an aid in the discovery and locating
of iron-ore veins, embodies the results of his
observations in a paper on this subject, recently read before the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia. It is the opinion
of the author that, in prospecting for iron-ore
beds, the ordinary ship-compass may be made
to render valuable service, since he was able
te determine the presence of underlying oreveins, and trace them to their natural “out-

by mail, or may be had free at the College.
Morning Sessions, 9 to 2, everv business day throughout the year. Evenings, 7 to 9, from 1st October to
1st April.
GEORGE N. .COMER, A. M., President, 323 Washington Street, corner ot West Street, Boston.

crops,” by merely passing

over

the surface

with the instrument in hand. That the magnetic influence of iron-bearing strata is not
confined to limited area, is evident trom the
fact that that of the magnetic rocks at Republic Mountain was observable at a point
two thousand five hundred feet distant.
Should the continued observations of Major
Brooks confirm his present opinion, the fact
thus established can hardly he over-estimated.
Temperance is unquestionably a good
unless carried to the point of intolerant
asceticim. It cannot be said, however, that
the typical temperance advocate, who understands the word “temperance” to mean only
total abstine ice from wine and liquor, is always distinguished by the practice of temperance in other matters. As a case in point,
we may take the treatment which “Tom”
Hughes underwent, the other day: at the
hands of temperance people. He was addressing a meeting of his constituents, and inasmuch as the total abstainers suspect him of
beer—or at all events,of a reluctance to class
beer by the side of strychnine, as a deadly and
rapid poison—they bore their testimony
against the deep depravity of his views by
creating a riot, which the police were called
upon to quell. Why people who are manifestly
grossly intemperate, in the use of chairs, balusters, and fists as weapons of riot, should
call themselves preeminently temperance men
merely because they dislike beer, is not clear
to the ordinary mind. Neither in all proba
bility, would it be to St. Paul, who recom
mended moderation in all things, and evidently did not hold that the whole duty of
man is comprehended in abstinence from
beer.—N. Y. Timet.

For Sale.

AUGUSTINE’S

THE

SCHOOL,

45 Danforth St,, Portland Me,.

A

Boarding

AT

and Day School for Boys,

Houses, Lots and Earns for Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to the following
named gentlemen oi thiscitv: Hon. Geo. F. Sliepley, Hon. A. W. H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbnry, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

School,
For Boys,

Brick House for Sale.
good brick house No. 74 Free street. Posses-

sion given October 1st.
THE
A nice lot of land

BLUE.

Franklin street, near the Park
50 feet front, '2 feet deep, will be Bold low.
A nice sun-shade Carriage, but little used, will be
sold at a bargain.
WM. H. JERRIS,
Apply to
Real Estate and Loan Agent.
Portland, Sept. 3, 1872.
sepl6-d3w*
on

Year will open Sept. 2. and continue
Forty-Three Weeks.
Send for Catalogue, or address the princirsl.
•
ALDEX J. BLEIaIEN.
jyl7-eod4m»_

SCHOOL

Mass. Institute of Technology.

St. Lawrence House.

thing,

Boston

clergymen, according to a correspondent of the Philadelphia Presbyterian,
dress in the height of fashion.
“It must be
confessed,” says the writer, there are advantages' in being able to sink the minister. This
is ordinarily done by adopting the
dapper
dress of the dandies of society. The carefully
trained and trimmed mustache, the white
vest, the black cravat, prevent the annoyance
of being spotted when indulging in the amusement of fashionable travel, etc.
In fine, the
fastest of bloods of Boston do not dress more
as
utter
men
of
the
distingue,
world, than
professed evangelical ministers in the Hub
and the various villages of New
England. In
several cases the minister was the
only one
in the entire congregation dressed in the extreme of fashionable party dress.” We know
of no good reason why clergymen should not
be permitted to consult their own taste in
dress, and why they should not be permitted
to “sink the minister,” if they choose, while
off duty.
But the Christian Inteliigencer
says emphatically that the statement of the
correspondent is untrue.

Samples

Free

At all the

Ili'H'Tfc
MW

Adamson’s

SUFFERING-

Adamson’s

Adam son,a

WHEN

^AAA REWARD is
tpsJUl/offered for a

better REMEDY than ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC
COUGH
BALSAM, for the cure of Colds,
Coughs, Sore Throat, Croup,
Brqncliitis. Soreness of Lungs.

Asthma, Whooping Cough, and

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

all diseases of a like nature.
More than 35000 bottles sold and
not a failure yet.
The following are a few of the
names of those who have used
this RemedyMrs. Gov. Cony;
Mrs. Hon. James W. Bradburv;
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor;
Adamson’s Mrs. Col. Thomas S.
Lang: Balsam
Adamson's Hon. J. J. Kveletli, Mayor of Balsam
Adamson’s Augusta; Rev. Dr. 'Torsey, of Balsam
A.iamson’s Kent's Hill; Rev. Dr. Ricker; Balsam
Adamson’s Rev. E. E.Martin; Rev. C. F. Balsam
Adamson’s Penney; Rev. Q. W. Qninbv; Balsam
Adamson's Rev. Win. A. Drew; Rev. It. F. Balsam
Adamson’s Wood:Col.F. M.Drew, Sec'y of Balsam
Adamson’s StatejHon. J. T. Woodard.State Ba'sam
Librarian: Col. Geo.W. Stanlev, Balsam

FOR_SALE!

The estate at the southerly comer ofConand Park streets, in Portland, well

fresR

nown as a first-class
Boarding House, is
for sale. The house is in good repair, and
1 ■ contains
thirty-four rooms. There is nearly an acre of land, a fine garden, with green-house,
grapery, Ice house and bam. Fruit trees, grape vines
and small fruits in abundance. For its present uses
Hus property is very valuable; and for anvother
purIiose requiring so large a quantity of laud! in a pleasant location, and of convenient access, whether for
travellers or residents, it is believed that no more desirable estate can be found in this
city.
WM. H. JERRIS,
Enquire of
Real Estae Agent.

{■

TO
In

Portland, Aug. 24,1872.lmo

LIMITED NUMBER OFFERED AT

A

Cents

and

Accrued

FOR

Interest.

Mrs. O.

Bond.”

THE
horse

THE

caes, and within 22 minutes* walk of
Apply to

Arkansas Central Railway,

WARREN SPARROW,

jy25dtf__

princi-

ana

DOUBLE AND UNDOUBTED.SECURITY.

YarmoutfyAug. 26th,

Interest payable April and
October, at the Union
Company in New York.
and Circulars giving full partic?f.m| r'Ie** °*n be had by
Ii?an
addressing the

Trust

bouds8lgned’ wh°

un,1<»ltatingly

ry Room, also Bathing Room with wash bowl and
water closet. Is well closeted throughout, three
soap stone wash tubs in kitchen, supplied with hot
and cold water, cemented cellar, a
never-failing well
of
and Cistern containing 80 lilids. filtered
water; is warmed by furnace. A good stable and
carriage house, every thing in good repair, having
been
renovated only last season.
Inquire of S. B. GO WELL. 149 Middle St., or at
house 6 Bramhall St. from 1 to 2 or from 7 to 9 P. M.
tf

recommend these

thoroughly

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
of

____jyl7-eod
Good Farm for Sale.

Family Physic,

a

CoFtivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stom-

____

tism,Eruptions and Skin

Diseases,
Biliousness,
r^Liver Complaint, Drop% sy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms.
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

Apply

house is one of the best locations on
on the street; tine neighbprliood.
Consists ot
two story framed House and ell,
containing ten
highly finished rooms; painted wails throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cistern, filtered; well drained.
One of the most desirable and convenient houses in the
city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can he seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 13.
dtl

MSahl
House

on

rooms

Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, hath
furnace, dumb waiter, wash

water closets,
cellars «Jfcc,

Is

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative {towers

attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinnence of Urine, Chronft Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

Dealers in Medjcin

Commissioners’ Notice
of Henry H. Wescott, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland,
deceased, repre-

ESTATE

in
sented insolvent.
The subscribers, having been appointed
by the
Probate Court for said county, Commissioners to receive and examine all claims of creditors
the
against
estate of the said Henry H. Wescott, hereby
give notice that six months from the second
of July A.
day
1)., 1872, are allowed to creditors to present and
prove their claims against said estate, except those of
the Administrator, and that
they will meet to examine the claims of creditors at the office of Thomas M.
Giveen Esq No. 38
Exchange
St., Portland, oil the
first Tuesday of the months of October aud November A. D., 1872, and
January A. D., 1873 at twelve

FOR SALE!

TEBBETS

W

Middle Street.
made in this Bank, on or before tlie
third day of October neflt, will draw interest
from October 1st.
N. F. DEERING, Treas.
Sept. 21st, 1872.
sep23-d&w t Ootf
No. IOO

DEPOSITS

hereby given that the subscriber has
I^TOTICE
beeu duly appointed Executrix of the Will of
SENTER, late of Portland
..TIM°TflY G. (-'u
♦ «ir«V.e.
0ul?ty °L 111 herland, deceased, and lias
by giving bonds as the
SSdiriS? lieI8n f tbat truBt
r5tuA11
per^nt* having demands upon the
IfS deceased, are required to exhibit the
is

faM-

As the

Coughs, Colis, Hoarseness,

the lulMcrlber h«»
been duly appointed aud taken upondUmself
m,n8e11 t,ie
the
trust of Administrator of he estate of
ELIZA METCALF, ate of Yarmouth
in tlie County of Cumberland, dec ased,
givcu
All pe. Bons
bond* as the law directs.
having demands nfion the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all lersons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment t.

an<(

SAMUEL BAKER, Adm’r.
au26d3w*

Yarmouth, July 2d, 1872.

Notice to the Ladies!

Ilf.

ARMAND wishes to iuform the Ladies of
Portland that for the present she has removed
r*om to 130 Middle Street, over
aimer s Shoe Store.
an,i good Fit guareateed.

Xlso

__

an

ALL

DISEASES

apprentice.
»epl7-eodlm*

®’

7T

^Wdle Slre€lfc

STREET’
one

on

in
lot

TO

Portland Sc Rochester Railroad Co.

taking the

ANNUAL

controlling

iniluonce over any tiutgh, promoting sleep,
allaying the dry tickling sensation in the throat,
a healthy secretion or
expectoration,
increasing the Intervals between tho paroxysms
of coughing, invigorating the whole
system,
curing the cough, imd bequeathing to iiosterity
oue of its greatc«t blessings-sound luii"s*
thereby insuriug immunity from Consumption.

MEETING.

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester
rHE
Railroad Company will hold their annual meet-

creating

ng at their Depot

City of Portland, on
Wednesday, the 3d day sf October, 1873.
in

the

o’clock in the forenoon.
Art. 1. To hear the report of the Dlrectora.
Art. 2. To elect ten Directors for the ensuing
6

it ten

roar.

Art. 3. To accept the several acts of the last
Legslature, and to pass any votes that may be deemed
lecessary in order to secure further legislation.
Art. 4. To transact any other business that
may
tome legally before them.

Per order of Directors.
FREDERICK ROBIE,
Clerk of tbe Portland & Rochester R. R. Co.
Portland, Sept. 17, 1872.
_scplStd

J* W. PKRKINS & CO., Agent.
Hm
Portland, Me.

sepl6-MW&F Aweow

license to me, granted by tbe Hon.
BYJohn A. Waterman
Judge of Probate, within
and for the
of

ICE!

ICE!
SEASON 1872.

Cumberland, ; I shall sell at
auction on Monday the 21st day of October. A.
Eublic
>. 1872, at » o’clock in tbe forenoon, at the Auction
roome of F. O. BAILEY* CO., in
Portland, onefourth
County

i>art in common and undivided of tbe following Parcels of Real Estate, via:
A wooden, (It etorp) double bouse in Merrill’B
Court, oft from Chestnut st., In Portland.
Western halt of a wooden (2J
etory) double house
and land at Ferrv
Village in Cape Elizabeth,
™’<>Jcn house in Fickett neighborhood in

M»hSTfte“p,edby
sh^^Sferton.m'ca^VHzatelb
land
Cape Elizabeth

Leavitt,

10° X 106

PURE
Are

fe,t’ Wlth

hHnd

FIRE

GABDSei

UAII.Y OR
AT

f

Iffice,
Or

Patented Feb. H & Dec. 26, 1871; March
12,1872

^
The Last,

Best, Cheapest
and

Entirely

DV-

terent from,

S*P*rior

to

other

EFFECTIVE.

f">'» Fire.

PLUMMER,

UNION STREET
POBTLCvo,

Mr.

Everybody Pleased
a

good Cement Pipe Drain.
sep23eodlw

Take Jlnrubeba to cleanse, purifv and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have you a Dy»p« p*tic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood
Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction it will
*
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon weakness of the Intestines?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammat ion of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward oft*
inflammations.

SOLICITED.

Street,

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Musie
j ►oxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense in» truments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
f a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
non at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tke
irge stock, bo that it may

[

Chime Christmas,

|
•

ears

large earnings combining
boyoud q uestion. They have been sold freely during th
past tew months to Trust Companies, Savings Banks,

the most shrewd and careful investors. The amunt iier mile is only about
$18,500, making an annual Interest charge oi
only $1,295 per mile, while
tbe earniugs have
already been nearly $5,000 per
mile.
and

The bonds are for $1,000 each, payable in
forty
years, with interest at tbe rate oi 7 per cent, gold,
Payable April and October. Present prices 90 and
acerued interest in currency. Those
purchasing
before October 1st will have the advantage of the
gold premium upon tbe Coupon due on that date.
We have no hesitation in fully
reccommending
these Bonds as eminently

AGENTS LOOK HERE !

KURD For the N«w
Splendidly Illustrated Edition
GREAT

ROBOSON CRUSOE.

SAFE AND

Because it is the most fascinating and
popular book
in print, and excels all in real
elegance and low
prices, just out 528 pages, tinted paper, only $2.59,
easy worth $3.50. Is a great hit, sells quick
fast.
Terms of this and our new
Bibles, also, Agents’ Pocket
Write to Hubbard Bros. Publishers,
53
Boston.

Companwnfree.
Washington^st.

ly closed

Government Bonds

or other marketable securilites
exchange best market price.
For further particulars, statement of
earniugs,
maps of the line, &c., apply to

ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK

cheapest Family Bible ever published,
«i
will be sent free of charge to
any book agent. It contains nearly 500 tine
Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success.
Address, staging experience, etc. and we will show

5nd

u

are

Phila. Pa.

lishing CO.

of your

delighted

imily!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUIKNTS, and a full assortment of other inst ruments.
IUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for

the store of
J. C. HAYMES& CO., 33 Court St.,
de«”-d& wtc
^Opposite alie Court House.)
ale at

1 notice to Friends and the Public
r>LEASE do not give money to any one in beliall
Iof the Mountfort. wtreet A. M. E.
Church, unless
j hey have a book signed by
, “iWti
JAMES H. MADISON, Paator.

•

STEAMERS.

Henry

sep6t4w

TiOrUT

A Present
Given
Away
to every New agent this month to
sell our new and beautiful Map of
U. S. and WORLD for 1872.
Best
selling map ever published. Also,
New Pictures, Charts of all Presidential
Candidates,
Campaign
Goods and Religious Charts, sewing
silk and linen thread. Best Asssrtment in U. S. $100to $200per month
cleared.
Apply at once to D. L.
Guernsey, Pub, Concord N. H. and

AJV-FVFAa.
HEAD

Qunrters
FOR

•AGENTS

Boston.

aug30-4tw

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Corset

Glove-Fitting
No Corset has

enjoyed such

ever

a

world-wide

demand lor them is constantly increasing, be-

The
cause

THEY

UNIVERSAL
Are

Handsome,

Durable,

A

PERFECT

CONVERTIBLE

MIDLAND

7 P©r cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
the great road*
running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues,
affording the
largest income and promising the greatest protit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most
profit*
ble investments offered in this aiiarket for
years.

ALLEN, STEPHENS&Co
BANKERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS LOAN,

Registered

Sold

by all First-Class Healers.

Sept 18-d4wt

(Ikl

Call and examine or 12
tJP AV/Samples sent (postage free) for 50c, that retail easily for Ten Dollars. R. I. Wolcott, 181
Chatham Square, N. Y.
sepl8t4w
A prospectus of the people’s Stand"E1 ard Bible, 550 illustrations, will be
sent free to all book agents. Send
TO
name and address toZIEGLES&
A nrAmla McCURDY, 274
Main
Street,
ft made from 50c.

Springfield, Mass.sepl8f4w

MV JOLLY FRIEND’S SECRET
is

LEWIS’ New and Greatest Work,
immense

an

success.

13th thousand in press.—

Agents delighted and coining money. AGENTS
WANTED everywhere. GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher, 3 School St.. Boston.
sepl9$-4w

DUTY OFF TEAS!
EXTRA INDUCEMENTS FOR CLUBS !

Send for New Clnb Circular !
Which contains full explanations of Premiums, &c.
The Way to Obtain Our Goods!
Persons living at a distance from New York, can
club together, and get them at the same
price as we
sell them at our Warehouses in New York. In order
to get up a club, let each person
to
join say
wishing
how much Tea he wants, aud select the kind and
price from our Price List, as published in our circulars. Write the names, kinds ana amounts
plainly on
a list, and when the elub is
complete send u to us by
mail, and we will put each party’* good* in separate
packages, and mark the name upon them, with the
cost, 80 there need be no conftision in distributioneach party getting exactly what he orders, amino
more, The funds to pay for goods ordered can be sent
by drafts on New York, Pott-Office money orders, or
by express. Or we will, if desired, send the goods by
Express, to ‘'collect on delivery.”

The

Great,

Ameriean

T^AISSOURI City
1TM. der the laws

Winter. $100 to $200 per month cleared
our
New maps, Pictures

irmAD

on

Charts, 'Threads, Ac.,
gooUs.
Address at once for terms, D. L
GUERNSEY, Publislier, Concord, N.
H. and

A* OAt

bearing ten per ceut interest, and selling at
thatgive prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government
ness,
rates

Bonds into those more remunerative.
and inquiries promptly attended to.
CHARLES M. HAWK Eg,

mc

Boston.

sep24f4w

‘‘pSYCHOBIANCY,

or Sonic bar mi ns.’
A
How either sex may fascinate and
gain the
love and affections of anyperson
they choose instantly. Ibis simple mental acquirement all can possess,
free by mail for 25c. together with a
marriage
guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, &c,

dtf_29 Exchange it., Portland
Everybody Should Insure

AGAINST LOSS OR DAMAGE BY FIRE.
At the Old Agency of

W. ]>.

“Stone's History of New York
City.”
Tile book contains 800 octavo
pages. 20 full page steel
and 85 wood engravings. It is
replete witli Statistics,
Amusing Anecdotes, and Curious Incidents. The
oiily reliable record of the Chief Metropolis of the
Nation.
Selling splendidly wherever introduced.
We want energetic and reliable canvassers for this
and other popular books, and offer
very libera! terms.
Send for Circulars with full particular. VIRTUE
& YORSTON, Publishers, 12 Dey St. N. Y.
sep24t4w

FISH

MEN.

EJR

TWINES AND

NETTING,

MANUFACTURER

Send

BY

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.

Baltimore, W,

tor^Hcedist.

REMOVAL!

of

Hartford, Assets $ 1,500,000
INTERNATIONAL INS. CO.,
of New York,
1,500,006
CONTINENTAL INS. CO.,
of New York,
3,500,000
NATIONAL INSURANCE CO.,
of Hartford,
600,000
ORIENT INSURANCE CO.,
of Hartford,
600, OOO
HOFFMAN INSURANCE CO.,
of New York,
300,000
EXCHANGE INSURANCE CO.,
of Boston,
300,000
ATLANTIC INSURANCE CO..
of

commissioners

Dwellings

hi session

tf_Commissioners.

MEEHCAlTcOlJ!^

SEEEOR.
NEW Medical Work, written by Dr. F. HALwho has had greater success in the
treatment
of diseases which are described in this work than
ever
fell
to the lot of mortal man. It treats
perhaps
•n Lost Manhood, Nervous and General
Debility
free
on
Sent
receipt of stamp. Address HALLOCK
MEDICAL INSTITUTE. 133 Court
street, Boston
A

LOCK,

Dr. Hallock, who is the chief
consulting
physician of the Institute, can be consulted personor
al by
mail._augl5-dtf
N. B.

*0 and

WoodT

SOFT 'TOOD for sale at No 43 Lin
Also Dry Edgings.
WM. HUSK.

HA win street.

the

and Farm

One, Three

25t?i,

season

AX

Five

or

liVIT liOl

as

heretofore,

at our

sepllis3wostf

GO

WEST !
$4

can save

on

Passenger

each Ticket

Fifty-Five

Million

Dollars,

The CASH ASSETS of the Great

Mutual Life Ins.

Co.,

OF NEW YORK,
F. S. WINSTON, President,
Has

reached the immense

now

sum

of

$55,000,000!

and is making the best connections and
quickest
tune of any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
subject to Custom House examinat on.
For full particulars enquire at
Railway Station
or any of the Companies
agents in New Engl mi.
D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Cougresa St., Portlaud Me.

RAILROAD.

John,

Halifax, <&o.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and dayJ
cars on tills train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and
Augusta at
7:00 a. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath,

Direct rail route to Wiscassct. New

..

t

Damariscotta,

Walaoboro,

Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between

Portland

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal
Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00

and Fridays.
At Wa.doboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
A. COOMBS, Sup’t.
jy29dtf

Summer Arrangement, July

let, 1874.

For Rochester, Alton Bay, *0.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. 51., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be
purchased
and
checked.
Bypreight trains between Portland and Boston

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, liaymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.
♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.
{Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
5V.

MERRITT,

Boston

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday,

June

44lh, 1874.

trains leave Portland daihii-sno-f-wa, Passenger

l:?!!“7??:;!!aiy, for Portsmouth and Boston, (SunFsS^s^S'lays excepted) at *1.30 A. M. *6.1* A.
-“”M., 59.10 A. M., {3.30 P.M., t4.15 P.
M., { 6.00 P. M.

Leave Boston for Portmoutb anil Portland at t7.30
A. M.. t8.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., *3.15P. M., {6.00 P.
M. ‘8.00 P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, {10.40
A. M., t2.48 P. 51., *5.55 P. M., { 8.00 P M,*10.05 P. 51
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

morning.

tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.
{Fast Express.
I if The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train

departs

from the

Depot

oupr.

Ratio of expenses lower than any other
[Company
in the United States! The
receiptsfor interest alone
more than pays its death losses.
Tontine, Installment, Endowment, and all other
form of Policies issued, at the most favorable rates.—
Apply to

LITTLE, Gen. Agent,
Maine and New Hampshire.

Agents for the

Lawrence & Old

Swift,

of

sale

Colony Duck,

AND

New

Bedford

Cordage.

Manufacturers

ot

CHAIN CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, Ac

Importers of

Anchors, Wire Rope, Russia. Bolt-Rope &

Bunting.

ap23

23 & 25 Commercial
2taw-6m
Tu&F

On and after

,_—

train

(stopping

at

Stationai y Enfor Sale..

gine aud Boiler,

stationary Engine, with firebox
ANEW
of 15 horse jwwer, all complete, will be

by

_au23im

J. J. GERRISH &
31 Commercial

CARBONIC

so

CO.,
St., Portland,

ACID IN DBA

generated—the .ery thing absorbed 1
IScement
in sower pipes, and the
solidifyin.

•‘P18-

jn'.Mtv

Maine

Steamship

NEW

oepKSeodi

Boiler
Id low
Me.

Co

ARRANGEMENT.

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, rnn as
follows:
►
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. K., New York,

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia arc Utted up with fine
accommodations for
passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage In State Room *5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Mame. Shippc
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX. Galt’s Wharf, Portland
■1. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf
for

headstones for
Proposals
tional MILITARY CEMETERIES.

na-

Wait Department, )
Quartermaster General’s Office, 1
Washington, D. C., August 1, 1872.
)

Proposals are invited

for

marking tho

graves iu the

Proposals should state the price for each headstone,
properly inscribed and set at the head of the grave iu
each national military cemetery.
Bids may be for the whole work of all the cemeteries, or for that of several cemeteries in a district or
for a single cemetery.
The bonds required will be, in amount,
twenty (20)
per cent, of the whole amount of each contract.
All proposals received by the Quartermaster General will be opened on tbo 12th, day of October,
1872,
at noon, at the office of the Quartermaster General.
D. C.. in presence of bidders, and contracts wdl bo awarded to the lowest responsible bidders as soon as a comparison of the
samples and
can be completed, provided tho
samples are
eemed suitable by the Secretary of War.
All samples should be
marked in order
distinctly
to prevent mistakes.
Lists of tho cemeteries, with the number of
graves
In each, together with full
information as to conditions, requirements, Ac., will bo furnished on applieatmn in writing to tho Quartermaster
General,
Washington, D. C.
containing noprosals, to be indorsed
for
headstones for national military ceme"Proimsals
teries.” aud.adilressed to the Quartermaster
General,
Washington, D. C.
M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General, Bvt. Major General U. S. A

Envelopes

ag2-d60t

THE

BOOT

PEOPLE’S

DOCTOR

OLD

MEDICINE.
GOODRICH

HERB

AND
THE GUEAT

BITTERS

BLOOD PUItlFIKK.

The Company

are

not

They
grea

are
care

ever

prepared

from the

with
best

Roots, Herbs, Barks and
Seeds. They invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE
TORPID LIVER and
BOWELS, Cleanse the
Blood of all Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole system.
They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE, RELIEVE HEADACHE.COSTI VEN ESS,
1X DIG ESTION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOJJS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an
IMPURE STATE of the
BLOOD, or the deranged
condition of the Stomach,

for Island

responsible for baggage

Liver, Bowels
Read Prof.

etts.

No. 20 State St., Boston.
Josiaii A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters,from Flint Sc
Goldthwait, Salem. Mass., has been analyzed with
the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and may be used
as directed by itersons requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very K espectfully,
S. DANA HAYES. State Assayer, Mass.”
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.

preparation,

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
SOLD

BY

J. W. PHLR'KICTS & CO.,

PORTLAND,

after Monday, May 20th,
1 *72, passenger trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
fc-fiit
T"
at 7.15 A. M., ami 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
Also
over Bostou & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, ami with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad ior Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. JI. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, St&ndisli, and No.
Limington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle

ME.
wl6

apl7d eod &w6m

and

__

Clothing;

Cleansed.

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
and all kinds of goods dyed in a thorough man
ner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten
tlon.
WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park

W. P.

HASTINGS,
ORGANS

MANUFACTORY

the

i.riu-

at

g

O

TRIPS PER

R

WEEK.

The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Caut. C. Kilby, will lcav
Railroad Wharf, foot of State
it.,

every Monday. Wednesday an.l
Friday Evenings, at IS o'clock
commencing Monday, -2nd Inst., for Bangor, (or ail
w«l permit )
f“r “ thc Lincoln
touching at Rockland.
'<■>;
vie. Bellhst,
Searsport,
K™'
Point, Bucksport, W inUrport ami Hampden Sandy
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 0 o’clock, touch
ingat the above named landings, arriving at Port
■

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
For further j>articulars inquire of Ross A Sturd
vant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant,* Gon-

eral

Agent.

Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7
Norfolk and Baltimore and
Washington^
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly, 2.30 p. m. for NOR•FOLKand BALTIMURF.

Steamships:—

---

William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
Cant. Winslow Loretaml.
‘li:,orT
“Black-stone," Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
'-apt. Henry D. Foster.
•‘McClellan,"Cn\tt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington bv1
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg imd
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Pa. A Penn
Air Line to all (Hints in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama and l.eorgia -, and over the Seaboard and Iloanoke R. It. to all points In North and South Carolina
by the Ball. A Ohio B. R. to Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocation*.
Fare.including Berth an.l Meals to Norfolk *13.00.
line48 hour*; to Baltimore $13, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

juiieL'tf

3.1 Central Wharf, Boston.

Waldoboro and Damariscotta !
First

Trip April

20.

Steamer

The

CHARLES
HOUGHTON, Alex Farnham
Jr., Master, will leave Atlantic
.Wharf, foot of India St., Portland

Wednesday,

—'everyi
M., for Waldoboro, touching at Boothbay and Round
Pond. Every Saturday ut 7 A. M„ for
Damariscotta
touching at Boothbay and Hodgadon’s Mills.
Returning, will leave WaldoFs.ro every Thursday
at G A. M., and Damariscotta
every Mon.lav at 9 A.
M., touching at intermediate landings, connectin'*
with the Boston Boats at Portland, and
with the
Boston & >Iame and Eastern
Railroads, arriving in
season for passengers to take the afterPortlaud[ini
noon train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston A
Maine amt Eastern Railroads, and on board
Bosten
Boats. Freight and
passengers taken »9 low as bv
7
any other rovte. Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD A CO.,
^ Commercial »t.
Portl.nd, April 10, 1872,

——-—

II

at 6 o'clock

A.

For Halifax, Nova Scotiiu
DIRECT!
The

new

side-wheel Steamship

FALMOUTH,
pressly for the route,
Atlantic Wharf

built exwill leave

Every Friday,
for

at 6 P. in.,
Halifax, direct.

Making
Railway,

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New
Glasgow and
Pictou. and steamers for Prince Edward’* Island; al*> at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey A Co.’a
Stages for Cape Breten.
1Na ,eavg"
Hal,fa* *n TUESTNAV^
DAY S, at 9 P. M., on arrival of train from P. E. Island and stations on Nova Scotia
Railway.
Cabin passage, including berth
*7 00
State Rooms and meals extra.
®nt* further Information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
juneltfJOHN PUBTEOUS, Agent.

h

VT T

i

Given

Away.,

q

framed in elegant Black Wal*
Moulding: or “The First Bible Lesson,”—
Prang’s prettiest $2 00 Chromos, /rawed in
Keacy axlt Moulding, given to every new subscriber
to the Kivebside

nut
one

of

Echo, paying $2 00 for

subscription,

TllP
LVllfk torm
!;s Published weekly,
A Illy Xilyliu
suitable

one

year’s

quarto
for
binding on
clear white paper, from plain and beautiful
It
type
[S in its seventh velume, and well known a. an cxeeleint Litbbaby. Rei.ignils and
Temi-ebancb
Home and News Jouusal.
Sample copies ot thc paper sent free to any address
In them will be found full description of the
pictures
"
Don’tl Wsilt
f’F aan agent to call, bnt send
'HI for
sample topy of the paper,
choose your picture, send us *2 00, name your nearest Express oflice, and we will send the
picture all
framed and securely packed, at once.
in

you
No

Humbug "Bg

pay the agent his
tim comes.

subscription money

until

the r
vic-

Exnerienced Agents Wanted Everywhere at onee.
*
on liberal terms.
Address.
Publishers Riverside Keho, Portland, Me.
Jyl7deod&w4w w29
4 oinmissioiM'iV Notice.
Subscribers hereby give notice that thev have
been[appointed by thelion. John A. Waterman,
(judge of the Probate Court, commissioners to receive
and decide upon all claims
against the estate of David

THE

AJ. Richardson,

late of

Deering,

in the

CbuBty

of

Cumberland, deceased, except those of the Admi'nistrator; that six months from the sixteenth day of July, A. D., 18«2, are allowed to the creditors of said
th,lr elaims; that they
Sm££preynt1SdJfw®
will be in session fbr the
purpose or receiving said
claims and proof
at the Post Office,
sustaining
them,
at Stevens Plains on the first
Saturdavs of October
ami December, A. D.,
1872, from one to live *
P. M 0of
each of the before mentioned
days.
EDWARD P. BRIGGS,
DAVID TORREY,

<s»'lsb!l"w""'

Peering, September. 6th, 1872.

Dr. R. J. JOUKDAIN,
PROPRIETOR OF

TH*

Parisian (.allery of
Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
most
valuable
eoutaiiung
information on tlie

HAS
causes,

consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, ami
the various causes of the loss
of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter

en

venereal

infection,

61

and the

means

of rure, be:

Hancock Utreel, Boston, Nlaaa.

junUdlyr

___

ST.

and State Fair, in

1‘na; dryness,

no

dampness mould

nor

taint; 3rd;

no

intermingling of odors; purity and aotlve air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured ami for sale by J. F. MERRILL botween Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.’s loe House. Portland, Me.
je4dtf

~

HALL’S

All In.trnmcnt. Warranted.

Jones’ Market.370 ConDANUft JON1S.

eT"

The three points oi excellence which I ala inn, arc:
1st: constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;

VEBETABIE SICIIIAI

Price lists sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid lor in

HAIR

Install-

RENEWER.

ments.
also have tho Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

McPhail
The

s

Pianos,
United

leading insli tment manufactured

in

the

States.

Remember 144 1-* Eiflialiuo St.
^47

2m

dc20

eodftwt

ISION

For Itarticulars etuiaire
Jel-K
*res»st.

1ST

A.

THREE

1869.

SON,)
Marine, Stationary anil Portable
STEAM ENGINES.
Steam boilers, Bleach Boilers & Bag Dusters, Shifting, Mill Hearing and General Machinery. Hastings
of every description made to order.
Bcpahing
6
promptly attended to.
315 Commercial Street,
W. H. FESSENDEN.
sc 013 Cm
Portland, Mo.
For Sale at a Bargain.

LIN

—TO—

ROOM,

Receive.) the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

MACHINEWORKS

days.

INSIDE

144 1-3

SALES-

EXCHANGE

PORTLAND

STAPLES &

or

NTI'RDIVANT,

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

4

#n ac-

w

Htreet,

CYB1JM

Rons & Sturdl-

IXr. Jourdain’s Coiifeiiltiiiff OfIi<‘e,

MELODEONS

store—one of the best locations in
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold
APRO\
INS, count
DRAIN YOUR CELLARS,
of leaving the ate. Must bo sold wilhin tea
„

at

of

ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 23 cents. Address,

—AND—

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsfield,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc
Portland, May 20,1872.

C.

a<

®

CLOTHES

and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newllekk Parsonsfield and Ossipec, Tuesdays, Thursdays anu Sat-

(EOBMERLY

Kidneys.
Hayes’ report
or

to Col. Brodhead, State
Commissioner of Massachu-

Spring Arrangement.
On

Macbia»|s,rt.

** 8

Size, 16x20 inches,

The best Hpriug & Hummer .Medicine
offered to the public.

Division.

stations at 5.30 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the
and Mail Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.

and

Machias port every Monday

particulars inquire
fa"U*:r
179 Commercial

Srlces

TRAINS.

stations)

NT

Harkor
dune
JhfoICitStm.n
,at Bar
Sept. 19th, H’in "T.V
addition
to her usual landings
'CaV° Mai’hla*P®«
UW
lirntiS of 5Ca. m”1"

Washington,

England

Ills._JuylSeod&w eowlyr_
Power

Dratts issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage
apply
at the Company’s OMce, 80 State Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
JAMBS ALEXANDER, Agent.

Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1.40 P M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

more

15 Horse

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, |34 CTTliliPONTCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.

Monday, June 24th.
follows:

all

W I 8 rU O

end

train at 7.30 A. M. for
-““Montreal, and tho west. Slopping at
all stations to South Paris and at Island Pond, Bethel, Gorham, Northumberland and North Stratford
Mail

nPwiB

■

run as

only.

E

Dracrt,) Millbriilge, douosport
,eave

City.

St., I50ST0N.

Nauseous Medicinesf or Seminal Weakness, Piles, Incontinence of Urine and Prolapsus
Uteri!' Old Dr. HAIVLE Y* 8 quarter of a century experience has perfected a local cure, speedy,
permanent and secret. Local treatment proved by
the most eminent
European physicians the only cure.
Instrument anil specific,wLh plain direct!ons.sesurely sealed, *19.
Sold by his agents BeiinhaadFestuer, 344 Third
Avenue, New York, and R.B. Landon, N o. S Urn!
Block, Chicago,

NO

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
SCOTIA, Weil. Sept. 25.1PARTHIA, Sat. Oct. 51
ALGERIA, Sat. Sept. 28. CHINA
Wed. Oct.
JAVA, Weil. Oct. 2.1COLOBIA, Sat. Oct. 12.
Passage Money/Includingtaretrom Boston toN York,
Cabin, *80, $100, $130gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, *30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, *15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Passengers enbark at Cuuard Wharf. Jersey

ARRANGEMENT.

will
TfHfjppffPflToinH
Passenger

Machias.

leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
every Tups.lav
Frhlay evenings, at ten o’clock, for Rockland
-So. West Harbor (Mt.
Sedgwick,
™

w ill
and

■

$100 Mold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30
Currency

THE

SUMMER

TO

Desert and

B

Cabin, $80 &

ar-

tf

os

LINE

CAPT. DEEMING,

BOSTON

Boston.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
OF

Is Iw then

Har.

OLYMPUS, Tues. Oct. 15. MALTA, Tues- Nov 12
[S“Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

of the Maine

r. a. cc r.

Queenstown, Cork

national cemeteries as required by law to be addreamd to tbs Quartermaster General, Washington,

SupeAntendent,

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
*53 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872.
jun21tf

uni-I I

Portland, May 18,1872.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00{ (express) P.M.
lteturning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *12.30,
*3.15,.6.00{ (oxpress) P. 51.

sailing

Summer Arrangement.

HECLA. Tues. Sept. 24.” SIBERIA, Tues. Oct. 22.
SAMARIA, Tues. Oct. 1. HECTA. Tues. Oct. 29.
Tues. Oct. 8. SAMARIA, Tues. Nov. 6.
MALTA,

_j_C.
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

of

A. R. STUBBS, Agent

9
25th
to

Steamers appointed to sail

(

days

on

o’clock, p. m.

LINE

DIRECT FROM

a. m.

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

Summersi.le, P. E. I.
Elf'Freight received

ttESSEEST'

MAIL 8TEAMERN

at

at *M'

ISobbinston, Calais, Woodstock and HonMon.
Connections made at St. .John for Dixhv Annan,

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

St., every Monday

olis, Windsor, Kentvllle, Haiifax. N. S. Erederi, tton, Shediac, Amhetst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1 and

vant,

From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. m.
From Oldtowii,
Bangor, Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, Readfield, Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. in.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:45
p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor, &c. 1 -25

KNOX

t«°I ^ate

SuSS

The favorite Steamer

WHITNEY Ac RA.HPMON, Agents,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

CHINA RD

after MONDAY, duly

Eastport an^
Returning will leave St.-Job t and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews
for

L

ju23-ly

m.

ForMt Kineo, Moosehead Lake, take 12.15 a. m
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 6:50 a. m. At
8 o’clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of Lake
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 p. m. Passengers can by
stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1*00
p. m. and take stage
®
next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00
p. m. train. Pasticketed
sengers
through. Fare #5.(10.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland at Station
and at Horse Railroad Office for
Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M: LUNT, General Superintendent.
Angusta, July 26, 1872.
aug!2tf

0» and

the Steamer* of Internal h»u*
*, Line
will k**Te Railroad Wharf

Wharfage.

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Rockland, Augusta,
Readfield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Matta^
wamkeag at 1:00 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25
p.
^
Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p.
Trains Due at Portland.

ARKANGKMKNT

al

WedVy & Sat’d’y.

■

_

Portland for Bangor, Houlton,
Calais, St.

John, Digby

Ml.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From IMue Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance olio half tlie rate ol
’sailing vessels.
for
the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

of Trains__
^55———.Arrangement
H"'n="l;5"*“|G(>mmouciug Julv 22. MMWBBW

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

&

IV©

Bangor, Me.

No other Company in the world affords
superior
advantages or such security as this.

family

Fearing, Rodman

Leave each port every

and

three trips peh week :

Mt.

steamship Line.

___

L»Sse187--

Calais

INSIDE

PHILADELPHIA

WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

MAINE CENTRAL

international STEAMSHIP CO.

_jun25

—AND—

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

life time, or to your
in case of your decease.
Beside tlie usual large dividend to policy holders
made in January last, an extra dividend from the reserved surplus has recently been made.
Policies in a few years become free or self-sustaining and hence nonforfeitable.

D.

information cheerfully famished at
wl5
aptsLVw
l»4t

boston

the

to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
oti£ passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Maitaging Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

W.

times.___

THE GRAND TRUNK is in splendid
running condition, is tully supplied with first-class rolling
** stock,

Express

If you want Life insurance, be sure to get a Policy
with this great company. You will then have a reliable security,
continually increasing in value,
which may be made available to yourself during your

Ticket Agency!

Office, 49 1-9 Exchange Street.

jgfKeHabie
all

and Southwest!

aug28-tf

YV I,. BII.LINCf). Agent
COYLE JR., General Agent.luilmtr

SUMMER

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

ToCanada, Detroit, Chicago, Saginaw,
Wt. Paul, Malt l ake
City, Denver,
Mat
rraueineo, and all points

including

J. B.

Windiiornnd Halifax.

Travelers for
CALIFORNIA
1 H*® West, South anil Norlhi■
obtain III rough Tirkrls
^lwe.1,
may
"
by the brsi and most rrlinblr
routelroiu Portlaud or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowcnl rate*, at the old
aud reliable Union Ticket
Agency of

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

West, Northwest

low rates.

■C-—

VSjSraBSSa

by buying via

DAILY, (SPNDAYS EXCKPTSD)
A/r T O’CLOCK P. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare 1.00. Freight taken at

AT THB

OLD
You

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Eastport,

ti

ALTERATION

THE BEST SAYINGS BANK.

iV

PROCURE TICKETS

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

jww

office.

t n » u
11
11,15 Aa

Capt._je22dtf

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. 5L, and 3.30, P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,

Tears,

°o

cents, children half price.
arrangements can l>c made by applying to

Special

the

Boston

Portlaud, Sept 13,1872..

_

T

andro-ls^
tli*’ and
15 A- M-

Fare down and back 25

the 3.35 p. m. train arrives in
to connect with Steamers for Bos-

J.

872, at 8.4J

Bavin* commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

OLIVER,

Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11
and 5 P. M, and Jones* Landing at 9.Jo and1
M., and 2.00 and 5.15P. M.

R’s., and

Portland in
ton.

rives at and

Property

honest losses will be promptly adjusted and

All

Mass.

Wood l

us on

•

JAMES G. TUKET
FBANKLIN SAWYER

THE SECRET

435,000

IM8URED FOR

anti prove their

for the purpose of receiving said claims andin
proof at
the office of A. A. Strout in
Portland,Countv of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the tfilrd Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh dav of
November A. D. 1872, at ten «f the clock in the fore

May 23,1872.

0,000

Best Terms with. Best Offices.

nrainit

trf” 0rt?an,l

will

3

others wanting large linos may he accommodated
with

hv

that said

335,000

merchants, manufacture!
and

undersigned commissioners appointed
tlie
of Probate for Cnmbe?faml
THEJudge
County to
meet and

claims, and

Providence,

ALPS INSURANCE CO.,
of Erie,
ALEMANNIA INSURANCE CO.,
of Cleveland,

Office 49 1-2 Exchange St.
Sept 2-is3w-ostf

deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that six
months front the seventh day of Mayj.r. 1872?S al-

Maine R.

or

baggage

Who now represent the following First Class Companies, and are prepared to issue Policies for
175,000 and upwards on all good property
at the most favorable rates of other
reliable companies, viz.:
PHCENIX INSURANCE CO.

juy!6dtf

Han*”

Co.,

Established in. 1843.

For

merchant, have removed to Willi.’ mark.
Na. 101 Commercial Hired One door
d“®
en.tofT.H. Weaton&Cah.

examme the claim of the
creditors
the estate of Veranus C.
late

Little &

Office 491-9 Exchange Street*

S0M-

^^WSheK
Ad£p°“t4Tw
CANVASSERSWANTED!
For

Or-

h22

«cc.

Agents.

Bonds registered unat last session of the Legis-

passed
Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no
expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore
paid and must reeasily
main so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended for safety as well as
profitable-

31 * 33 VEKEY STREET,
F. O. Box 5643.
New York City.
scp24t4w

WANTED!
Si O
On
4^F®5FtS
v
v Bent
chance now offered for Fall and

afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern

A. S.

Evergreen Landing, touching aTjmies-i^.

and after June
1.45 and 3.15 P. M.

with

Wednesdays

County

and

latuer.

paid,

Ton

Municipal

BONDS.

Eco-

a crown.

cai'TAIN

Will leave llie end of Custom House

Den-

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoinville, North port. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and
Whitefield, Mondays,

vt

FIT.

trade-mark

Connect daily with 1.15 P. M.,
Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom,
mark, Bridgtou, Lovell,ami North Lovell.
The 12.30 p. m. from No. Conway connects

JOHN

K X F R K 8
S,

The 7.15 and 6 30 a. m.
with
passenger cars attached.
Steamer “Sebago,” connects with 1.15 P. M. train
from Portland, for Naples,
Bridgton, No. Bridgtou,
Harrison, and Waterford.
8TAGEM
For

THE SUPERIOR SEA-UOI.NH
STEAMERS
BROOKS and
MONTREAL,

ITEATIEU

P. M.
P. M.
1.15
5.23
12.30
3.35
Trains will be Freight

P. M.

M PINE ST.

THOMSON’S GENUINE GLOVE
FITTING, every Corset * eing stamped with the

THOMSON, and the

BONDS.

or

Ask for

name

““-A. M.
Leave Portlaud,
7.15
Leave N. Conway, G.30

FOR BOSTON

Peak’. Island
tttcamboat Company.

On

_

Mattawamkeag,

sep9—il&w3m_23 Nassau St.. New-York

GIVE

SATISFACTION.

Payson, Esq,

w. B. SHATTIJCK & Co., Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS,

ders

popularity.

M.

—OR—

complete Political Compend, designed for
ofall parties. Presidential Candidates, Cabinets, Constitution, Conventions, Platforms, Eleetion
returns, Letters of Acceptance, Census, other Statistical Tables, &c. Price $1.25; sells at sight; $10 to $20
per day easily made. Address F. C. BLISS &CO.,
Hartford, Conn.
sep7t4w
K A DAY to Agents, selling Campaign
Ladies and Gents as breast and
®ad$es»
scarr-pins, gold plated with photog’s o f President
Candidates. Samples mailed free for 30 cents.
McKay & Co., 93 Cedar St N. Y.
sep4f4w

A§ep4t4

Barrett, Bankers,

PORTLAND.

voters

in connection with the Pictorial
Home Bible the most complete pubLKy lished.
Prospectus Free to Bible
WM’ F*JNT & C0‘ Springfield, Mass.

For Peaks’ Island.

and after Monday, Sept. 16tb, and
ES??????f?2*?§luntil further notice, trains will run
follows:

—

—AND—

i campaign handbook
Agents
Wanted. I
And Citizen’s Manual.
A full and

A

at

Messrs. Swan &

doin& national pub-

HORACE GREELEY and FAMILY
An elegant Engraving, perfect likenesses, 22x28 in.
sent by mail $1. also, Campaign Goods, 1 silk Grant
Badge & 1 plated 25c. Sample latest styles Wedding
cards. Notes, &c. 25c. A. Demarest,
Engraver, 182
Broadway, N. Y._
sep4f4w
The
adjustable Photograph
BT BTi AJ
V Albnm
is a novelty to be found only

portion of
it is entire-

out.

taken in

FREE TO ROOK AGENTS.
AN

PROFITABLE,

And advise those who would secure
any
the loan to make early application before

sep7f4w

lowed for said creditors to be present

LOWEST RATES.

ring the New Year, in the

very unusually
to prove these Bonds safe

tendency to

Commissioners’ Notice

SEASON.

No. 14 Cross

have been justly regarded as a prime
security, tbe
location of tbe line, the financial
strength of tbe
stockholders in the Company, and the

_

a

B. R.

TIME.

OF

CHANGE

7 PER CT. GOLD BONDS

Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New Yolk
Sole Agent for the United States.
__
Price One
Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
Sep 19-4wt

There is

OGDENSBURG

&

FIRST MORTGAGE

Have you weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organ* ? You must procure Instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.

furnish

\ iUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES.

r

lias

to

J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange fill.,
PORTLAND, MAUVE.

Extinguishers.

WHO

ICE !

mrl2distf

Most

C. M. & H. T.

stock ot

FOR THE

IEV ORDERS
{

EXTINGUISHER

prepared

cal access.
This Division will be finished during the
present
season, the necessary iron and other material having
been bought and paidfor.
The Company's

&c.

Co.,

' Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
sep20-27-oct 4

TIIE

Burnham &

Having seenred tbeir

Noy“’

Lot of
in
adjoining above lot
100 X 100 feet; the whole sold in
on,
euttfwt
J
to tho widow’s dower therein.
•Dated at Portland Sept. 20th, 1872.
Terms Cash.
DAVID FROST, Guardian of

|unlld6mTu&F2taw

mftaSviigi.'S’as

West.
D. TEBBETS.

which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
jommercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mli2-dtt

CONSUMPTION._
The effects to bo looked for by
Syrup Pectoral arc, u soothing and

7

jyl«M.ft.i

I.EADINO

Extract of Jurubeba

Canker, Pimples, <&c.,

m

ASTHMA,
PACT,

wants to go

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the
TWO
the rear,
Vernon Court, together with the

I »T X’X. TT E! 3ST Z-<9l ,
RAISING OF BLOOD,
IVHOOl'I NU-COUflII, CROUP,
IN

owner

_Jan3t_SAMUEL
FOR SALE ON STATE

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,

AneUMtMrfc0YES'

hereby given, that

tVMbU'£,rce»
Help Wanted.

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

FOR

virtue of

Portland, Aug.^8tb, 1872.
au28-law3w
Maine Savings Bank.

NOTICE

REMEDY

Ouardian's Sale.

RICHARD W. ROBINSON,
WILLIAM M. SARGENT,

1

RELIABLE

noon.

is

a

SPRIN GrVALE.

buciv

ed™p’on toSGmEJXSJ-t0Sa"‘e*Ute

room, two
room, two

very healthy location, every room having the
mn shining in some part of the
day. Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G.
LARKIN,
U1 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Galt
Block, Commercial Street.
sepl4-tf

EXTRACT

are

State”Street, tor Sale.

on

STORY Brick houso
New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten
3
and furnished
with

IBMIER’S

clock

Maine.

House No. 84 Emery St., head of
Cushman Street.

Whipple

o

liANIEL C. EMERY, Esq,

_Gorham,
FOR SALE !

mention. Price 35 Balsam
For Sale bv Balsam
Adamson’s all Druggistsand Medicine Ilcai- Balsam
Adamson’s ers. Sample bottle and Circu- Balsam
Adamson’s lars free. F. W. KINSMAN. Balsam
Adamson.s Proprietor, Augnsta, Maine.
Balsam
Adamson’s
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. Balsam
Adamson’s W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. Balsam
Adamson’s W.
& Co., Wholesale Balsam
Adamson’s and Retail, Portland, W. L. AL- Balsam
Adamson’s DEN & CO., Bangor, Agents Balsam
A<lamson’8 for Maine.
Balsam
Adamson's
Retail by all Druggist.
Balsam
Price 35 and 75 cents per bottle.
ag3-eod3m

THE INDIANA DIVISION.
now being
built, will very largely Increase the business of the entire
line, as it will traverse both Bituminous and Block Coal fields, to which tbe main and
branch tracks of the Chicauo, Dan ville and Vincennes Railroad will have very
ready and economi-

nomirnl, and

Whittier, Gorham, Me.
This proj»erty consists of a Saw Mill end a Mill for
the manufacture of Kitts, and quarter and one 4alf
Barrels, Syrup kegs, Pails, &c., &c. The machinery
is in good order and of approved kinds. The water
power is abundant, and capable of much greater improvement; Mill Dam in excellent repair. A Store,
Dry Houses, Stock, Shed &c.. &c.. to be sold with
the Mills. A large amount of Stock ready for manufacture can be purchased with the property.
There is a steady demand for the Manufactured
Woods in Portland, Boston and New
York, and the
iemand is increasing.
Sale positive. Terms easy.
to
seplO- eod 2w

es), to pay a dividend on (he
xork, besides
inieresi upon (he bonded deb(.

plant
agent.
In there want of action in your Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretious, producing scrofulous or skiu diseases, Blotches, Felons Pustules

sale:

THE
A.

the most congenial purgative
yet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood;
they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tunc to ihe whole being.
They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
diseases.
Most
eminent clergymen, most
dangerous
skilful physicians, raid our best citizeus send certificates of cures performed and of great benefits
they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l
are

to

and

120 acres, well di-

valuable and well-known Mills situated at
Edes Falls, Naples, Maine, owned by the late S.

Adamson’s cents per bottle.

(Jrino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists
everywhere.
noeodly28

Saco; contains

vided. Two Storied brick house;
wood house, and barn nearly new.

for

Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,

ir

Dr. Wells

good

Adamson's President First Nat. Bank; S\t. Balsam
Adamson’s Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L. Balsam
Adamson’s Alden, and 10,000 others toonu- Balssm
merous

to

Two wells ami two boiling springs; would make a
milk or vegetable farm, being only seven miles
fr»m Portland: plenty of wood and some timber.
Young orchard of 125 trees, apple and pear. Will
be sold low. Apply to WM. H.
JERRIS, Real
Estate and Loan Agen t.
Portland, Aug. 10th, 1872.
eod4w&w3t33*

ach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

Adamson,s
Adsamou’s

PLEASANTLY located about one
mile from Saccarappa, on the load

0

1

months

subsequent to tbe cpening of tbe line from Chicago
Danville, in January last, the earnings were $324,
993,61, or enough (after deducting operating expens-’

to

by

water?

Augl-eod<&w8w

CUBING

m

To Let.

or

of the best and

carried direct from tbe mines to tbe manufactories
docks of Chicago.
The succes of this road i9 not a matter of
speculation, but of.accomplished fact. In the seven

is

and

It
to tbe sufferer for the first fewdo.-es, but
which from
continued use brings Piles ami kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it a doctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a moat powerful Tonic and
the leading medical
alterative, pronounced so
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

au28-eod&wlm

House For Sale

WOT. K. WOOD.6I
Exchange 9t.

Purposes

INDIANA BLOCK COAL

CHARLES HUMPHREY
1872.

CHICAGO,

Is the great air-line, low-grade route
by wbicb tbe

mo4t convenient in the city.
ONEContaining 16 finished
rooms, including Libra-

WILLUDIR Ac nOSTWICK,
Bankers, 49 Wall Nt„ New Ysrk.

For all the

Exchange st,

THE

their splendid endowment of Lands, Railroad
Siedge
oiling Stock, Station Houses and all other proi>erty

faithful payment of interest
pal, making this a

72

Real Estate for Sale in Yarmouth.
2
story homestead house, and lot, containing
1£ acre of land, of Philip Torrey, late of Yarmouth, deceased, will be eold at a low price if applied
for soon. Said estate is situatedmt the Falls
Village,
on the main street near the
Academy, Post office and
ship yards, and is one of the most pleasantly situated
ocations in the country. Enquire of

Endorsement,

the the

Portland

Post Office.

BY

lor

E. S. FRINK.

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.
sep3dts
Desirable House Lots.
undersigned offers for sale a few very choice
building lots, located on the line of Deeriug

payment and Redemption ot
and lute rent on each and

Special Mortgage

ELIZABETH

address

"rinetpal

eyery

SALE.

real estate of the late Mrs.
THE
SMITH, No. 6 Chestnut Street.
Please

these Bonds the “faith and credit of the
^ **■« solemnly and irrevocably pleda-

Balsam

Balsam

Adamson’s

Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamsou’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamsou’s
Adamsou’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

_sep!3-tf_No. 34 Plum St.

Mass

Thirty Yr. Bonds.

Balsam

Adamson’s

Adamson,s

7 Per Ct.

Balsam
Balsam

XJ

Boston,

STATE LOAN 0E ARKANSAS.

Balsam

R

Secrv.

FIRST CLASS SECURITY.

Balsam

Adamson s
Adamson’s

40 Rooms*

INVESTMENT.

Balaam

WHY

KNEE LAN D,

ELEVEN PER CENT.

Drug Stores.

Adamson's
Adwnwm’B
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s

Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamson’s

to All.

For Sale or To Let,
Gas an»l Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,

Entrance Examination, Oct. 3d. For CatFALL
alogues, Annual Reports of June 3d, apply to
PROF.
SAMUEL
sepll-dt Oetl

JEliJtlS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent.

Family

LITTLE

by

on

WM. M.

under the control of R«. Krr. Henry A. Neely,
B. B., Bishop of Maine.
Hey. Bnniel F. Smith, A. M„ Rector.
Christmas Term begins Sept. 10th, 1872, and
continues fourteen weeks. For circulars, address the
Rector.
au21 lmo

Abbott

house

State Street, occupied
the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tf

se5-d*fcw4w

ST.

containing

about 7000 square feet of land.
For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange St.
sep!7-dtf

sent

PORTLAND

RAILROAD

I

■

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the
and must be taken as a permanent curative

House for Sale.

or

Which

THE

LoanIII

proposing to remove from the
THEcity,undersigned
offers for sale his residence
Deeriug St.
The house is

STEAMERS.

_

are

For Sale.

providing

facilities for

To

RAILROADS.

Danville & Vincennes

prepared to loan money In cam
from $100 to any ainonut dewired, on first
claim mortgage* in
Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Dceriug. Parties desirous of building can also be accommodated with loaus.
GEO. R. DAVIS A CO.,
Real Estate A Mortgage Brokers.
sep24tt

Esq., The Hon. Thomas

“Don’t try that dodge!” John Cochrane cried,
“The Free-trade hoys will tan your hide!”
•
Upon his nose a tear-drop shines,
He wipes it on his sleeve and whines,
“I’m going West!”

MISCELLANEOUS.

BULLETIN.

References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
au23tf
B. Reed.

and warm,
la White House window, bright
He dreams lie sees Ulysses’ form,
and
trousers
high
higher,
Then yanks his
Rips fiercely out, and screams in ire,
“l’ra going West!”

miscellaneous.

Geo. R. Rsivis & Co.’s

Instructor in French at the Portland High School.
EESSONS—Office Hours, from
,??IY,ate
IP. M. till 3 P.M.

His pants were short, Ids boots ran down
HiR felt hat smashed in at the crown,
And like a squeaking cart-wheel rung,
The accents of that well-known tongue,
“I’m going West!

•

REAL ESTATE.

Content Piiws if you want health in your

families.
WITH

sei>20eodlw

Restore

Cray

Hair to its Original

SLASHES

Color,

whcre “h” ft‘1,Bn off fr«“

It will prevent the Hair from
falling out.
whouTe it aroimamimoua in awarding It* tl,.
‘ *
praise of being the best Hair Dressing
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free
by mail.
Manufactured only by
R* P* HALL & CO.
Nashua. N. H
prfm. 11
Proprietor*.
For sale by all tlruggists.
Jyleod&eow d
eow w WJ8
2jb
All

extant!

a

